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1 Introduetion 

1.1 Heterogeneous catalysis: a surface phenomenon 

Catalysis has become an increasingly important discipline in the last century. Nowadays, 
more than 80% of our chemica! products are synthesized with the aid of a catalyst. This has 
led to a more efficient use of natura! resources, a Iowering of production costs, and the 
ma nufacture of new products. Additionally, catalysts are more and more used to clean 
exhaust and tail gases produced by traffic and industry. The expansion of the world 
population and the decrease of natura! resources will further increase the requirements that 
catalysts will have to meet in future years. Fundamental studies of catalytic reactions 
contribute significantly to tbe impravement of current catalysts and the development of new 
catalytic processes. 

In heterogeneaus catalysis, the catalyst and the reactants are present in a different 
phase: the catalyst is typically a solid, whereas the reactants are gases or liquids. A 
heterogeneaus catalytic cycle consists of three characteristic steps. First, the reactants actsorb 
at the surface. There, at least one chemica! bond breaks; the essential task of the catalyst 
is in fact to lower the activation energy of this bond scission. Subsequently, products form 
at the surface, which desorb in the last step of the cycle. Thus, the surface of the catalyst 
plays a decisive role in the catalytic process. Because chemica! bonding is essentially a 
localized phenomenon, the catalytic activity of the surface is related to its composition and 
structure on the atomie scale [ 1]. Modem surface science provides valuable tools to study 
this relationship, albeit under idealized conditions. 

1.2 Catalyst characterization with surface spectroscopy 

Although surface spectroscopie techniques provide a wealth of information on the molecular 
surface chemistry of catalysts [2], there are a few important limitations with respect to their 
applicability. 

Several spectroscopie methods utilize electroos or ions, either as the primary partiele 
used as the excitation source, or as the detected secondary partiele that is emitted by the 
sample and carries the characteristic information. The limited mean free path (i.e. the 
distance traveled without an inelastic collision) of these particles implies that these 
spectroscopies can only be applied under ultra high vacuum conditions. However, there are 
techniques that can be used under catalytic conditions, for example, optica! techniques such 
as infrared and Raman spectroscopy, which use electromagnetic radiation as excitiation 
souree and response. 

A second problem associated with the use of ions and electroos is the possibility of 
sample charging during analysis. A wide range of catalysts contain oxides, either as the 
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Figure 1.1 
Schematic drawing of a technica/ supported catalyst (left) and of two catalytic model systems. 
In the technica/ catalyst, the active phase is dispersed over a support, which is aften a non
conducting porous oxide. In the model catalyst (centre), the porous support is replaced by 
a thin oxide film on a conducting substrate. The single crystal surface (right) represents an 
'infinite' large partiele of the active phase with a specific surface orientation. 

active phase or as the spongy support which is used to stabilize the dispersed active phase 
against sintering (Figure 1.1a). Sample charging changes the energy distribution of emitted 
electroos and ions, thus obscuring or suppressing the characteristic information that would 
be obtained in the ideal case. One possibility to solve these problems is by charge 
compensation, e.g. by flooding the sample with low energy electroos or by pressing the 
catalyst in a conducting matrix. Another possibility is to represent the real catalyst by a 
conducting model system. Currently used model systems can be divided into two groups. 

First, the active phase of the catalyst can be represented by a well-defined single or 
polycrystalline surface (Figure 1.1c). Surface spectroscopies can optimally be utilized on 
these surfaces. The composition and structure of these surfaces are k.nown at the atomie 
level, so that the relationship between reactivity and structure can be studied in detail. 
Inherent to single crystal studies is that the results are characteristic of catalysts with large 
particles. In addition, some structural effects can be anticipated by studying the reactivity 
of stepped, kinked, or sputtered surfaces [ 1]. 

Model systems which more closely resembie the real catalyst can be made by 
dispersing the active phase over a so-called model support, consisting of a thin oxide film 
on a conducting substrate (Figure 1.1 b). In actdition to the absence of sample charging, these 
flat model systems have the advantage that the active phase is well-visible to surface 
spectroscopies, as it is located at the outside of the sample instead of being hidden in the 
pores of a real support. Questions regarding the effect of partiele size on chemica! reactivity 
can well be addressed by these systems. Several methods have been used to apply the active 
phase onto the model-support, for example evaporation [3,4,5,6], decomposition of volatile 
catalyst precursors [7,8,9,10,11], or wet-chemica! methods [12,13,14,15]. The latter 
approach is the most realistic one from a catalytic point of view, and enables one to 
characterize the catalyst in various stages of its preparation and to study the effect of typical 
pretreatments on the molecular structure and activity of the catalyst. 
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1.3 Reactivity studies with surface spectroscopy 

Surface se ie nee techniques are of considerable help in studies of catalytic reactlV!ty. 
Spectroscopie analysis of adsorbed species and desorption products can be used to establish 
the elementary reaction steps which together constitute the catalytic cycle. Experirnental data 
on the killetics of these elementary steps provide information on the rate-lirniting step, which 
may help in the design of irnproved catalysts. Knowledge of these macroscopie kinetic 
parameters is also invaluable from a fundamental point of view, because they are related to 
the microscopie properties of the reacting molecules. The relation between the macroscopie 
and microscopie aspectsof chemica! kinetics is described by statistica! mechanics, a theory 
of some 80 years old. The renewed interest in this subject is explained by the increasing 
knowledge of the microscopie properties of adsorbed species, which have become accessible 
experimentally and theoretically in recent years. 

An important tooi in statistica) mechanics is the partition fimction Q, which is defined 
as the following sum over all energy levels e; of a particular molecular system: 

Q = L; e- c1 ' kT (1.1) 

The energies e; are made up of translational, vibrational, and rotational energies of the 
molecules, and the partition function is therefore aften written as: 

Q Q Q Q e- U0 I kT 
= trans vib rot 

(1.2) 

where Qtrans• Qvih• and Qrot are the partition functions for translation, vibration, and rotation, 
with respect to the ground state energy U0 of the reacting complex. The mathematica) 
expressions for these partition functions can be found in many textbooks on statistica) 
mechanics and chemica I kinetics [ 16, 17] . In short, these partition functions depend on 
microscopie properties of the molecules, such as their freedom of translation, vibrational 
modes, intemal rotations of parts of the molecule, or rotation of the molecule as a whole. 

The equilibrium constant of a chemica) reaction can now be written in terms of these 
partition functions: 

K = e·JG0 / RT = eJS0 1R e - JH I RT 
eq 

!I Ql.product 
i 0 ( E. uP'.oduct_ E. u re_actant ) ; kT 

-=:::::---- e , a ., 1 a.; 

a Q. reactant 
J 

(1.3) 

with !:J.G0 the change of the Gibbs free energy, !:J.S0 the entropy change, and !::.H the reaction 
enthalpy . The entropy change associated with the reaction is thus largely determined by the 
partition functions of reactants and products, which can be computed with quantumchemical 
ab initio methods or estimated from experimentally observed vibrations and rotations. 

The kinetics of an activated elementary reaction step can be analyzed on a 
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microscopie level with the aid of transition state theory, as developed by Eyring [ 18] . Most 
reactions need to be activated in order to proceed . This activation generally proceeds via 
collisions with the substrate, but may also be accomplished by irradiation with photons or 
by collisions with molecules impinging from the gas phase. Once the complex is activated 
(i.e. in the transition state) , the passage over the activation barrier is fast. Transition state 
theory provides the relation between macroscopie kinetic parameters and statistica! 
mechanics: 

with 

k Arr V e . Eact/RT 

E oer 

kT fl.!_ e . (u:. u; )m 
h Q o 

= kT 2 _i!_ In k rsr 
élT 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

In this equation ~'' represents the rate constant in the Arrhenius form , with v the 
preexponential factor and Eact the activation energy of the reaction, which are determined 
experimentally . The ra te constant according to transition state theory is given by ~sr. 

Equilibrium is assumed between the ground state and the transition state of the reacting 
complex, except for the reaction coordinate (which is corrected for by the factor kT/h) ; the 
equilibrium constant K! is given by the ratio of the partition functions of the transition state 
and the ground state, Q# and Q0, respectively . The term kT/h is the rate with which an 
activated complex crosses the barrier; its value is on the order of 1013 s·1 at room 
temperature . The experimentally detennined preexponential factor v provides thus 
infonnation on the entropy change associated with the activation of the reacting complex, 
so that the transition state cao be assessed . 

In studies of catalytic surface chemistry , temperature programrned desorption or 
reaction spectroscopy (TPD/TPRS) is the most frequently employed metbod to detennine 
experimentally the kinetic parameters of elementary reaction steps . This mass spectrometric 
technique provides information on the composition of desorbing reaction products and the 
rate parameters of desorption. Consequently, TPD can be used to probe the kinetics of those 
surface reactions which are accompanied by the instantaneous desorption of one of the 
reaction products . However, many heterogeneous catalytic processes involve elementary 
steps in which both the reactants and products are adsorbed ; such elementary steps can only 
be assessed with surface sensitive spectroscopies which probe the species on the surface . 
The majority of these techniques have acquisition times that are too long to obtain kinetic 
data. Nevertheless, some methods have been used successfully, such as reflection absorption 
intrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) [19,20,21], high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(HREELS) [22], laser-induced thennal desorption I Fourier transform mass speetrometry 
(LITD/FTMS) [21,23], transient near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (T-NEXAFS) 
[24,25] , and static secondary ion mass speetrometry (SSIMS) [26,27 ,28]. 
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1.4 Secondary ion mass speetrometry 

In secondary ion mass speetrometry (SIMS) the catalyst surface is bombarded with low 
energy ions (typically 1-5 keV Ar+), which induce theemission of atomie clusters off the 
surface. A smal! fraction of these clusters is ionized during emission and detected with a 
mass spectrometer. Thus, the kind of inforrnation obtained with SIMS is the same as with 
normal gas phase mass speetrometry, i.e. it reveals the elemental composition and local 
molecular structure of the surface. The obtained structural information is particularly 
relevant, because most other methods reveal this information only in an indirect way and 
after tedious data analysis. Although SIMS is inherently destructive, the conditions can be 
chosen such that the damage to the surface does not exceed 1 % of a monolayer (statie 
SIMS) [29,30,31]. This means that all cluster ions are emitted from undamaged regionsof 
the surface and are representative of the undisturbed surface. 

A great advantage of SIMS is that it is a rapid method: typical acquisition times are 
0 . 1-1 . 0 seconds per atomie ma ss unit. Thus, one cao examine changes in the molecular 
structure of the catalyst surface and its adsorbates on the scale of seconds, by monitoring 
in situ the signa! intensities of different characteristic cluster ions as a function of time 
(isothermal SSIMS) or temperature (temperature progranuned (TP)SSIMS) [32] . Particularly 
attractive is the combination of TPSSIMS and TPD/TPRS, which gives complementary 
information on surface and desorption reactions. After calibration of the secondary ion 
intensities in terms of surface coverages, it is even possible to determine the kinetic 
parameters of the surface reactions [33,34,35]. 

1.5 Applications of rhodium catalysts 

Automotive exhaust catalysis 

Three-way catalysts which are currently used for the cleaning of automobile exhaust gases 
generally consist of platinum and rhodium particles dispersed over an alumina support; the 
latter is applied as a wash-coat into the channels of a monolith. The major task of these 
catalysts is the removal of three pollutants, by (1) the oxidation of CO to C02, (2) the 
reduction of NO. to N2, and (3) the oxidation of hydrocarbons to C02 and H20 . Platinum 
is the active component for reactions (1) and (3), whereas rhodium is an efficient catalyst 
for the reduction of NO, (2) and contributes significantly to CO oxidation [36]. However, 
current catalysts do not meet future regulations with respect to the restrietion of NO, and 
hydracarbon emission. In order to improve the catalyst, it is important to study the 
mechanism of NO reduction over rhodium and to determine the rate-limiting elementary 
reaction step. 

The most critica! elementary reaction step in the overall NO reduction reaction over 
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rhodium is the dissociation of adsorbed NO. After dissociation, nitrogen atoms recombine 
and desorb as Nh whereas oxygen atoms react with adsorbed COads or Hads (derived from 
hydrogen or hydracarbon adsorption) to form C02 or H20. Possible side reactions are those 
of Nads and NOads to form either N2 + Oads or NzÜ. A kinetic analysis by Oh et al. [37] 
suggests that NO dissociation is relatively fast, and that nitrogen removal from the surface 
is the rate-limiting step; this would comprise the reaction of NOads + Nads at low catalyst 
temperature, and Nads + Nads at high temperature [38] . Furthermore, it was shown that the 
kinetics of these reactions depends on rhodium partiele size [37,39]. 

However, despite the numerous studies on the interaction of NO with rhodium 
surfaces, the importance and the rates of different elementary steps in the overall kinetics 
remain cantroversiaL Our data on NO decomposition on rhodium(lll) [40] show that the 
rate of NO dissociation is high when the catalyst surface is relative empty, but decreases 
significantly with increasing surface coverage. This is due to the rapid decrease of the 
number of free ensembles of rhodium atoms required to break the N-0 bond. Thus, it is 
very likely that under high coverage conditions the kinetics of NO dissociation is more 
important than originally believed. Furtbennore, our data on N2 formation suggest that 
different reaction mechanisms may opera te than assumed until now. Rapid N2 formation, 
previously assigned to a reaction of NOads + Nad., rnay also be due to a phase transformation 
of adsorbed nitrogen atoms as a result of repulsive interactions in the adlayer. 

Hydracarbon catalysis 

Transition metal surfaces readily catalyze the scission and formation of C-H and C-C bonds. 
Almost any hydrocarbon molecule can be synthesized starting from small, simp Ie molecules 
containing carbon and hydrogen atoms, such as methane, ethylene, carbon monoxide, and 
hydrogen. A well-known example is the Fischer-Tropsch process, which uses synthesis gas 
(CO + Hz) as feedstock for the production of (higher) hydrocarbons [41]. The economically 
attractive aspect of this process is that synthesis gas can be produced from coat and 
methane, which are world wide available and more abundant than crude oil. 

Important elementary reaction steps in synthesis gas reactions are the dissociation of 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen, the hydrogenation of surface carbon to CH,, the 
polymerization of CH, fragments, and the insertion of CO into CH, fragments [42]. The 
activity and selectivity of the process depend on the relative reaction rates of these 
elementary reaction steps, which on their turn are determined by the elemental composition 
and molecular structure of the catalyst surface. 

Although already many industrial processes are based on synthesis gas conversion, 
the understanding of hydracarbon catalysis at the molecular level is still fragmentary. 
Information of relatively simpte elementary reaction steps, such as the formation and 
breaking of C-H, C-C, and C-0 bonds, generates the database required for a better 
description of more complex reaction mechanisms . These elementary steps can be studied 
in detail by model reactions, such as the decomposition of ethylene or acetylene on transition 
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roetal surfaces [43,44,45,46,47 ,48,49,50]. 

1.6 Scope of this thesis 

The objective of this thesis was to explore and exploit the possibilities of SSIMS in studies 
of catalysis and surface chemistry. The central issue of our SSIMS studies was the molecular 
surface chemistry of rhodium catalysts. Rhodium is widely applied as a catalyst for NO, 
reduction in automotive exhaust converters and bas promising properties in hydrocarbon 
catalysis. In order to circumvent the probieros which are often encountered during SSIMS 
analyses of technica! oxide-supported roetal catalysts, such as sample charging and 
invisibility of the actice phase, we have used catalytic model systems. A well-defined 
rhodium(lll) single crystal surface was used in catalytic reactivity studies. The focus of 
these studies was on the kinetics of elementary reaction steps, such as the dissociation of NO 
and the cleavage of C-H bonds, which are only accessible by a limited number of other 
surface spectrosopies. Additionally, we have investigated the wet-chemica! preparation of 
rhodium model catalysts, consisting of small rhodium particles dispersed over a thin alumina 
film on a conducting aluminum substrate. These model catalysts more closely resembie 
commonly applied technica! catalysts, and may be used in future to study partiele size effects 
on reactivity. 

The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 describes the physical 
principles of SSIMS and the other surface spectroscopies which have been used in our 
studies, as weii as the experimental setup and the modifications that have been made to it. 
In Chapter 3, we review the up to 250 papers on SSIMS applications in catalysis and surface 
chemistry that have appeared to date. Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the chemica! reactivity of 
the rhodium(lll) surface. In Chapter 4, the kinetics of the elementary reaction steps of NO 
reduction are studied. The conversion mechanism of ethylene to ethylidyne, the 
decomposition of ethylidyne, and H-D exchange in ethylidyne form the subject of Chapter 5. 
The preparation and characterization of rhodium catalysts on alumina model supports are 
described in Chapter 6. Finally, the most important conclusions are summarized in 
Chapter 7. 
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2 Experimental methods and UHV apparatus 

2.1 Introduetion 

The results described in this thesis have been obtained by using surface spectroscopie 
techniques which require ultra high vacuum conditions. Generally, we have used static 
secondary ion mass speetrometry (SSIMS) in combination with one or more other 
spectroscopies, in order to obtain complementary information and to calibrate the SSIMS 
results . In catalyst characterization studies, we have used SSIMS, AES, XPS, and RBS, 
which give together a rather complete picture of the composition and molecular structure 
of the catalyst surface. In reactivity studies, we have used the combination of temperature 
programmed SSIMS and desorption (TPD), which yields complementary information on the 
mechanism and kinetics of surface and desorption reactions. Instead of technica! catalysts, 
well-defmed catalytic model systems were investigated to imprave the analytica! possibilities 
of the various spectroscopies and to control better the parameters that influence the structure 
and the reactivity of the catalyst. 

In this chapter, we explain briefly the principles of the methods that we have applied 
in our studies, with the eropbasis on those aspects that are most relevant to the reported 
results. The last section deals with the ultra high vacuum apparatus and some of the 
modifications that we have made to it. 

2.2 Seeondary ion mass speetrometry 

Bombardment of a condensed phase (solid or liquid) by energetic ions or atoms results in 
the emission of various secondary particles, such as photons, electrons, neutral species 
(atoms and molecules), and atomie and cluster ions. Secondary ion mass speetrometry 
(SIMS) is the mass spectrometric analysis of those charged atomie and molecular species. 
It is an extremely sensitive technique for surface analysis, which bas found general 
recognition in catalysis and surface chemistry [1,2]. However, SIMS is not as widely 
applied as for example X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), electron microscopy, or 
the vibrational spectroscopies. Unique features of SIMS for studying catalysts are its 
unsurpassed sensitivity, enabling one to establish the presence of promoters and poisons with 
concentrations down to the ppm level , and its capability to demonstrate, through the analysis 
of molecular secondary ions, that elements are in contact with each other. In addition, SIMS 
can give its information as a function of depth, in sputter profiles, or as a function of 
position, in chemica! maps . In surface science, SIMS offers the attractive possibility to 
monitor the concentrations of surface species in real time, making the technique a proruising 
tooi for kinetic studies. 

SIMS has its weaknesses also, which relate to the fact that the physical principles 
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Figure 2.1 
The principle of SIMS: primary ions 
with an energy between 0. 5 and I 0 
ke V cause a collisional cascade below 
the surface of the sample. Same of the 
branches end at the surface and 
stimulate the emission of neutrats and 
ions. In SJMS, the secondary ions are 
detected directly with a mass 
spectrometer, whereas in SNMS the 
secondary neutrats are ionized befare 
they enter the mass spectrometer. 

behind the formation of secondary ions are not yet fully understood. In particular the 
variation of SIMS yields of an element in different bonding geometries, cornmonly referred 
to as the matrix effect, forms a serious drawback with respect to quantitation. 
SIMS as a characterization technique reveals its information in several ways: 
(a) single ions straightforwardly reveal the presence of eertaio elements in the sample; 
(b) molecular ions, such as Moa+ or RhCI-, indicate which elements may be in contact 

in the catalyst; 
(c) characteristic fragmentation patterns sametimes give evidence for the type of 

compound present (for example, Moa3 gives a highly specific pattem of Mo·, Moa-, 
MoOi_, Moa;, and Moa.j ions); 

(d) suitably chosen intensity ratios can, after careful calibration, be used to obtain (semi) 
quantitative information (for example, for hydragen adsorbed on nickel, the ratio 
Ni2H+ /Ni+ correlates well with the hydragen coverage). 

In this section, we describe briefly the physical phenomena that are involved in SIMS. 
Profound discussions on the background of SIMS have been given by Benninghoven, 
Rüdenauer, and Werner [3], Vickerman, Brown, and Reed [4], and Briggs and Seah [5], 
while many applications have been described by Briggs, Brown, and Vickerman [6] . 

2.2.1 The principle of SIMS 

The SIMS experiment is depicted schematically in Figure 2. 1 . The surface is exposed to a 
beam of primary ions (typically 0.5-5 keV Ar+), so that energy is transferred to the surface 
region of the sample by a collisional cascade. Some of the energy will return to the surface 
and stimulate the ejection of atoms, ions, and multi-atomie clusters. In SIMS, secondary 
ions (positive or negative) are detected directly with a mass spectrometer. In the more 
recently developed secondary neutral mass speetrometry (SNMS), the secondary neutral 
species are post-ionized above the surface, for example by electron impact ionization, befare 
their mass is analyzed. Most SIMS instruments use a quadrupale mass spectrometer, which 
has the advantage that it is relatively inexpensive. However, for higher sensitivity and higher 
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mass resolution, magnetic sector or time-of-flight mass spectrometers are used. With such 
instruments one can for example distinguish between the masses of Al+ (26.98) and C2H/ 
(27 .024), which is not possible with a quadrupole-based instrument. 

SIMS is strictly speaking a destruclive teclmique, but not necessarily a darnaging one. 
In the dynamic mode, used for making concentratien depth profiles, several dozens of 
monolayers are removed per minute. In static SIMS, however, the rate of removal 
corresponds to one monolayer per several hours, irnplying that the surface structure does 
notchange during the measurement (between seconds and minutes). In this case one can be 
sure that the molecular ion fragments are truly indicative of the chemica! structure on the 
surface. Static SIMS is a very gentle, non-darnaging technique, which causes less damage 
toa surface than for example Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) or even standard XPS do. 
For example, Benninghoven and coworkers have been able to observe the intact emission 
of very large biomolecules such as vitamin B12 (mie= 1356) adsorbed on silver [3]. 

For a good understanding of SIMS spectra it is important to have at least a 
qualititative understanding of phenomena that play a role in secondary ion emission and 
detection . 

2.2.2 Secoodary ion yields 

The signa! intensity 1/X±) of an elemental positive or negative secondary ion x±, emitted 
from a matrix M, is given by: 

with 

(2 .1) 

measured flux of positive or negative secondary ions X± (in ions/s); 
flux of primary ions (in ions/s); 
fractional concentratien of element X in the surface layer (0 < () < 1); 
sputter yield of element X from matrix M (i.e. the number of atoms X 
emitted per incident ion); 
effective (positive or negative) ionization probability of atom X ejected 
from matrix M; 
transmission of the mass spectrometer for ion x±, typically 1 o-3 for a 
quadrupole and I0-1 for a tirne-of-flight instrument. 

The most essential parameters that determine the secondary ion yield in a SIMS experiment 
are the sputter yield Y and the ionization probability a±, and are discussed in the next two 
sections. 
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Table 2.1 
Important parameters in the ion emission process and secondary ion yields of se1ected elements and their oxides . 

element ionization work function sputter secondary ion secondary ion 
potent ia I yield yield (pure) yield (oxide) 

11 eV 'PI eV y a•r a•r 

AI 5.98 4.28 2.8 0.007 0.7 

Si 8.15 4.85 1.1 0.0084 0.58 

Ti 6.28 4.33 1.2 0.0013 0.4 

V 6.74 4.3 2.0 0.001 0.3 

Cr 6.76 4.5 3.0 0.0012 1.2 

Mn 7.43 4.1 4.0 0.0006 0.3 

Fe 7.87 4.5 2.4 0.0015 0.35 

Ni 7 .63 5.15 3.2 0.0006 0.045 

Cu 7.72 4.05 4.0 0.0003 0.007 

Mo 7. 13 4.6 1.3 0 .00065 0.4 

Pd 8.33 5.12 2.8 

Ag 7.57 4.26 6.4 

Pt 8.96 5.65 3.4 

2.2.3 Partiele emission onder ion bombardment 

Atomie sputtering 

Atomie sputtering is a reasonably well understood phenomenon [7,8,9]. Sputter yields, i.e. 
the number of emitted secondary atoms per incident prirnary ion, depend on the properties 
of the sample as wel! as on those of the incident ions . Sputter yields of the elements vary 
roughly between 1 and 10 (see Table 2.1), with a few exceptions to the low side, such as 
bismuth with a sputter yield around 0 .1 under SIMS conditions, and to the high side such 
as zinc, which has a sputter yield of around 15 under 5 keV argon bombardment 

The sputter yield depends on the mass of the primary ion, its energy, and the angle 
of incidence [3,10]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The effects of these three variables on 
the sputter yield are: 
(a) mass of the primary ion: a heavy ion such as xenon transfers more energy to a 

surface and sputters more efficiently than a lighter ion such as argon. 
(b) energy of the primary ion: increasing the energy of the primary ions initially 

increases the sputter yield. At high energy, however, i ons penetrate deeper into the 
solid and their energy is dissipated further away from the surface. The result is that 
fewer collision cascades reach the surface and the sputter yield decreases at high 
energy . Thus the sputter yield goes through a maximum (Figure 2 .2, left panel). 
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Figure 2.2 
Left panel: sputter yields of capper under bombardment with Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe ions as a 
function of energy (data from Benninghoven et al. [3 ]). Right panel: relative sputter yields 
of polycrystalline capper as a function of incident angle 8; measured from the surface 
normal. The primary ion energy is 1.05 keV The dashed fine represents l lcos8; (adapted 
from Oechsner [JO]). 

(c) angle of incidence of the primary ion: the penetration depth of primary ions with a 
certain energy into the sample wil! be at maximum when the angle of incidence is 
perpendicular to the surface (if we exclude channeling phenomena). Hence, the 
sputter yield will increase when the angle of incidence 8;, measured with respect to 
the surface normal, increases. We expect that the sputter yield varies with cos·1 8; and 
this is indeed approximately the case. At glancing angles, however, the ions may 
scatter back from the surface into the vacuum. As a result, the sputter yield 
maximizes at angles around 70° (Figure 2.2, right panel). 

Sputtering can be done with primary ions or atoms. For roetal samples, the sputter yields 
are the same. Actually, an incident ion neutralizes rapidly when it enters the metal, and 
hence there is no difference in the sputtering effect of argon atoms and argon ions . For 
insuiators or semi conductors, sputter yields are up to a factor of 2.5 higher for ions than 
for atom beams [4], which has consequences for fast atom bombardment SIMS (FABSIMS). 

Emission of molecular clusters 

Molecular cluster ions are highly useful because they reveal which elements are in contact 
in the sample. Of course, this presupposes that such clusters are emitted intact and are not 
the result of recombination processes above the surface. The mechanism of molecular cluster 
formation bas been described by two different models . The directemission model assumes 
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that the appearing clusters are emitted as a whole, i.e. atoms in a clusters were adjacent in 
the surface. In the recombination model, on the other hand, clusters are formed in the near
surface region by combination of sputtered atoms. In this model, then, atoms in a cluster 
were not necessarily neighbors in the surface. A number of experimental and theoretica! 
studies has been devoted to this question. 

Wirrograd et al. [11] and Garrison [12] used classica! dynamics calculations to 
simulate the effect of primary ions impacting on adsorbate-covered single crystal surfaces, 
e.g. c(2x2)CO/Ni(001) and c(4x4)C6H6/Ni(001). Their simulations indicate that adsorbate 
molecules are to a large extent emitted intact. A small part of the adsorbed molecules may 
be fragmented, due to direct collisions with the primary ion or energetic substrate atoms. 
Clusters containing both adsorbate and substrate atoms, often more intense in SIMS spectra, 
are believed to be formed in the near-surface region by combination after emission of intact 
adsorbate molecules and substrate atoms. The probability that molecular fragments 
recombine is almost negligible. 

The intact emission of adsorbates can be explained by the large binding energies 
within the molecule as compared to the metal-adsorbate bond strength. Other factors that 
favor intact emission are the dissipation of collisional energy by internal degrees of freedom 
of the emitted molecule (especially for large adsorbates) , the fact that several atoms within 
the molecule may be hit by a single substrate atom in the same direction, and the relatively 
low energy of the collision that gives rise to the emission of the molecule. 

Experimental evidence for the intact emission of CO from CO/Ru(OO 1) was given by 
an isotope labeling study of Lauderback and Delgass [13]. CO adsorbs molecularly on 
Ru(OOl) at room temperature. This was confirmed by temperature programmed desorption 
(TPD) experiments, wherein the surface was saturated by adsorption of equal amounts of 
13C160 and 12C180. The lack of mixing products, 12C160 and 13C180 , during CO desorption 
indicates that indeed no CO dissociation occurs. SIMS spectra of the CO-saturated Ru(001) 
surface showed intense Ru13C 6o + and Ru12C180 + patterns, and small amounts of Ruc+ and 
Ruo+. Clusters of the type Ru12C160 + or Ru 13C180 + were not detected, indicating that no 
collision-induced isotopic mixing occurs . 

Oechsner [14] collected evidence that direct cluster emission processes dominate in 
case relatively strong bonds exist between neighbor atoms. Direct emission becomes even 
more likely if the two atoms differ significantly in mass and when the heavier atom receives 
momenturn from the sputter cascade in the solid. Thus there is little doubt that clusters of 
the type Zro+, FeCl3, Mos+, CH~, or Pdco+, which we willencounter in the applications 
later on, stem from direct emission processes and ref1ect bonds present in the sample [3, 4]. 
Some evidence exists, however, that atomie recombination may play a role in SIMS of 
metals, and in alloys where the two constituents have comparable mass [14] . 
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Electron and photon emission under ion bombardment 

Inherently connected to the interaction of ions with a solid is the emission of electrons from 
the sample. Typical yields are 0.1-0.2 electron per incident argon ion of 2 keV, and 0.2-0.5 
at 5 ke V for all noble gases [3]. 

In actdition to emitting electrons, a solid bombarded with i ons in the ke V range emits 
electromagnetic radiation from the near intrared to the near ultra violet, with a photon yield 
of typically 10-4 per incident ion for a metal, and 10~2 to 10-1 for insulators. If the primary 
beam is intense, as in the dynamic SIMS range, and the sample is an insulator, one observes 
a bright glow at the point where the beam hits the sample. With conductors, the effect is 
either small, or insignificant. 

2.2.4 The ionization probability 

The formation of secondary ions is the most difficult feature in SIMS. Where sputtering is 
relatively well understood, the process of sputter ionization is not, and a theory that 
describes the process of secondary ion formation satisfactorily does riot yet exist. A number 
of trends can be rationalized, though. 

For the formation of positive ions from initially neutral elements there is a clear 
relation between the ionization probability a± and the ionization potential/. Elements such 
as Na, K, Mg, Ca, which all have a low ionization potential, give high yields in positive 
SIMS, whereas elements with a high ionization potential, such as N, Pt, and Au, give low 
yields. A similar relation exists between the probability for the formation of negative ions 
and the electron affinity EA: electronegative elements such as 0, F, and Cl give high 
intensities in negative SIMS. Also the noble metals Pt and Au appear usually much more 
intense in negative than in positive SIMS. 

The ionization probabilities a ± vary over some five orders across the elements in the 
periodic table. In addition, they vary also with the chemica! environment of the element. 
This matrix effect makes quantitation of SIMS spectra extremely difficult. As illustrated in 
Table 2.1, positive secondary ion yields from roetal oxides are typically two orders of 
magnitude higher than those of the corresponding metals. A similar increase in yields from 
metals is observed after adsorption of gases such as oxygen or carbon monoxide. 

There have been several attempts to develop roodels for secondary ion formation. The 
interested reader may consult the literature for reviews [3,4] . Here we wil! briefly describe 
one model which accounts quantitatively for a number of observations on metals: the 
perturbation model of N0rskov and Lundqvist [15]. lt assurnes that the formation of a 
secondary ion occurs just above the surface, immediately after emission. Then: 
(a) the probability for the formation of positive secondary ions increases when the 

ionization potenrial becomes smaller; 
(b) when the secondary ion is close to the surface, there is a chance that it becomes 

neutralized by an electron from the surface of the metal. This process becomes more 
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likely if the work function of the metal is lower. In other words, a high work function 
prevents neutralization and is favorable for positive ion emission; 

(c) both ion formation and neutralization just above the surface are more likely if the 
velocity component perpendicular to the surface of the departing partiele is small, or 
in other words, when its residence time in the interaction zone just above the surface 
is long. 

These features are recognized in the following expression for the ionization probability : 

with 

a· (X, M) 

a+(X,M) 

lf!(M) 
I (X) 

vl.(X) 

<p(M) . /(X) 
(2 .2) 

0< e 

the net positive ionization probability of atom X emitted from matrix M; 
the work function of matrix M; 
the ionization potential of emitted partiele X; 
the velocity component perpendicular to the surface of emitted partiele 
x. 

Expression (2.2) accounts qualitatively for the observed variations of secondary ion yields 
with ionization potential. It also describes correctly that the yields of positive secondary ions 
from metals go up when the surface is covered by molecules which increase the work 
function, such as CO or oxygen. Although the model elegantly prediets a number of trends 
correctly and is conceptually useful, it is not detailed enough to be a basis for quantitative 
analysis of technica! samples. 

2.2.5 Energy and angular distribution of secondary ions 

It is important to know the energy distribution of secondary ions because it has 
consequences fortheir detection, especially in the case of insulators. As Figure 2.3 shows, 
the energy distribution of elemental secondary ions has usually a peak between 15-30 eV, 
falls rapidly off at higher energy but exhibits a low level tail to a few hundred eV. The 
maximum in the energy distribution is hardly affected by the energy of the primary ions . 
The high energy tail, however, is the result of short collisioncascades close to the point of 
impact of the primary ion. The intensity of this high energy part of the distribution increases 
when the primary ion energy goes up [ 16, 17]. 

In contrast, the energy distributions of molecular ions peak at significantly lower 
energies and do oot tail to high energies. Figure 2.3 illustrates this for the emission of 
secondary Cu! and Cuj ions from a copper target. As quadrupale mass spectrometers 
operate with relatively narrow energy windows of typically 10 eV it is evident that the 
setting of the window is essential for the detection of molecular i ons. 

The angular dependenee of the secondary ion intensity is expected to follow a simple 
eosine law, in partienlar for randomly oriented polycrystalline surfaces. The explanation for 
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Figure 2.3 
Energy distributions of secondary 
Cu+, Cu;, and cu; ions during 
bombardment of capper with 10 ke V 
Ar+ ions; curves have been normalized 
to the same height (datafrom Dennis 
and MacDonald [17]). 

this is that upon impact, the callision cascade produces an isotropie distribution of the 
energy through the sample. Hence the intensity of callision cascades that arrive at the 
surface under an angle () with the surface normal varies as cos8. For single crystals, 
however, anisotropic emission may occur due to the channeling of the beam and the 
focussing of collisions along close-packed directions in the crystal. 

2.2.6 Charging of insulating samples 

If the sample under study is an insulator, for example an oxide-supported catalyst, the 
arrival of positively charged primary ions and the emission of electrans lead to positive 
charging of the sample. This bas two negative effects: as the sample bas a positive 
potential V, the energy of all positive secondary i ons will be increased by an amount e V, 
whereas the energy of negative secondary ions will be the same amount lower. As a 
consequence, these ions may shift largely outside the detection window. A second negative 
effect is that a high potential on the sample may deflect the primary ions . 

One can compensate for charging by using a so-called flood gun which sprays low 
energy electrans onto the sample. Charging can also be minimized by using a beam of atoms 
insteadof ions as primary particles (fast atom bombardment SIMS, FABSIMS). In this case, 
the emission of electrans is the only souree of charging, if we ignore the low yields of 
secondary ions. 

2.2.7 Conditions for static SIMS 

The time necessary for removing one monolayer during a SIMS experiment depends not 
only on the sputter yield, but a lso on the type of sample under study. We make an estimate 
for two extremes. First, the surface of a metal contains about 1015 atoms/cm2. If we use an 
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ion beam with a current density of 1 nA/cm2, then weneed some 150000 seconds (about 40 
hours) to remove one monolayer, if the sputter yield is unity. However, if we are working 
with polymers we need significantly lower ion doses to remove a monolayer. lt is believed 
[4] that one impact of a primary ion affects an area of about 10 nm2, which is equivalent 
to a circle of about 3.5 nm diameter. Hence, if the sample consists for example of a 
monolayer film of polymer material, a dose of 1013 ions/cm2 could in principle be sufficient 
to remove or alter all material on the surface. With a current density of 1 nA this takes 
about 1500 seconds or 25 minutes only. For adsorbates such as CO adsorbed on a metal 
surface, we estirnate that the monolayer lifetirne is at least a factor of 10 higher than that 
for polymer samples. Thus for static SIMS, one needs prirnary ion current densities on the 
order of 1 nA/cm2 or less, and one should be able to collect all spectra of one sample within 
something like a quarter of an hour. 

2.3 Other surface spectroscopies 

2.3.1 Temperature programmed desorption 

Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) or therrnal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) is 
widely used in surface science to obtain information on the desorption kinetics and 
coverages of adsorbates on solid surfaces. Experirnentally, the surface is initially exposed 
toa certain amount of gas at a low temperature. Subsequently, the UHV system is evacuated 
and the sample is heated with a constant rate, resulting in the desorption of the parent 
molecules and/or reaction products. The desorbing gases are monitored with a mass 
spectrometer and plotled as a function of sample temperature . The mass spectrometer signa! 
of a particular desorption product is proportional to its partial pressure, and, at sufficiently 
high pumping rates, to its desorption rate. Under these conditions (i.e. without 
readsorption), the desorption rate is given by: 

T =-de= k e n = V (e)e"e ·Eder(D)IRT 
des d I des d.s 

(2._3) 

with 
rdes the desorption rate (1/s); 
() the fractional adsorbate coverage; 

the time (s); 
kd.s the rate constant for desorption (1/s); 
n the order of desorption; 
11 des the preexponential factor of desorption ( 1 Is); 
Edes the activation energy of desorption (kJ/mol); 
R the gas constant (8.314·10-3 kJ/mol·K); 
T the temperature (K). 
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The desorption harrier gives information on the adsorption energy; for non-activared 
adsorption, these values are the same. The preexponential factor provides insight in the 
desorption mechanism. The coverage dependenee of these parameters relates to the presence 
of lateral interactions between adsorbates. 

Various methods have been proposed to determine the desorption parameters from 
a set of TPD spectra [18,19,20,21,22]. The most rapid metbod is that reported by Redhead 
[18), in which one estimates a value for the prefactor and uses the temperature of the peak 
maximum and the heating ra te to de termine the desorption harrier. Commonly, a value of 
1013 s·1 for the prefactor is used, thus neglecting the entropy change between the ground 
state and transition state for desorption. A better method is the Chan-Aris-Weinberg (CA W) 
analysis [22], which employs the peak temperature and the peak width to determine the 
prefactor and activation energy independently. This method gives satisfactory results into 
the zero coverage limit [23) and has been used throughout our studies. 

It can be easily seen that the area below a TPD spectrum is proportional to the total 
amount of that particular gas that has desorbed. Relative surface coverage determinations 
are therefore straightforward when all parent molecules desorb. In the case of multiple 
desorption products, one should incorporate appropriate mass spectrometer sensitivities in 
summing the different contributions. Absolute coverage determinations with TPD are only 
possible after calibration with other surface spectroscopies . 

2.3.2 Auger electron spectroscopy 

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) provides qualitative and quantitative information on the 
composition of the surface region of a sample [24,25]. The technique is based on the so
called Auger process, which is depicted schematically in Figure 2.4. The sample is 
irradiated with primary electrons, with kinetic energies ranging from 0.5-10 keV, or X-ray 
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Figure 2.5 
Auger electron spectrum of the clean 
Rh(! 1 1) surface in the derivative 
mode. The most intense Auger valenee 
band transitions of Rh are at 302 eV. 
256 eV. and 222 eV. whereas less 
intensepeaks are observed at 185 eV. 
168 eV. and 135 eV The Auger 
electron energies of typical 
contaminants are indicated; their 
concentrations were too low to be 
detected with AES. 
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photons, resulting in the emission of electrons from the core levels of sample atoms. Thus 
excited atoms relax by ftlling the core hole with an electron from a higher level. The energy 
released in this step is either emitted as an X-ray photon (X-ray fluorescence), or used by 
a third electron to escape from the atom. The latter atom is the Auger electron, and its 
kinetic energy can be approximated by: 

with 

(2.4) 

EKLM the kinetic energy of the Auger electron; 
EK the binding energy of an electron in the K shell, etc. ; 
e the energy shift caused by relaxation effects due to the presence of a 

core hole; 
lP the work function of the sample. 

The energy shift e and the work function <pare generally on the order of a few eV. Hence, 
the resulting kinetic energy of the Auger electron depends largely on the binding energies 
of the electrons involved in the process, and is therefore element-specific. Auger energies 
are normally in the range of 0-2000 eV. The limited inelastic mean free path (2-10 atom 
layers) of these electrons is the reason for the surface sensitivity of AES. The intensity of 
the AES signa! is proportional to the concentration of the element in the near surface region. 

Electron energy spectra in AES are dominated by a large background of secondary 
electrons. These are either due to backscattering of primary electrons, inelastic scattering 
Auger electrons, or produced directly. Auger transitions are visible as smal! peaks 
superimposed on this background. Therefore, it is customary to take the derivative of the 
measured spectrum (Figure 2.5); the position of the Auger peak minimum in this derivative 
spectrum is usually reported as the kinetic energy of the Auger electron. 

One can use shifts of the low energy onset of secondary electron emission in AES 
spectra to determine changes in the work function of the surface. This is made clear in 
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the energy spectrometer. The 
experimentally determined kinetic 
energy Esp is equal to Ekin + lfJ - lfJsp 

so that the onset of secondary electron 
emission is measured at lfJ - lfJs"-

sample spectrometer 

Figure 2.6, which shows an energy level diagram for the measurement of electron kinetic 
energies. lf an electron escapes from the sample with a kinetic energy Ekin' its energy will 
be measured with the spectrometer as: 

with 

E =E .m-m 
sp kin "'Y 'I' sp 

(2.5) 

the kinetic energy of an emitted electron as measured with the 
spectrometer; 
the kinetic energy of an emitted electron with respect to the sample; 
the work function of the sample; 
the work fitnetion of the spectrometer. 

The low energy onset of secondary electron emission is by definition at Ekin = 0 e V, and 
will thus be measured at: 

EO = tn - tn 
sp "r "t" sp 

(2.6) 

The work function of the spectrometer <Psp can be considered as constant. Therefore, a 
change of the work function of the sample <P produces an equal shift of the onset of 
secondary electron emission. 

In our studies, we have mainly used AES to check the cleanliness of the 
rhodium(lll) surface and todetermine work function changes of the surface in the presence 
of adsorbates. 
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Figure 2.7 
Schematic representation of the photoemission 
process during XPS. The sample is irradiated 
with photons of known energy; the 
photoelectron is emitted with a kinetic energy 
Ekiw which is measured with an energy 
analyzer. The binding energy Eb with respect 
to the Fermi level equals h v - Ekin - rp. 

2.3.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) provides information on theelemental composition 
and the oxidation state of the elements in the surface region of a sample. It is based on the 
photoelectric effect, in which an atom absorbs a photon of energy hv under the emission of 
a co re or valenee electron (the so-called photoelectron) (see Figure 2. 7). The kinetic energy 
of the emitted electron is measured with an energy analyzer and is equal to: 

with 

(2 .7) 

Ekin the kinetic energy of the photoelectron; 
h Planck's constant; 
v the frequency of the incident photon; 
Eb the binding energy of the photoelectron (relative to the Fermi level EF 

of the sample); 
cp the work function of the sample. 

The photon energy is known (usually Mg Ka at 1253.6 eV or Al Ka at 1486.3 eV), so that 
the binding energy of the photoelectron cao be determined. The XPS spectrum is a plot of 
the photoelectron intensity versus the binding energy. 

Binding energies are element specific and tabuiared in various textbooks on XPS 
[24,25,26] . Thus, XPS cao be used to determine the elemental composition of the near 
surface region of a sample. In studies of catalysts, the chemica! information contained in 
binding energies is often more interesting: 
(a) binding energies depend on the oxidation state of the element [27]; 
(b) within complexes of a fixed oxidation state, the binding energies increase with the 
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e!ectronegativity of the ligands (ligand effects) [28] ; 
(c) initia/ and final state effects in smal! catalyst particles may increase the measured 

binding energies [29 ,30]. 
This kind of information is particularly useful in the characterization of catalysts, e.g. in 
catalyst preparation studies. 

The intensity of the XPS signa! is proportional to the concentration of the element in 
the surface region of the sample: 

with 

(2.8) 

the XPS intensity of photoelectrons emitted from element X with kinetic 
energy Ekin; 
the cross section for photoemission when an atom X is irradiated with 
a pboton of energy hv; 
the deptb distribution of element X; 
the inelastic meao free path of electroos with energy Ekin in matrix M; 
the off-axis angle, taken with respect to the surface normaL 

Cross sections for photoelectron emission have been calculated by Scofield [31] . Joelastic 
meao free paths depend on the kinetic energy of the electron and material parameters (such 
as atomie weight, density, number of valenee electroos per atom, and bandgap energy), and 
are tabulated by Tanuma, Powell, and Peon [32]. In absolute or relative concentration 
detenninations one has to take care with the analyzer transmission function, which depends 
on the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons, and the angular asynunetry factor (the intensity 
distribution of emitted photoelectrons), which depends on the angle between the incoming 
X-rays and the axis of the energy spectrometer. Correction factors may be found in Ref. 25 , 
but are not significant in the cases we encounter. 

Equation (2.8) acknowledges that photoelectron intensities depend on the off-axis 
angle, i.e. the angle at which photoelectrons are detected. An increased off-axis angle 
increases the distance which a photoelectron, created at a eertaio depth z, has to travel 
through the solid before entering the vacuum, thus enhancing the probability that the 
electron is inelastically scattered and lost from the XPS peak. This effect cao be used to 
determine the thickness of a flat , homogeneous, and uniform thin film on a homogeneous 
substrate. The XPS intensity ratio of an overlayer and substrate signa! cao be written as: 
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a C À (E ) (1 - e -JUover<Eover>cosO) 
over over ovtr over (2 .9) 

the XPS intensity of a characteristic overlayer signa!, measured at a 

kinetic energy Eover• etc.; 
the atom density in the overlayer; 
the cross section for photoemission for the overlayer signa!; 
the inelastic mean free path of an electron with ehergy Eover in the 
overlayer matrix; 
the thickness of the overlayer; 
the off-axis angle. 

Equation (2.9) can be fitted to a plot of the measured intensity ratio versus the off-axis 
angle 8 by varying the film thickness d. Elastic scattering and surface roughness may cause 
significant deviations between the measured intensity ratio and its theoretica! prediction 
(2.9); these effects are most pronounced at large off-axis angle, but cancel largely at angles 
around 35° [33] . 

In this work, XPS was used in studies of the preparation of model catalysts 
(Chapter 6) . With XPS, we have characterized the composition and thickness of the thin 
oxide film used as the catalyst support. Furthermore, we have determined the el.emental 
composition, the oxidation state, and the dispersion of catalysts in various stages of their 
preparation. 

2.3.4 Rutherford backscattering speetrometry 

Rutherford backscattering speetrometry (RBS) is not strictly a surface-sensitive technique 
as it probes a surface layer of a few p.m thick [34]. Experimentally, the sample is irradiated 
with a beam of monoenergetic ions (typically He+ of 2-4 Me V), which penetrate the solid 
and collide elastically or inelastically with target atoms in the sample. Some ions scatter 
back and return to the vacuum, where their energy is measured with an energy analyzer. 
The kinetic energy of a backscattered ion depends on its mass and initia! energy, the mass 
of the target atom involved in the elastic collision, the backscattering angle , and the distance 
traveled through the solid . Hence, the RBS energy spectrum contains information on the 
elements as well as their depth distribution within the target. 

The intensity of an RBS signa! can be used to quantify the concentration of a certain 
element in the target. Cross sections for Rutherford backscattering can easily be calculated 
as long as the primary ion energy is below the threshold for nuclear reactions. They depend 
on the square of the atomie number of both primary and target atom, the initia! energy, and 
the backscattering angle. This explains why RBS is far more sensitive for the heavy 
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elements. Because calculations of the cross sections are precise, RBS is an excellent metbod 
for the quantification of elemental concentrations [35]. 

We have used RBS in our studies on catalyst preparation (Chapter 6) to quantify the 
loading of model catalysts. In these cases, the catalyst particles, composed of relative heavy 
atoms, are dispersed over a model support consisting of a thin film oxide on a conducting 
substrate. !ons scattered back from the catalyst particles loose little energy; because these 
particles are only present at the outermost surface, their RBS signa! appears as a narrow 
peak at the high energy side of the spectrum. The RBS signa! due to the substrate atoms 
appears as a broad continuurn at the low energy side of the spectrum, due to the relative low 
mass of the substrate atoms and inelastic losses of ions that have traveled a Jonger distance 
through the solid. The area of the high energy peak and the height of the low energy 
continuurn have been used to determine the amount of catalytically active material deposited 
on the model support. 

2.4 Ultra high vacuum apparatus 

The experiments were performed in a stainless steel ultra high vacuum (UHV) system 
(Figure 2.8), consisting of an analysis chamber for low pressure reactions and surface 
analysis, and a preparation chamber for sample cleaning and higher pressure reactions. An 
high pressure stage (up to 10 atm) is incorporated, but is not yet operative. 

The sample is mounted on a horizontally moveable sample rod, so that it can be 
transferred rapidly between the two UHV vessels. The sample rod was developed and built 
at the central workshop (CTD) of the TUE. It consists of a polisbed stainless steel tube with 
an outer diameter of 12 mm, an inner diameter of 8 mm, and a totallength of 1250 mm. 
It enters the UHV system through a gate equipped with a vacuum feedthrough system. The 
latter is based on a set of differentially pumped VitonN/TeflonN 0-rings, which prevent 
leakage along the tube and the inner wal! of the vacuurn chamber, and are kept in place by 
a set of hollow brass cylinders. The main chamber and the preparation chamber are 
separated by a similar feedthrough and an additional gate valve. 

The interior of the sample rod is divided in two parts . The UHV part is open at one 
side, so that the sample can be mounted in the interior of the tube. The other part contains 
the leads required for sample heating, cooling, and temperature measurements; it is 
evacuated by a backing pump to minimize heat convection during cooling . The sample is 
mounted by pressing two tantalum wires of 0.30 mm diameter into smal! grooves in the 
edges of the crystal; the tantalum wires are suspended between gold-plated copper contacts 
at each side of the crystal. The copper contacts are connected, via vacuum feedthroughs, to 
two pairs of electrically isolated copper tubes within the rod . The sample can be cooled by 
flowing liquid nitrogen through the copper tubes; sample temperatures of 100 K are 
routinely obtained; cooling from 1400 to 100 K takes about 6 minutes . The sample is 
resistively heated by passing currents up to 20 A through the copper tubes and tantalum 
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Schematic drawing of the ultra high vacuum (UHV) apparatus used throughout this study. 
The analysis chamber is equipped with a quadrupale mass spectrometer for secondary ion 
and neutral mass spectrometry, temperafure programmed desorption, and residual gas 
analysis, and with a hemispherical energy analyzer for Auger electron spectroscopy and work 
function change measurements. The second UHV chamber is used for sample cleaning and 
camprises a high pressure reaction cel/. 

wires. Temperatures up to 1500 K are easily obtained, the main problem being the rapid 
wearing of the tantalum wires under such extreme conditions (one burn out per month). 
Temperatures are measured with a chromel-alumel thermocouple spotwelded to the back of 
the sample. The thermocouple wires also leave the system through the sample rod, via 
vacuum feedthroughs of the appropriate thermocouple materiaL The reference junction is 
located outside the UHV system. The thermocouple voltage is amplified by an isolation 
amplifier, digitalized with an analog-to-digital converter, and stared in a personal computer 
(PC). The obvious advantage of the sample rod arrangement is that sample transfer is rapid 
and possible without interrupting any contacts. The disadvantage is that sample manipulation 
is restricted to translation along the tube and variation of the polar angle. 

The commercially available spherical analysis chamber (Leybold REZ 12/M) is 
pumped with a 360 lis turbomoleculair pump (Leybold 360 CSV) and a water-caoled 600 lis 
titanium sublimation pump (Leybold V 150-2). The pressure is measured with an ionization 
gauge of the extractor type (Leybold IE 514) and typically I0-10 mbar. Gases are admitted 
in a controlled way with a leak valve, positioned between the analysis chamber and a 
seperately pumped gas dosing system. 

The system is equipped with a Leybold SSM 200 mass spectrometer and a 
differentially pumped ion gun (Leybold IQE 12/63) for secondary ion and neutral mass 
speetrometry (SIMS/SNMS) . The mass spectrometer is also used for residual gas analysis 
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(RGA) and temperature programmed desorption (TPD). The SSM 200 module incorporates 
three functional groups: an ion opties assembly, a Balzers QMG 511 quadrupole mass 
spectrometer (for the mass range mle=0-511), and ion counting electronics. The ion opties 
consists of a set of colleeter lenses, an ionizer (for SNMS, RGA, and TPD), an energy 
selector comprised of a 45° electrastatic sector, and an exit lens to project the ions onto the 
aperture of the quadrupole mass spectrometer. In the quadrupale section the actual mass 
selection takes place: only ions with a certain mie ratio are transmitted. These ions are 
subsequently accelerated and detected with an electron multiplier. The speetral data are 
acquired with a Leybold data acquisition unit (DAU 865 985); subsequently, they can be 
sent via an IEEE interface to a PC for analysis and storage. 

Besides mass speetrometry, the system has also facilities for electron spectroscopy. 
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and work function change (~1,0) measurements are done 
with a Leybold EA 10 hemispherical energy analyzer and a Leybold PS-EQ 22 electron gun. 
The energy analyzer can in principle also be used for ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy 
(UPS) and low energy ion scattering (LEIS), but these techniques were not used in our 
studies. Again, the measured data can be stored and analyzed with a PC. 

The cylindrical preparation chamber was designed and built at the central workshop 
(CTD) of the TUE. lt is pumped with a 150 1/s turbomoleculair pump (Leybold 150 CSV). 
The pressure in the preparation chamber is measured with a ionization gauge of the Bayard
Alpert type (Leybold IE 20) and is typically w-s mbar. This chamber is provided with a 
Penning ion gun (Leybold IQP 10/63) for sputter-cleaning single crystalline samples and a 
leak valve for gas exposures. Additionally, a high pressure cell is included which may be 
used in future for high pressure experiments (up to 10 atm). 
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3 Applications of secondary ion mass speetrometry 
in catalysis and surface chemistry * 

3.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter we review the literature on applications of SIMS in catalysis and surface 
chemistry. In catalytic studies, SIMS is used to characterize catalysts in various stages of 
their preparation or after reaction. Useful infonnation can be obtained on the elemental 
composition and the local molecular structure of the catalyst, and on the interaction of the 
catalyst with reacting gases, promoters, and poisons. This infonnation can be obtained with 
monolayer sensitivity (statie SIMS), as a function of depth (dynamic SIMS), or as a function 
of lateral position on the surface (imaging SIMS). In surface chemistry, SIMS has been 
succesfully applied in studies on the reactivity of single or polycrystalline surfaces. In these 
cases, questions are addressed regarding the structure of adsorbates and the kinetics of 
surface reactions. Earlier reviews on SIMS in catalysis and surface chernistry, with the focus 
on surface reactivity studies, have been given by Delgass, Lauderback, and Taylor [1] and 
Greenlief and White [2]. More recently, a number of SIMS applications in catalysis we re 
reviewed by Niemantsverdriet [3]. 

3.2 SIMS applications on catalysts 

3.2.1 Introduetion 

Application of SIMS in catalyst characterization can give unique infonnation on the presence 
and spatial distribution of elements as well as on the chemica! environment of atoms in a 
catalyst. Advantages of SIMS over other surface spectroscopies are its high sensitivity and 
its capability to detect molecular ions, which reflect the local chemica! structure of the 
catalyst surface. 

Despite these attractive features, SIMS studies of catalysts are sparse in literature. 
The primary reason for this is the limited possibility for quantitative work, due to the matrix 
effect and also, more practically, to the sensitivity of secondary ion yields for the design and 
tuning of the spectrometer. Nevertheless, with the aid of appropriate reference samples and 
comparison with other spectroscopies one obtains at least semi-quantitative data. 

Another handicap of the technique is the degrading effect of sample charging, caused 
by electrically insulating catalyst supports . Examples will show that these problems may be 

* The contentsof this chapter have been published: H.J. Borg and J .W. Niemantsverdriet, in: Catalysis: a 
Specialist Periodical Report, Volume Il, eds. J.J. Spivey and A.K. Agarwal , The Royal Society of 
Chemistry, Cambridge, 1994, p.l. 
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Figure 3.1 
SJMS spectrum of a promoled silica-supported Fe-Sb oxide catalyst, used for the se feelive 
oxidation of propylene and ammonia to acrylonitrile. The spectrum was taken with a 5 ke V 
beam of Ar+ under dynamic conditions. 

overcome by using conducting model supports, consisting of flat, thin oxide layers on a 
conducting substrate. 

We discuss SIMS studies on catalysts in four categories: (a) composition and 
structure, (b) catalyst preparation, (c) promoters and poisons, and (d) reactivity studies. An 
overview of SIMS studies of catalysts is given in Table 3 .1. It is difficult to discern general 
trends in these applications, due to the limited number of SIMS studies of technica! catalysts 
up to now. 

3.2.2 Composition and structure 

In order to get acquainted with the type of information SIMS gives, we show the spectrum 
of a multiply promoted silica-supported iron-antimony oxide catalyst used in selective 
oxidation reactions (Figure 3.1). Note the simultaneous occurrence of single ions (Si+, Fe+, 
eu+, etc.) and molecular ions (Siü+, SiüH+, Feo+, Sbü+, SbOSi+). Also clearly visible 
are the isotope patterns of copper (2 isotopes at mle=63 and 65), molybdenum (7 isotopes 
between mle=92 and 100), and antimony (mie= 121 and 123). Isotopic ratios play an 



Applications of SIMS in catalysis and surface chemistry 

Table 3.1 SIMS studies in catalysis 

Subject 

Zeolites 

Depth dis tribution of Si/ Al aft er various treatments 

Depth distribution of Si/Al and metal ions after ion-exchange 
Lateral distribution of deposited metals in fluid catalytic cracl<ing catalysts 

(Supported) metal oxide catalysts 

Structure of alumina-supported Re oxide 

Structure of alumina- and silica-supported Cr oxide 

Structure of alumina-supported Co oxide 
Dispersion of alumina- and silica-supported molybdena 
Composition of (platinized) Sb-doped Sn02; formation of hydration layer 
Sultidation mechanism of silica-supported Mo03 

Preparation of silica-supported Zr02 from zirconium ethoxide 
Lateral distribution of V and So in Vp5/Sn02 catalysts 

Depth dis tribution of V in V /MgO catalysts 

Depth distribution of metal ions deposited on alumina-supported Mo03 

180xygen adsorption sites on FeSb mixed metal oxides 
180xygen incorporation into Mo03 crystals 
Surface composition of Mn/Fe oxide catalysts for Fischer-Tropsch 
Transformation of amorphous glassy metal/zirconium alloys into C02 

hydragenation catalysts 

(Supported) metal catalysts 

Depth distribution of Cs promoter in Ag/alumina 
Promoter and poison effects on the ammonia formation rate for K20/Fe 
Metal-promoter contact in vanadium oxide promoLed Ru/alumina 

Surface composition of FeRu alloys for Fischer-Tropsch 
180xidation of LiNb03-supported Ag 

Preparation of Rh/alumina from rhodium trichloride 
Determination of surface contaminants on PtRh 
Metal-support interactions on Rh/Ti02 and Pt/Ti02 catalysts 
Structure and composition of Pt-black catalysts 

Composition and structure of Pt3Pb bimetallic catalysts 
Oxygen-induced rhenium segregation on PtRe bimetallic catalysts 
Composition and structure of Pt-Sn/A1 20 3 and Pt3Pb catalysts 

CO adsorption on supported Pd 
CO oxidation on supported Pd 

Various 

Characterization of activaled carbon catalyst supports 

Interaction of K2C03 with carbon black 

* Type of information derived from SIMS experiments: 

S Elemental analysis by inspeeling single secondary ions; 
M Intimate contact between elements, indicated by molecular ions; 
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important role in the identification of peaks, because all peak intens i ties must agree with the 
natura! abundancies. Figure 3 .1 also illustrates the differences in SIMS yields of the 
different elements: iron and antimony are present in comparabJe quantities in the cataJyst; 
nevertheJess, the iron intensity in the spectrum is about 25 times as high as that of antimony . 

Charging shifts the energy distributions of the secondary ions Jargely outside the 
energy window of the detector. In the absence of adequate means for charge compensation, 
one is forced to measure under dynamic conditions (i.e . with high primary beam intensity) 
in order to obtain appreciabJe secondary ion yieJds . As a consequence, the measurements 
represent the composition of the bulk rather than that of the surface. NevertheJess, SIMS 
is among the very few techniques that can identify the preserree of all promoters, some of 
which are present in trace amounts only. 

A study of Coverdale et al. [13] on aJumina-supported rhenium oxide illustrate how 
characteristic intensity patterns of secondary Re"o;; ions indicate the type of oxide structure 
present on the support. AJumina-supported rhenium (VII) oxide is active as a catalyst for 
oJefm metathesis. Three different structures for aJumina-supported rhenium oxide have been 
been proposed in literature: (a) a mixed phase of rhenium and aJuminurn oxide, (b) a 
uniform monoJayer of R~07 covering the alumina, and (c) different adsorbed rhenium 
species, Re04- for Jow Re and R~07 for high Re loading. Different rhenium oxide structures 
are expected to produce characteristic Reno;; molecular ions in SIMS, whereas clusters 
containing both Re and Al atoms are expected if rhenium and aJuminurn oxide form a mixed 
phase (a), or also if a Re20 7 monolayer covers the aJumina support (b) . IsoJated Re04-

tetrahedra, according to (iii) present at low Re loadings, are not expected to produce 
significant amounts of cluster ions with more than one Re atom. In contrast, the expected 
R~07 aggregates at higher Re Joadings should produce clusters of the type RemOn. 

Catalysts were prepared by impregnating -y-alumina with a NH4Re04 solution, drying 
at l10°C, and calcining in dry air at 525°C. Negative ion FABSIMS spectra of the dried 
and calcined catalysts are quantitatively similar to the spectra of bulk NH4Re04 and Re20 7 , 

respectively, pointing to a similarity between the structures of supported and bulk rhenium 
oxide. The preserree of multiple Re clusters for supported NH4Re0 4 indicates that already 
after drying R~07 aggregates are present. Fragments containing both Re and Al atoms were 
not detected. This observation makes a mixed phase of rhenium and aJuminurn oxide, and 
also the ReP7 monolayer model, highly improbable . 

Thus, the decisive information on which type of rhenium oxide is present is in the 
characteristic patterns of the secondary cluster ions. The following study on supported Mo03 

indicates that the intensity patterns of molecular ions correlate with the dispersion of Mo03. 

The influence of calcination-hydration treatments on the dispersion of silica- and 
alumina-supported molybdena was studied by Rodrigo et al. [ 17]. Raman and ultra violet 
(UV) spectra of Mo/Si02 indicate that the structure of silica-supported molybdena changes 
reversibly during calcination and hydration treatments. After hydration, these catalysts 
contain various three-dimensional molybdena species like tetrabedral monomers , 
silicomolybdic acid, polymolybdates, and crystalline Mo03 . Calcination forces the collapse 
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Figure 3.2 
Left panel: the Moa• SIMS signa/ relative to the SiO+ support signa/, for impregnated 
Mo/Si02 catalysts, as a function of Mo loading and pretreatment: ( .1) air stabilized for 6 
months; (D) calcined in-situ (I h in 0 2 at 500°C); (o) water vapor exposed (Jh in JO Torr 
at 25°C). Calcination increases the molybdena dispersion Right panel: the SIMS intensity 
ratio Moo•/Mo• for the same catalysts indicates increased oxygen coordination of 
molybdenum upon calcination (datafrom Rodrigo et al. [17]). 

of these structures, and ISS and XPS data show that the Mo dispersion increases. These 
changes are also reflected by SIMS. The spectra of an air-exposed catalyst contain Si"O;!; 
ions originating from the silica support, and additionally Mo+, Moo+, MoO!, MoO)., 
MoO~ and Mo04clusters; H-containing Ma-species are not detected. Despite the observed 
changes in the Raman and UV spectra of the molybdena species upon calcination and 
hydration, the nature of the secondary ion clusters does not change. However, the relative 
intensities of MoO~ clusters, as well as their intensities with respect to the Sio+ support 
signa!, change markedly. Figure 3.2 (left) shows the variation of the molybdate Moo+ 
cluster intensity relative to Sio+, for different Mo loadings. The increased Mo dispersion 
after calcination raises the MoO~/Sio+ ratios; after exposing the catalyst to water vapor the 
ratios airoost drop back to their old values, in agreement with the reversible structural 
changes. Interesting is that the intensity ratios Moo+ /Mo+ (Figure 3.2, right) and 
MoOi /Mo+ (not shown) are also sensitive to the structure of the Mo-species. 
Oxygen-containing Mo clusters are most intense for the calcined catalyst, possibly due to 
a higher 0-coordination of the Mo centers. 

SIMS experiments on Mol Al20 3 catalysts [ 17] result in spectra similar to those for 
Mo/Si02 catalysts. For this system, calcination-rehydration treatments have no significant 
influence on the SIMS intensity ratios, indicating that eventual changes in the structure of 
Mo species are not accompanied by an increasing Mo dispersion, in agreement with XPS 
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Linear relation between S!MS surface Si+!Ar ratio and the bulk Si/Al ratio for various 
synthesized zeolites (data .from Dwyer et al. [5]). 

measurements. The interesting aspect of the work is that SIMS appears suited for monitoring 
changes in the dispersion of supported oxides. 

Silica- and alumina-supported chromium oxide are used as catalysts for the 
polymerization of ethylene. Ellison [14] used FABSIMS to study the structure of chromium 
oxide clusters in these catalysts. Interestingly, the spectra contain cluster i ons of the type 
CrkSiPmHn + and CrkAI10mHn + (although several peak assignments in Figure 2 of Ref. 14 
are obviously in error). The presence of support atoms, Si or Al, within the clusters is 
attributed to the intimate contact between aJuminurn oxide and the support. These mixed 
clusters in principle enable one to study the interaction of the chromium oxide with the 
support. 

Measuring secondary ion intensities as a function of exposure to the primary beam 
enables one to determine a concentration depth profile. This method bas successfully been 
used to study the dealumination of zeolites. 

The modification of zeolitic material is becoming increasingly important in the 
manufacture of catalysts. The extraction of aJuminurn from the framework enhances zeolite 
resistance against crystallinity loss during high temperature steaming. The most frequently 
used method to accomplish this framework aJuminurn removal is hydrothèrmal treatment, 
but also chemica! methods as acid attack, attack by Cl-containing compounds (SiCI4), and 
treatments with chelating agents as ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid (EDT A) are applied. A 
traditional way of determining the influence of these pretreatments on zeolite structure is to 
use X-ray diffraction (XRD), a bulk technique detecting changes of the zeolite unit cell 
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Left panel: depth dis tribution of Si/Al of H-ZSM-5, ( Ll) untreated and (0) after steam 
treatment (1 4 h in 1 atm H20 at 600°C}; steaming leads to Al enrichment of the surface 
layer. Right panel: steaming of ZSM-5 and subsequent acid-teaching with HCl leads to Al 
depletion in the outer layers (datafrom Dwyer et al. [5]). 

dimensions upon Al removal. The application of SIMS is particularly interesting to study 
the depth distribution of Al, which will be affected by migration of released framework 
aJuminurn to the surface. 

First, it is interesting to see how SIMS surface Si+ I Al+ ra ti os correlate with Si/ Al 
bulkvalues for zeolites as synthesized. Dwyer et al. [4,5] and Suib et al. [7] established a 
linear relationship (Figure 3.3), although both groups find different slopes for plots of 
surface Si+/Al+ vs. bulk Si/Al. Note that the data in Figure 3.3 cover an appreciable 
number of different zeolite structures, which all satisfy the same linear relation between 
Si+ I Al+ SIMS ratio and zeolite composition, indicating that the matrix effect plays an 
insignificant role. In conclusion, sputter dep tb profiles of zeolites can give at least semi
quantitative data on the actual elemental Si/ Al depth distribution. 

The effect of steam treatment on the aJuminurn distribution was studied by Dwyer et 
al. [4,5] and Meyers et al. [6]. Figure 3.4 shows typical depth profiles of an H-ZSM-5 
zeolite. The Si+ I AI+ ratio variation is negligible for the untreated zeolite, but a steam 
treament results in a considerable surface enrichment of Al species. This is due to the 
migration of released framework aluminum through the channels of the zeolite towards the 
outer surface. A possible way of extracting this non-framework aJuminurn is by acid
teaching, but this may lead to extensive dealumination of the outermost zeolite layers 
(Figure 3.4). Other acid-treatments, for example during ion exchange, demonstrate that 
surface dealumination of zeolites is a readily occurring process in acid media. The fact that 
these changes in the Al depth distribution are invisible to bulk techniques favors the 
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Figure 3.5 
Positive S/MS spectra of a 9 wt% Zr0/Si02 catalyst, afler the exchange reaction of 
zirconium ethoxide with hydroxyl groups of the silica support and subsequent drying (top 
panel). The lower panel shows the Zr region of the dried catalyst (left), and of the catalyst 
after calcination in air at 400°C (right) (graph adapted from Me ij ers et al. [22]). 

application of a depth sensitive surface spectroscopy as SIMS. 

3.2.3 Catalyst preparation studies 

In favorable cases, SIMS can be used to follow the decomposition of catalyst precursors 
during calcination or reduction in technica! catalysts. As an example we discuss the 
formation of zirconium dioxide from zirconium ethoxide [22], applied on a silica support 
in an exchange reaction between ethoxide ligands of zirconium and hydroxyl groups on the 
support. Zr02 is catalytically active fora number of reactions such as isosynthesis, methanol 
synthesis, and catalytic cracking, but is also of considerable interest as a barrier against 
diffusion of catalytically active metals such as rhodium or cobalt into alumina supports at 
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SJMS ZrO+!zr+ and Zr;!Zr+ intensity 
ratios as a function of calcination 
tempera/ure for the same catalyst as 
in Figure 3.5, along with ratios 
measured .from zirconium ethoxide 
and oxide reference compounds (data 
.from Meijers et al. [22]). 

Calcination Temp. / •c 

elevated temperatures . 
Figure 3.5 (top) shows the SIMS spectrum of a freshly prepared Zr catalyst from 

ethoxide. It contains peaks of H+, c+, o +, Na+, Si+, K+, Ca+, Siü+, SiOH+, zr+, Zro+, 
In+, and Zrü; . The relatively high intens i ties of Na, K and Ca are an artefact of the 
technique due to the high sensitivity of SIMS towards elements with a low ionization 
potential and have no significance; the In peak arises from the indium foil in which the 
catalyst powder was pressed. The most useful information is in the relative intensities of the 
Zr+, Zrü+, ZrüH+, and Zrü~ ions. This is illustrated in Figures 3 .Sb and 3 .Sc which show 
the isotope patterns of these ions of a freshly dried and a calcined catalyst. Note that the 
SIMS spectrum of the freshly dried catalyst contains small but significant contributions from 
ZrüH+ ions, see for example the peaks at mie= 107 (X!ZrüH+ and 91 Zrü+) and mie= 111 
( 94ZrüH+). ZrüH+ is most probably a fragment ion from zirconium ethoxide. In the 
spectrum of the catalyst which was oxidized at 400°C, the isotopic pattem in the Zrü range 
resembles that of Zr, indicating that no more ZrOH species are present. 

Interpretation of the spectra in Figure 3.5 is best done by camparing them with those 
of zirconium ethoxide and zirconium oxide reference compounds. Figure 3.6 contains the 
Zro+tzr+ and ZrüifZr+ ratios from the SIMS spectra of the reference compounds, and of 
the catalysts as a function of the calcination temperature. The figure clearly shows that 
catalysts calcined at temperatures up to 200°C have Zro+ /Zr+ and Zrü! /Zr+ ratios a bout 
equal to those measured from a zirconium ethoxide reference compound. However, samples 
calcined above 300°C have intensity ratios close to that of Zr02 . 

Thus the SIMS intensity ratios show the transition from zirconium ethoxide into 
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Figure 3.7 
Positive (left) and negative (right) static S/MS spectra of silica supported molybdena, aft er 
impregnation (top) and after suljidation at the indicated temperatures, showing the transition 
.from Mo03 to MoS2" The isotape patterns are associated with Mo (mle =92-100), MoO (108-
116), MoS+Mo02 (124-132), MoSO+Mo03 (140-148), and MoS2+MoS02+Mo04 (156-164) 
(data.from De Jong et al. [21}) . 
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zirconium oxide, and indicate that this transformation takes place at temperatures between 
300 and 400°C. lnfrared spectroscopy measured in transmission confirms the disappearance 
of ethoxide groups at the same temperatures at which the SIMS Zrü+ /Zr+ and ZrOi!Zr+ 
intensity ratios change to those characteristic of Zr02 . The inherent advantage of SIMS is 
that it confirms, albeit indirectly, that the ethoxide ligands are indeed connected to 
zirconium, whereas the infrared spectra could also be due to free ethoxide ligands on the 
support. 

The last example shows the usefulness of SIMS in catalyst preparation studies; 
however , such applications are often hindered by sample charging during the analysis, 
leading to detrimental intensity loss. Charging can be prevented by using thin film oxides 
on a conducting substrate as model supports, so that one can take full advantage of the 
me rits of static SIMS. In this way, we have studied the preparation of highly dispersed 
alumina-supported rhodium catalysts [54] and the sulfidation of silica-supported molybdena 
[21]. 

The remaval of sulfur and nitrogen from heavy oil fractions is carried out over 
molybdenum sulfide catalysts promoted with cobalt or nickel, in processes called 
hydrodesulfurization (HDS) and hydrodenitrogenation (HDN) [55]. After impregnation the 
catalyst is in the oxidic state. In order to be active, it needs to be sulfided . We have studied 
the sulfidation mechanism of Mo03/Si02/Si(100)-supported model catalysts by means of 
XPS, SIMS, Rutherford backscattering speetrometry (RBS), and atomie force microscopy 
(AFM) [21]. Here we show how SIMS sensitively reveals the conversion of Mo03 into 
MoS2. 

The catalyst is prepared by impregnating the Si02/Si crystal with an ethanol salution 
of Mo02Cl2 (ethanol is chosen as solvent because it wets the Si02 surface better than water). 
RBS spectra indicate that the catalyst contains on the order of 1015 Mo atoms per cm2, 

which, however, according to AFM, are not atomically dispersed but farm islands of about 
100 nm wide and 6 nm thick. XPS shows allMoto be in the 6+ oxidation state and detects 
no chlorine. The top of Figure 3. 7 shows positive and negative static SIMS spectra of the 
freshly prepared, oxidic catalyst. The most intense isotopic pattem is due to elemental Mo+ 
(m/e=92-100). Molecular information can be obtained from the higher mass clusters of 
Moo+ (m/e=108-116) and MoOi (m/e=124-132). The positive spectrum shows no 
indication of residual Cl from the Mo02Cl2 precursor. The negative SIMS spectrum of the 
same sample is shown in the top right corner of Figure 3. 7. Barely visible are the elemental 
Mo· peaks, but in order of increasing intensity Moo·, MoO; , and Mo03 patterns can be 
distinghuised. Although with Iower intensity, even Moû4 peaks appear. 

The oxidic catalysts were sulfided in a mixture of 10% H2S in H2 at different 
temperatures and caoled under helium gas. The samples were unloaded from the quartz 
reactor in a glove box and brought to the SIMS spectrometer under inert atmosphere in a 
transport vessel. 

The SIMS spectra in Figure 3.7 show that sulfîdation at relatively low temperatures, 
25 and 60°C, already results in significant uptake of sulfur by the catalyst, as evidenced by 
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the increase in the (Mo + 32)+ signa!, associated with MoOi and Mos+ clusters, and the 
decrease in the (Mo + 16)+ signa!, which is uniquely associated with Moo+. The important 
point to note is that Mo in the surface region of the catalyst contains both oxygen and sulfur 
in its coordination sphere. As XPS spectra indicate that Mo is present in the 4 + oxidation 
state, with a binding energy significantly lower than that of MoS2 , whereas all sulfur is 
present in anionic form, we take the SIMS spectra as convincing evidence that the surface 
of catalysts sulfided at 25 and 60°C consists of a molybdenum oxysulfide. 

Sulfidation at 150°C increases the sulfur and decreases the oxygen content further, 
while the pattem measured after sulfidation at 300°C resembles that of a MoS2 reference 
compound, indicating that sulfidation is complete. 

The negative SIMS spectra also show the conversion of Mo03 to MoSz, but in a more 
indirect way. Due to variations in SIMS sensitivities, MoS; clusters have generally much 
lower intensities than MoO; clusters. Nevertheless, the relative intensities of the MoO~ 

clusters decrease clearly with increasing sulfidation temperature, indicating that the original 
oxygen coordination of Mo is disrupted by the sulfidation. Direct evidence for Mo-S contact 
is given by the relative increase in the intensities of the (Mo + 32)- and (Mo + 64Y 
clusters, although a negligible part of these patterns may be due to Mo02 and MoO.;, 
respectively. 

Concluding, SIMS is able to monitor the changes in local structure around Mo which 
result from the sulfidation process. The analysis of molecular fragments is somewhat 
hindered by the mass interference of 0- and S-containing clusters, but the trends can be 
foliowed by inspecting relative intensity ratios. In this way SIMS gives important 
information on the intermediate oxysulfides that occur in initia! stages of sulfidation. 

3.2.4 Promoters and poisons 

The properties of heterogeneaus catalysts are often improved by the actdition of structural 
and chemica! promoters [56,57] . Structural promoters do notinteract directly with reactants 
or products, but increase the mechanica! strength of the catalyst, stabilize the catalyst against 
sintering, or promate the formation of favorable surface phases. Chemica! promoters 
influence reacting adsorbates on the surface, either directly or by modifying the properties 
of catalytically active sites. The effect of paisons on catalyst reactivity is largely explained 
in similar terms . Hence, the position of promoter or poison relative to the active phase is 
an important factor . 

The following examples show that SIMS is very informative in studies of catalyst 
promotion and deactivation. lts high sensitivity enables one to detect the presence of 
promoters and paisons in trace amounts. Theoretica! as well as experimental studies [58,59] 
have shown that the local electrostatic potential around promoter cq. poison atoms/ions may 
be altered significantly. Clearly, these short-ranged effects will only be present at sites 
where the promoter is in contact with the catalytically active component. Molecular cluster 
ions in SIMS can be used to ascertain that metal-promoter contact exists . Apart from 
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Figure 3.8 
S!MS spectra of a Rh/A/20/Al 
catalyst after impregnation with a 
0.1 M KC! salution (upper panel), and 
of the same catalyst after 1 h reduction 
in 1 bar H2 at 300°C. The RhK' 
signa/ which appears after reduction 
indicates intimate contact between 
metal and promoter. 

EXAFS, which has the disadvantage that data analysis is tedious, there are to the best of our 
knowledge no other spectroscopie techniques which reveal this type of information. 

Takahashi et al. [32] studied vanadium oxide promoted RulaJumina catalysts. SIMS 
spectra of these catalysts show intense v+ and vo+ signals, but cluster ions comprising bath 
Ru and V are not observed. Striking is the presence of Ruo+ ions, which are absent in the 
spectra of bath the unpromoted catalyst and a physical mixture of vanadium oxide and the 
unpromoted catalyst. An explanation is that Ru and vanadium oxide are present close enough 
in the promoted catalyst to enable recombination of seperately sputtered Ru and oxygen 
atoms from vanadium oxide, whereas this secondary ion formation mechanism does not 
occur when Ru and vanadium oxide are present far apart in seperate phases . Hence, the 
presence of Ruo+ clusters in the SIMS spectra of the promoted catalyst may be taken as 
indirect evidence that Ru and vanadium oxide !ie within close proximity . 

Direct evidence for metal-promoter contact was found by Borg and Niemantsverdriet 
[60] in a study of potassiurn-promoted Rh/alumina catalysts. A fresh Rh/ Al20 3/ Al model 
catalyst, prepared by wet-chemica! ion exchange, was subsequently impregnated with 0.1 
M KC! in water. An atomizer was used to spray the salution evenly over the surface. The 
top spectrum of Figure 3.8 shows the positive static SIMS spectrum after drying the 
promored catalyst in air. Changes with respect to the spectrum of the unpromoted catalyst 
are only visible in the low mass range (not shown), where K+ (mle=39 and 41) and Ki 
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(mle=78, 80, and 82) appear. Clusters which indicate direct contact between K and Rh are 
not observed. However, Rh-K contact is readily demonstraled by the preserree of a RhK+ 
cluster ion in the spectrum of the promoted catalyst after reduction at 300°C for 1 hour 
(Figure 3.8, bottom). 

Plog et al. [31] investigated the influence of promoters and paisons on the activity 
of KzO-promoted Fe catalysts for NH3 synthesis. SIMS depth-profile studies were used to 
obtain both the potassium surface concentration and the thickness of the potassium film for 
increasing bulk concentrations of K20 (Figure 3.9) . If the bulk content of K20 is low, 
addition of K20 leads to an increasing surface coverage of potassium, the film thickness 
being in the monolayer regime. When the surface is almast entirely covered by potassium, 
addition of more K20 results in the growth of the film. The maximum rate of NH3 formation 
is at those K20 levels where coverage is almast complete, with a nomina! film thickness on 
the order of one monolayer. 

The surface of a catalyst may be seriously altered during the reaction by impurities 
in the feed. This effect bas been studied for the NH3 synthesis reaction by adding CH2Cl2 

to the reactants. Deposition of chlorine on the surface during reaction can be monitored in 
detail, as SIMS discerns between the formation of KClx and FeCl, compounds by the 
appearance of characteristic KC12· and FeC13. clusters, respectively. Pi gure 3.10 shows that 
low levels of chlorine mainly lead to the formation of potassium chlorine compounds . 
lncreasing the degree of chlorination leads to the formation of iron chlorine compounds, 
which are responsible for the observed decay of the NH3 yield. 

Imaging SIMS studies may be of great importance in studies of catalyst deactivation, 
as trace amounts of contaminations can be detected along with their position with respect 
to the catalyst particles. Por catalysts with small particles, the maximum obtainable lateral 
resolution of imaging SIMS of about 50 nm may not be sufficient. However, imaging SIMS 
has found some interesting applications in the study of metal deposition onto fluid catalytic 
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cracking (FCC) catalysts, used for conversion of heavy hydrocarbon fractions into lighter 
fuels [8,9,11,12]. These catalysts contain particles with a typical size in the range of 50-150 
1-1-m, which consist of zeolite and clay phases, held together by a silica-alumina binder. The 
size of the zeolite crystallites within these catalyst microspheres depends on the 
manufacturing method. The commonly used incorporation method involves spray drying ion
exchanged zeolite with a silica alumina binder, and leads to zeolite aggregates on the order 
of 5-50 1-1-m. The in-situ preparation method, during which zeolite crystallites are formed by 
calcining a spray-dried clay slurry, leads to a better dispersion of the mineral phases within 
the catalyst microspheres, requiring imaging tools with a lateral resolution on the 
submicrometer scale. 

Different phases within the catalyst microspheres can be distinguised by their Si/ Al 
intensity ratios. The silicon rich zeolite phases appear as bright areas in the Si ion maps, 
whereas clay phases appear more intense in the Al images. Zeolite crystallites are discerned 
more clearly by collecting images of characteristic cations present within the ion-exchanged 
zeolite framework, for example La+ [9,11] or Na+ [12]. This opens the possibility to get 
information about the positions where contaminants such as nickel and vanadium accumulate 
on the catalyst during catalytic cracking. 

Kugler and Leta [9, 11] studied the deposition of vanadium and nickel for FCC 
catalysts, which were taken from commercial operation. Figure 3.11 shows typical ion 
images, obtained for a mixture of particles consisting of clay and binder, and zeolite 
synthesized on the same clay base. The size of the particles is given by the silicon image, 
and varies between 20 and 120 1-1-m. The even intensity of the lanthanum map indicates that 
zeolite crystallites are well distributed over the catalyst particles, and cannot be spatially 
resolved with the achieved lateral resolution of 0.5 1-1-m. One partiele shows intense La spots, 
resulting from zeolite aggregates. 

The nickel ion image shows that nickel is generally concentraled at the external 
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(a.) Sîllcon (b) Vanadium 

Figure 3.11 (d) L a nthe num ( c ) Nl c kel 

SIMS images of the cross sections of jluid catalytic cracking catalysts, containing a mixture 
of clay, zeolite and silica alumina binder. Ion maps show a) silicon, b) vanadium, c) nickel, 
and d) lanthanum (reproduced with permissionfrom Kugler and Leta [9]). 

surface, and has apparently a low mobility after deposition. Therefore, the amount of 
deposited nickel is an appropriate measure of the partiele residence time in the reactor. For 
vanadium, the situation is somewhat different. The map shows variations in the vanadium 
distributions over different particles. Some particles have a typical rim distribution, others 
have a more even vanadium concentration. This indicates that vanadium is also initially 
deposited at the external surface, but readily migrates to the interior of the partide. 
Moreover, comparison of the nickel and vanadium images shows that some particles with 
very low nickel concentration (and henceshort residence time) already exhlbit a considerable 
amount of vanadium, which is probably caused by interpartiele transport of vanadium. 

Lampert et al. [12] studied the effect of hydrothermal conditions on the 
microstructure of in-situ grown zeolites with a high resolution (50 nrn) ion microprobe. With 
the enhanced resolution, the well-dispersed zeolite phases can be recognized, owing to their 
higher Si contentand to an intense Na+ ion signa!. X-ray diffraction shows that steaming 
causes the loss of zeolite crystallinity and reduction of the zeolite unit cells due to 
dealumination. Si+ and Al+ ion images indicate that zeolite debris will remain predominantly 
in the zeolite regions. On the other hand, the intensity rise of Na+ in matrix regions 
indicates that migration of some zeolite debris migration into the catalyst matrix may occur. 

The previous examples show that imaging SIMS data can be valuable in catalyst 
deactivation studies, as trace amounts of deposited contaminants and their positions relative 
to the active phase of the catalyst can be determined . However, the resolution of ultimately 
50 nrn nowadays restricts the application to a limited number of systems, as many catalysts 
contain particles of much smaller size. 
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3.2.5 Reactivity studies 

Investigations in which SIMS is used to study the reactivity of catalysts have been rather 
scarce up to now. Although real time studies under reaction conditions are practically 
unfeasible, batchwise analysis of catalysts after reaction has given interesting results. 
Noteworthy is the series of papers by Ott et al. [33,34,35] on Fischer-Tropsch synthesis 
over unsupported Fe-Ru alloy powders . The authors used XPS and SIMS todetermine the 
surface composition of the catalysts and found a profound enrichment of iron in the outer 
surface layer of the Fe-Ru alloys. Catalytic behavior as a function of alloy composition 
correlated well with trends in the SIMS spectra, which suggests that changes in work 
function and/or surface composition are important. The excellent surface sensitivity of SIMS 
is a great advantage here: while XPS probes a surface layer of several nanometers of the 
sample, static SIMS is limited to the outer layer where catalytic activity resides. 

Isotopically labelect reactants provide a means to investigate details of reaction 
mechanisms with SIMS, as the following examples on selective oxidation catalysts illustrate. 

Mixed metal oxides are active catalysts for selective oxidation of hydrocarbons [61) . 
The first step is the activation of the hydrocarbons to allylic species by Iow-valent cation 
centers, the consecutive step involves the insereion of oxygen ions into the hydracarbon 
fragment. The mechanism of this oxygen insereion reaction, for example during the 
oxidation of propylene towards acrolein, farms a key issue in understanding the whole 
process. According to the Mars-van Krevelen mechanism, lattice oxygen is consumed by 
the reacting molecules [62] . This consumption is compensated for by continuously supplying 
oxygen via the gas phase, which is activaeed by specific surface sites. Keulks and 
coworkers, who studied the distribution of 180 over oxidation reaction products, were able 
to demonstrate experimentally that lattice oxygen is indeed involved in selective oxidation 
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of propylene over mixed metal oxide catalysts [63]. Additional information about which sites 
are responsible for oxygen molecule activatien and oxygen ion insertion into the adsorbed 
hydrocarbon complex has been provided by SIMS. 

Aso et al. [26] successfully applied the 1s0-tracer methad to determine the oxygen 
adsorption sites of mixed Fe20 3-Sb20 4 catalysts. These catalysts are used for the oxidation 
of propene towards propenal (acrolein). Catalysts with different Sb/Fe atomie ratios were 
subjected to a 15 min calcination treatment in 180 2 at 400°C. Molecular clusters of the type 
PeOn· and Sbon- were used to determine the relative 1s0 coordination of Fe and Sb, 
respectively. Quantification is possible by camparing the relative intens i ties of M 160 n· and 
M1son·· Figure 3.12 shows that the atomie fraction of 180 is higher within Sb- than within 
Fe-containing clusters, indicating that the tracer atoms are mainly accomodated by Sb. To 
check whether this means that oxygen preferentially adsorbs at Sb sites, and is not simply 
due to isotopic mixing of 180 with 160 lattice oxygen, the temperature and period of the 180 2 

calcination were varied. If treatments are kept short and are performed at low temperatures, 
180 is almast exclusively coordinated by Sb, indicating that Sb ions are the preferred oxygen 
adsorption sites. Calcination at higher temperatures and during Jonger periods increases 
isotopic mixing, as evidenced by relative increasing intensities of Fe180n· clusters. 

Guerrero-Ruiz et al. [27] took a sirnilar approach to investigate the structure sensitive 
mddation of propylene to acrolein over two different surface planes of Mo03, using labelled 
1s0 2 . To monitor the insertion of 1s0 into the Mo03 lattice, the SIMS intensity ratio 
1<XMo180 + J92Mo160+ was determined both for the outermost surface layers and as a function 
of depth. The value of this ratio for the outermost surface indicates that oxygen is 
preferentially activated on the (010) surface, which is probably associated with earlier 
observations of complete cambustion of propylene towards C02 on this basal face. Depth 
profiles suggest that oxygen mobility may be somewhat higher along the [100]-direction, 
which terminates in a stepped, rather open surface. Mass spectrometric analysis of the 
reaction products showed that 180 incorporation into propylene occurs more readily on the 
corrugated than on the flat (010) surface. The authors explain this by the nature of the 
[100]-oriented surface, where (100) terraces, held responsible for the activation of propylene 
to an allylic reaction intermediate, coexist with (010) steps, which are active in oxygen 
chemisorption and dissociation. 

These two studies illustrate very wel! how SIMS in combination with isotopically 
labelled reactants may give new and highly relevant information on catalytic reaction 
mechanisms . 

3.3 SIMS applications in surface chemistry 

3.3.1 Introduetion 

In applications of SIMS on single crystals and polycrystalline foils of metals, matrix effects 
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are largely circumvented, while complications due to charging do not exist. Excellent 
quantitation has been achieved by calibrating SIMS yields of adsorbates by means of other 
techniques such as (high resolution) electron energy loss spectroscopy ((HR)EELS) or 
temperature programmed desorption (TPD) [64,65,66]. Although the absolute SIMS 
întensîties depend on adsorbate coverage through the work function, these matrix effects 
largely cancel out if one considers suitable intensity ratios. For example, the ratîos 
Ni2H+ /Nii [67] and Ni2H+ /Ni+ [68] vary linearly with the coverage of hydrogen atoms on 
polycrystallîne nickel and a Ni(lOO) surface, respectîvely. Sîmîlar correlations have been 
established for CO adsorption on several metals. Table 3.2 summarîzes surface science 
studies of SIMS on adsorbates . 

With the combined possibilities of working under truly static condîtîons and obtaining 
quantitative data on surface coverages, SIMS offers the challenging perspective to monitor 
reactants, intermediates, and products of catalytic reactions on the surface in real time while 
the reaction is in progress. 

3.3.2 Adsorbate composition and structure 

In studies of adsorbed gases, secondary cluster îons containing atoms from both adsorbate 
and substrate provide information on adsorbate structure and bonding geometry, while 
suitably calibrated intensity ratios monitor surface coverages . We discuss SIMS studies of 
carbon monoxide and of hydrocarbons on catalytically relevant metals. 
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Table 3.2 SIMS studies on the surface chemistry of transition metals 

Me tal Plane Reaction References 

Fe poly adsorption of CO 69 
poly adsorption of H2S 70 
(110) thermal decomposition of NH3 71 

Ni poly thermal decomposition of HCOOH 72 
(100) adsorption of 0 2 73,74 
(100) adsorption of CO 75,76,77,78,79 
(111) adsorption of CO 80,80,81 
poly adsorption of CO 69,75 
poly adsorption of H2 67 
(100) adsorption of H2 68,82,83,84 
poly thermal decomposition of C2H, and C2H2 85,86,87 
(100) and (lil) thermal decomposition of C2H, and C2H2 88,89,90,91 ,92 
poly coadsorption of H2 and CO 93 
poly coadsorption of H2 and C2H,, and H2 and C2H2 94 
(100),(110),(111) coadsorption of H2S and CO 75 
( 111) hydragenation of CO 95 
(100) therma1 decomposition of CH3 derived from methyl 96,97 

halides 
(111) hydragenation of carbidic carbon 98 
(lil) thermal decomposition of CH3SH 99 
(lil) surface composition of PtN i single crystal alloys 100 

Cu (100) and poly adsorption of CO 69,75 
(100) adsorption of CHPH 101 
( 100) and poly adsorption of H2S 71 
(IlO) CHPH oxidation 102 
po1y adsorption of C6H5COOH and C6H5CHO 103 

Ru (0001) adsorption of CO 80,81 '104, 105 
(0001) dissociation of CO and C-D interaction 106 
(0001) reactivity of surface carbon derived from C2H, 107,108 
(0001) thermal decomposition of C2H, 109 
(0001) thermal decomposition of C3H6 110 
(0001) thermal decomposition of CH2CO 111,112 
(0001) polymerization and decomposition of CH3CHO 113 
(0001) coadsorption of C2H, and CO 114 
(0001) adsorption of C4H4S on clean and S-covered surface 115,116,117 
(0001) deposition of Cu 118 
(0001) coadsorption of CO and Cu or Au 119 
(0001) coadsorption of C2D, and Au, thermal decomposition of 120 

C2D, 

Rh (111) and (331) adsorption of CO 121 
(210) adsorption and dissociation of CO 122,123 
(111) adsorption of 0 2 124 
(111) and (331) adsorption of NO 125 
(331) adsorption of NO on carbon covered surface 126 
poly adsorption and coadsorption of CO and 0 2 127 
poly nature of carbonaceous deposits derived from C2H4 128,129,130 
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Table 3.2 Continued ... 

Pd (111) adsorplion of CO 81 
(100) adsorption of CO 131 
poly adsorption of CO 69,75 
(111) CO oxidation 132,133,134 
poly defect-induced dissociation of CO 135 
(111) thermal decomposition of CHPH 136,137,138 

Ag poly CH30H oxidation 139,140 
poly adsorplion of 0 2, H20, CO, C02 , CH10 and CH30H 141 
poly self-hydrogenation of C4H4S (thiophene) 142 
(111) adsorption of C5H5N 143,144 
(111) adsorption of CJ-!6 144 

Ir poly nature of carbonaceous deposits derived from C2H4 130,131,145 

Pt poly adsorption of CO 75 
(lil) adsorption of 0 1 , influence of Si and Ca 146 
(111) reaction of H10 with chemisorbed oxygen 147,148,149 
(111) H10 formation 150,151,152 
( 111) thermal decomposition of CHPD 153 
(111) thermal decomposition of CH2CO 154 
(111) dehydrogenation of C2H4 and C3H6 155,156 
(111) H-D exchange in alkylidynes 157,158 
(lil) conversion of -CHCH 2 to =CCH3 and C1H4 159,160 
poly nature of carbonaceous deposits derived from C2H4 129,130,131,146,161 
( 111) coadsorption of K and CO 162,163 
(111) coadsorption of K and C02 164 
(111) coadsorption of K and C2H4 164,164 
( 111) surface composition of PtNi single-crystal alloys 101 

CO on group VIII metals 

The adsorption of CO on various transition metals is one of the most completely studied 
adsorbate systems in surface science. Vibrational spectroscopies readily reveal whether CO 
is adsorbed in a linear, bridged or multiple modes [165] . Systematic studies by Brown and 
Vickerman [80,81, 106] demonstrated that SIMS also distinguishes between all bonding 
modes of CO, while it recognizes dissociation of CO into C and 0 atoms as well. 

Barber et al. [69] and Bordoli et al. [75] showed that the spectra of molecularly 
adsorbed CO contain intense Mnco+ (M = metal, n = 0,1 ,2) peaks (see Figure 3. 13), 
whereas dissociated CO appears in SIMS spectra as Mnc+ and Mno+. Moreover, the surface 
coverage of molecular CO appeared to be Iinear proportional to the sum ~n Mnco+ /Mn +, 
at least for CO coverages below the onset of CO compression structures. 

In an extension of this work, Brown and Vickerman established an empirica) relation 
between the bonding geometry of molecular CO and the observed secondary cluster ion 
distribution. By camparing SIMS spectra of linear CO on Ru(001) [80,81 , 1 06], two-fold 
bridged CO on Ni(lll), Ni(lOO) and Pd(100) [80,81], and three-fold bridged CO on 
Pd(111) [81] with EELS data, they derived fragmentation patterns in terms of relative 
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Figure 3.14 
Characteristic C-0 stretch vibrations and SIMS fragmentation patterns for different CO 
bonding geometries (data adapted from Sheppard and Nguyen [69} and Brown and 
Vickerman [80, 81, I 06 }) . 
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Figure 3.15 
The relative intensity of linear CO clusters in SIMS (PdCo+; E"PdnCO+) as a function of the 
relative CO coverage on Pd(J 00), compared with the approximate relative cover a ge of fine ar 
CO as determined with BREELS (data from Brown and Vickerman [132}) . 

intensities of Mco+, M2CO+ and M 3co+ for the different bonding geometriesof CO, see 
Figure 3.14. With this eaUbration it is possible to determine the relative coverage of 
different types of adsorbed CO. Figure 3.15 confirms that SIMS intensity ratios give reliable 
quantitative details: the relative coverage of linear CO on Pd(lll), as determined by SIMS 
parallels the fraction of linear CO seen by EELS. 
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Figure 3.16 
Partial dissociation of CO on a 
defect-rich Pd foil, as evidenced by 
growing SIMS Pd2C+ and Pdp+ 
signals upon healing. TPD 
measurements indicate the desorption 
of molecularly adsorbed a-CO, and a 
fJ-CO desorption state due to 
recombination of carbon and oxygen 
(data from Matolin et al. [136}). 

The adsorption of CO on palladium both in the form of single crystals and of small 
particles evaporated onto oxidic model supports have been studied extensively with SIMS 
[46,47,48,80,81,132,136]. Although CO adsorbs molecularly on !ow-index surfaces such 
as Pd (111) and (100) and on well annealed poly-crystalline Pd foil [80,81,132], dissociation 
of CO has been observed on a sputtered and thus highly defect Pd foil [ 136]. A SIMS 
spectrum of CO adsorbed on tbis surface at room temperature shows the usual Pdco+ and 
Pd2CO+ clusters characteristic of molecular CO. When the foil is heated to about 400 K, 
Pd0 C+ and Pd"o+ peaks develop, indicating that CO dissociates [136] (see Figure 3.16). 
Also included in the figure are thermal desorption measurements which show that a large 
fraction of the CO desorbs, probably from undamaged regions of the surface. Recombination 
of carbon and oxygen atoms results in associative desorption, denoted as {1-states in Figure 
3.16, at elevated temperatures (640 and 725 K). Interesting to note is the disappearance of 
the RbO+ signals befare the {12-CO desorption occurs, which suggests that oxygen atoms are 
dissolved in the palladium foil . Consequently, the {12-CO desorption state is due to reaction 
of carbon with oxygen which has segregated back to the surface . 

The fact that CO dissociates on defect sites of Pd surfaces has important implications 
for catalysis over small Pd particles, as these may also expose defects which facilitate CO 
dissociation. Matolin and Gillet observed C02 formation during the thermal desorption of 
a CO adlayer on smal! Pd particles supported on MgO or mica [47], which was 
accompanied by an increase of the Pd2C+ signa! in SIMS. These phenomena are due to CO 
disproportionation, during which adsorbed CO reacts with oxygen from dissociated CO. 
Repeated adsorption-desorption cycles resulted in the build up of surface carbon, and a 
decrease in CO adsorption capacity due to site blocking. The CO disproportionation reaction 
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Figure 3.17 
The steady-state surface coverages of 
carbon and CO, as monitored by the 
Pd2C+!Pcf; and Pd2CO+!Pcf; SIMS 
intensity ratios, during stepwise 
healing and cooling 4 nm Pd particles 
on a MgO substrate in a C0/02 

mixture. Hysteresis is found for the 
surface coverages of carbon and CO 
(datafrom Kruse et al. [50}). 

appears to be structure sensitive, as the carbon formation rate increases with decreasing Pd 
partiele size. CO dissociation may be involved in the oxidation of CO to C02 over small Pd 
particles, as a number of studies suggests [49,50,51] . 

The main mechanism of CO oxidation over palladium is the Langmuir-Hinshelwood 
reaction between adsorbed CO molecules and adsorbed oxygen atoms . Palladium single 
crystal studies have shown that this reaction is essentially structure insensitive. On the other 
hand, the observed CO disproportionation reaction on small Pd particles, which also leads 
to the formation of C02, is strongly structure dependent. SIMS studies on the CO oxidation 
over supported Pd particles [49,50,51] performed under steady-state conditions, show that 
CO dissociation iudeed constitutes a reaction channel for CO oxidation over small Pd 
particles: Figure 3.17 shows the intensity SIMS ra ti os characteristic of the CO, C and 0 
coverage during stepwise heating and cooling Pd particles in CO + 0 2 . The sample 
consistedof 4 nm Pd particles on a MgO support [50] . Clearly, CO is the main adsorbate 
at low temperatures, inhibiting the adsorption of oxygen. Raising the temperature causes 
partial desorption of CO, but at the same time CO dissociates also, as evidenced by the 
increasing Pd2C+/Pd; ratio. The maximum carbon coverage coincides with a minimum of 
the CO coverage, suggesting that surface carbon partially blocks CO adsorption sites. 
Further increase of the temperature leads to the removal of surface carbon by adsorbed 
oxygen. The C02 formation rate maximizes in this region of low CO coverage. Subsequent 
stepwise cooling of the sample under CO + 0 2 induces a hysteresis effect in the coverages 
of CO and carbon. This is attributed to oxygen retained by the catalyst, which readily reacts 
with adsorbed CO and thus prevents the accumulation of adsorbed CO on the surface, as 
well as its decomposition. Consistently, the observed C02 formation ra te was higher during 
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cooling than during heating. 
In SIMS studies of the CO oxidation over Pd(l11) single crystals [133, 134] Pd"c+ 

ions were not observed, excluding reaction channels via dissociated CO. Noteworthy is the 
appearance of a PdCoo+ cluster ion during the oxidation reaction. lts intensity correlates 
with the CO and 0 coverages, which are monitored by the Pd"co+ /Pd~ and Pd"o+ /Pd~ 
intensity ratios, respectively. The origin of this ion may be a CO-Pd-0 complex, as 
previously suggested by Stuve et al. [166] on the basis of EELS data. 

Hydrocarbons on noble metals 

Formation and cleavage of C-H bands are elementary reactions in hydragenation and 
dehydrogenation of hydrocarbons. The combination of static SIMS and TPD has contributed 
considerably to meehamstic insight into reactions of adsorbed hydrocarbons. As an example 
we focus on the adsorption and decomposition of ethylene on platinum surfaces, as reported 
by Wh i te and coworkers [156, 157,158,159,160, 161]. Results from several spectroscopie 
techniques, including EELS, infra red spectroscopy (IR), low energy electron diffraction 
(LEED) and ultra violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) have disclosed that ethylene 
adsorbs in a di-a bonded (-CH2-CHz-) geometry on Pt(lll) at low temperatures, and 
dehydrogenates to ethylidyne ( = C-CH3) at temperatures around 300 K. Further 
dehydrogenation occurs in two steps, carbidic carbon fonns around 500 K, which transfonns 
into graphitic carbon above 600 K. 

SIMS sensitively monitors the conversion of di-a bonded ethylene into ethylidyne: the 
C1H" fragmentation pattem of the farmer is dominated by CH"i, whereas that of ethylidyne 
has CH~ as its most intense peak [156]. The conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne can also 
be monitored by the evolution of hydragen in TPD. However, reaction parameters of the 
ethylene decomposition cannot be derived from TPD alone, as the combination of SIMS and 
TPD shows that H2 desorption itself, and not the dehydrogenation of adsorbed ethylene, is 
the rate detennining step in the H2 formation. Additional experiments led to the condusion 
that vinyl (-CH=CHz) may be an important intennediate in the conversion from di-a bonded 
C2H4 to ethylidyne [157,160,161]. Temperature programmed SIMS (TPSIMS) experiments 
show that vinyl, derived from dissociated C2H31, readily converts to ethylidyne at 
temperatures as low as 130 K [160,161]. This suggests that during thermal decomposition 
of ethylene the first C-H bond cleavage is rate-determining, and once vinyl is formed the 
reaction to ethylidyne is rapid. 

Positive SIMS was also used to investigate further dehydrogenation of alkylidynes 
into carbidic and ultimately graphitic carbon [156,157]. However, quantitative structure 
analysis of these carbonaceous deposits is hindered by large variations in the SIMS 
sensitivities towards different hydracarbon fragments, which vary with the number of bands 
that have to be braken to form the fragment [156] . Van Langeveld and Niemantsverdriet 
[129, 130, 131], interested in the coking of catalytic surfaces under reaction conditions, 
demonstrared that negative SIMS in combination with AES is quite powerful for the 
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characterization of hydrocarbon overlayers on metal surfaces. The carbon Auger lineshape 
differentiates readily between carbidic/molecular and graphitic/amorphous carbon, while 
negative cluster ions of the type CHn- and ~Ho- give additional information on the hydrogen 
content and the extent of graphitization of the carbon. One should not, however, take 
fragments such as ~- as characteristic of species residing at the surface, for the following 
reason. 

Negatively charged C"H~ clusters are generally emitted from all carbon-containing 
materials if these are bombarded with ions or electrons, irradiated with laser light or heated 
to high temperatures. The desorbing clusters are not necessarily emitted as a whole, but can 
be formed in the surface region, by consecutive reacrions of mainly negative charged ions 
and neighboring neutral species in the actsarbate layer [ 131] . The most stabie hydracarbon 
fragments are c; and ~R, and these ions generally dominate the negative SIMS spectra of 
hydrocarbons. If nitrogen-containing species are also present, the very stabie eN- ion will 
be observed as wel! in the spectra. The intensity of a particular cluster is thus not only 
determined by the availability of the reactants, but also by its stability [131,167]. Note that 
the relative intensity of the secondary clusters C2- , C2R, and C2H2- depends on the 
concentrations of hydragen and carbon in the surface under study. 

In practice, one can use suitably chosen intensity ratios to describe the state of the 
deposit. The hydragen content can be monitored by the ratio 
h = (C2H+C2H;) I (C;+C.)t+Cfi;), and the extent of graphitization, i. e. the extent to 
which carbon fragments form larger structures, by the ratio g = Em CJ!:r, I Em C2H~ . These 
parameters we re used to campare surface carbon phases on polycrystalline Pt, Rh, and Ir, 
and on Pt-Ir and Pt-Rh alloys [129,130,131 ,146,162]. The deposits were formed by 
exposing the foils to 0.5 Torr of ethylene during 5 minutes, for different substrate 
temperatures. After low temperature (325 K) treatments, hydrogen-rich, molecular carbon 
is present at all metals and alloys. The influence of the substrate becomes manifest in the 
carbon deposits formed at higher temperatures. Carbons formed at 525 and 775 K have a 
higher hydrogen content on Ir than on Pt, and are depleted in hydrogen on Rh. The 
graphitization factor g is largest for Pt, smallest for Rh, and has an intermediate value for 
Ir. The formation of carbidic carbon on rhodium is in agreement with the fact that Rh 
readily breaks C-H and C-C bands. Moreover, the lower hydrogenelysis activity of Pt with 
respect to Rh and Ir explains the extensive coke formation on platinum. 

The nature of the carbonaceous deposits on the bimetallic Pt-Rh and Pt-Ir foils show 
the influence of alloying. Although clean Pt-Rh surfaces enrich in Pt [168], the presence of 
adsorbates favors rhodium to enrich at the surface. The resulting carbon deposit behaves 
intermediate between carbon on Pt and Rh. On Pt-Ir alloys the situation is different, as the 
surface remains strongly enriched in platinum in the presence of a carbonaceous adlayer. 
Nevertheless, the relatively small amount of iridium in the surface, with its propensity for 
hydrogenolysis, has a significant influence on the nature of the carbon deposit: the carbon 
is less graphitic and contains more hydrogen than carbon on platinum does . The authors 
explain this in terms of an ensemble effect: graphitization requires rather large platinum 
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Figure 3.18 
The variation of the ionization 
probability of potassium with the 
macroscopie work function, for 
potassium adsorbed on clean Pt(J 11): 
the exponential correlation is 
consistent with the ionization model of 
Norskov et al. [172]. Coadsorption of 
CO induces local interactions between 
potassium and CO, and disturbs the 
exponential relation (data from 
Greenlief et al. [163}). 

ensembles; a small iridium content is sufficient to destroy these. In addition, the iridium 
introduces hydrogenolysis activity into the the surface, which also prevents the build up of 
coke [169]. 

The SIMS studies on hydrocarbon adsorption and decomposition fully exploit the 
ability of mass speetrometry to detect all kinds of hydrocarbon fragments and demonstrate 
the usefulness of the technique, in particular in combination with other spectroscopies such 
as TDS, AES, and EELS . 

Coadsorbates and promoters 

Coadsorbates, such as promoters, poisons and reactants in a catalytic surface reaction, may 
have a profound influence on the process of secondary ion formation. For example, the 
useful empirica! correlations between C2H; intensity patterns in SIMS of carbonaceous 
deposits as discussed above, were no Jonger applicable when coadsorbed oxygen was present 
on the surface. Even if bonding is not expected, one must always be aware that coadsorbed 
species locally modify the surface and that secondary ion emission proceeds differently, as 
predicted by expression (2 .2). Systematic SIMS studies of gases adsorbed on alkali-promoted 
surfaces clearly demonstra te this effect [163, 164, 165, 170]. 

The nature of potassium evaporated onto metal surfaces changes from purely ionic 
at low coverages to metallic at monolayer coverage [57]. The concommitant change of the 
work function leads to large variations in the ionization probability of sputtered (cluster) 
atoms, causing the SIMS yield of the K+ ion to depend on potassium coverage in a 

complicated manner. Figure 3.18 shows the variation of the K+ ion yield, corrected for the 
potassium coverage, with the macroscopie work function for K/Pt( 111) [ 163]. The 
logarithmic decrease of the ion yield with decreasing work function has been extensively 
studied by Yu [171], and is consistent with the ionization model of N0rskov and Lundqvist, 
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as expressed by Equation (2.2) [172]. 
Coadsorption of CO on the K/Pt(lll) surface has a profound influence on the SIMS 

sensitivity towards K+ (see Figure 3.18). It is clear that coadsorbed CO not only affects the 
K + sensitivity by changing the work function of the surface, but also interacts with 
potassiurn teading to the non-exponential behaviour of the K+ yield. The presence of Kco+ 
and K(CO)i ions in the SIMS spectrum confirms that CO and K are in contact, although 
a chemica! bond does not necessarily have to be present [170]. Apparently the electrostatic 
interaction between the positively charged potassium and CO is strong enough that mixed 
clusters form upon emission. 

The studies on coadsorption of CO and potassiurn illustrate that coadsorbates seriously 
influence the formation of secondary ions. Hence, one must be carefut in using any 
correlations between secondary ion intensities and adsorbate coverage and bonding geometry 
that have been established in the single adsorbate systems. 

3.3.3 Kinetics of surface reactions 

Static SIMS offers unique possibilities for following the kinetics of surface reactions [173]. 
By inspecting molecular cluster ions and calibrating their intensities in terms of adsorbate 
coverages, changes in the composition of the topmost layer can be monitored on the same 
time scale as in TPD, such that kinetic parameters (activation energy and preexponential 
factor) can be extracted . One of the advantages of SIMS with respect to TPD is evident: 
SIMS experiments do not suffer from the background effects which sometimes hinder 
analysis of TPD spectra (leads, back of crystal). Even more important, however, is that 
SIMS can also be used to derive kinetic parameters of reactions where reactants, 
intermediates or products remain adsorbed. These data are not easily obtained by using other 
surface spectroscopies. Particularly informative is 'the combination of SIMS and TPD, which 
enables an integrated killetics study of adsorbed species and desorbing products. Moreover, 
desorption data can also be used to calibrate SIMS signals versus surface coverages. 

The sensitivity of SIMS towards hydrogen enables detailed studies of catalytically 
relevant surface reactions involving C-H, 0-H, and N-H bond formation and cleavage. We 
describe two examples from the work of White and coworkers. The first deals with the 
surface chemistry of HP formation on Pt(111) where SIMS studies have led to the proposal 
and identification of areaction intermediale [148,149,150,151,152,153]. The second 
example concerns hydragen-deuterium exchange in adsorbed hydrocarbons [158,159]. 

Low temperafure water formation on platinum 

Several surface spectroscopie studies have been aimed at unravelling the formation 
mechanism of water from chemisorbed oxygen and hydrogen on Pt(ll1) . Weil above the 
H20 desorption temperature (180 K in UHV), hydrogen reacts rapidly with chemisorbed 
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Figure 3.19 
Low temperafure (135 K) water 
formation reaction from chemisorbed 
oxygen (0.25 monolayer) and 
hydragen (deuterium) on Pt(J 11) at 
T= 135 K, as monitored by the H30+ 
(D;O+) SIMS signa! (H2 (D;) flux is 
4.3xl013 s·' cm-2) . The reaction 
shows an induction and rapid 
reaction period, both influenced by 
an isotopic effect (graph adapted 
from Ogle and White [153]). 

oxygen to water that desorbs instantaneously, with a first order dependenee in hydrogen of 
the reaction rate [153]. For temperatures below 180 K, the situation is more complex, both 
mechanistically and experimentally, as desorption of the product does not occur. Creighton 
and White showed that the characteristic H30 + secondary ion intensity can be used to 
monitor the surface coverage of H20 on both clean and oxygen covered Pt(lll) 
[148, 149, 150]. 

Figure 3.19 shows a typ i cal water formation ra te measurement [ 153]. The Pt(111) 
surface was saturated with oxygen and flashed to 300 K, resulting in an Oad, coverage of 
0.25 monolayer. Subsequently, the surface was exposed to a constant hydrogen (deuterium) 
pressure, and the time evolution of H30+ (D30+) SIMS signals was recorded. A brief 
induction period can be discemed, foliowed by a period of rapid reaction during which H20 
accumulates on the surface . The induction time decreases considerably when the oxygen 
preeavered Pt(lll) surface is exposed to H20 prior to reaction with gas phase hydrogen. 
An exposure resulting in 0.50 monolayer of H20, i.e. twice the amount of preadsorbed 
oxygen, leads to the complete disappearance of the induction time [152]. These observations 
are explained by a water-oxygen reaction with stoichiometry 2 H20 ads + Oads• resulting in 
the formation of an intermediale which reacts rapidly with hydrogen towards water. If the 
O/Pt(l11) surface is exposed to hydrogen only (as in Figure 3.19), water formed initially 
by reaction of Oads with Had, (via an OHads transient) reacts with oxygen to the intermediate; 
this reaction proceeds as long as chemisorbed oxygen is present (induction period) . Once 
the oxygen is consumed, and HP decomposition channels do not Jonger exist, the water 
formation rate rapidly increases due to the reaction of the intermediale with hydrogen to 
water (rapid reaction period). Pretreatment of O/Pt(111) with HP before H2 exposure will 
lead to intermediale formation and depletion of the oxygen coverage, thus decreasing the 
induction time. In this interpretation, the observed isotopic effects on induction and reaction 
(Figure 3.19) are explained by deuterium diffusing slowerover the surface than hydrogen. 

Spectroscopie identification of the intermediate structure is not unambiguous. 
HREELS and UPS studies after reaction between H20 and chemisorbed oxygen identified 
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hydroxyls, and TPD experiments suggested an overall stoichiometry 2 H10ads + Oads -
3 OHads + Hads [149]. The main difference between SIMS spectra before and after the 
reaction is in the H30+ intensity: the newly formed structure gives rise to similar 
fragmentation patterns as water, but with considerably less intensity . Isotopic labelling 
studies, in which an 180/Pt(111) surface was exposed to H2160, show that 180 is incorporated 
in 25% of the H30+ ions desorbed from the intermediate structure [149]. Additionally, 
second order reaction kinetics (rate proportional to water and oxygen coverage) was found 
by monitoring the Hp+ decay during isothermal reaction experiments [150] . These SIMS 
results disagree with the proposed reaction stoichiometry, and therefore an alternative 
intermediate structure consisting of hydroxyl rows with intercalated water molecules was 
proposed [152], which would be in agreement with both kinetics and spectroscopie data. 

lt is clear that the low temperature water formation reaction on Pt(111) is rather 
complex, mainly because the product, water, does not desorb, but reacts with oxygen to 
form an intermediate. Results from vibrational or electron spectroscopy, combined with 
TPD, Jack detail to fully resolve the reaction mechanism. Additional SIMS data of the 
reaction kinetics have contributed greatly to a better understanding of the elementary 
reactions involved in the overall reaction scheme. 

Hydracarbon reaelions on platinum 

The second example shows how SIMS identifies all intermediates in a series of consecutive 
reactions, namely the deuteration of ethylidyne on Pt(111) [158]: P~=C-CH3 + D1 -

Pt3 = C-CD3 + H1 . As discussed earlier on, the ethylidyne species gives rise to an intense 
CH3 + (mie= 15) signa! in SIMS. Figure 3.20 shows the time evolution of the SIMS eH; 
(mie= 15), CH1D+ (16), CHD! (17), and en; (18) signals during exposure of ethylidyne
covered Pt(111) to D1. Although the fragmentation of methyl ions complicates the data 
somewhat (for example, mie= 16 rnay be due to CH2D+ and/or CD!), the plot shows that 
H-D exchange in ethylidyne involves the stepwise substitution of H by D. 

The situation is different for propylidyne, where the intensity of the CD! ions rises 
instantaneously after admission of D2 [159]. The exchange rate decreases considerably 
during reaction, indicating different reactivity of the various H atoms in propylidyne. The 
complex fragmentation pattem of propylidyne, which may involve scrambling of methylene 
and methyl hydrogen, precludes determination which hydrogen atoms exactly are exchanged 
by deuterium. 

As in the decomposition of ethylene, vinyl was proposed as the intermediale during 
H-D exchange [159]. In this model, the alkylidyne withits saturated hydracarbon chain 
isomerizes to a vinyl intermediate, which is active in the exchange reaction until it reacts 
back to the alkylidyne. The difference between deuteration of ethylidyne and propylidyne 
is explained as follows: the reorientation of vinyl back into ethylidyne proceeds rapidly, so 
that H-D exchange proceeds stepwise, whereas in the propylidyne case H-D exchange within 
the vinyl intermediate is rapid compared to the reorientation reaction, so that several 
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Figure 3.20 
The time evalulion of the SIMS Cfr; 
(mle=l5), CHJY (16), CHD~ (17), 
and CD; (18) signa! intensities 
during exposure of an ethylidyne 
(CCH)-covered Pt(J 11) surface to 
D2. During isotopic exchange, H 
atoms in ethylidyne are sequentially 
substituted by D atoms (graph 
adapted from Creighton et al. 
[158]). 

The studies of hydrocarbons on platinum show the power of SIMS in studies of 
catalytic reactivity. Reactions under low pressure conditions can be foliowed in real-time, 
which enables the determination of kinetic parameters and results in a detailed onderstanding 
of reaction mechanisms. On the other hand, reactions under practical catalytic conditions 
can be quenched by rapidly cooling and pumping off the reactant gases, so that reaction 
intermediales which remain attached to the surface can be characterized. Such combinations 
of low and high pressure experiments are of great help in fundamental onderstanding of 
catalytic processes . 

3.4 Concluding remarks 

The section on applications in catalysis shows that SIMS can provide valuable knowledge 
on the composition and structure of catalysts. This is particularly the case for oxidic systems 
or for catalysts in intermediale preparatien stages, where the molecular secondary ions 
reveal bonding between elements, while careful analysis of characteristic fragmentation 
pattemsoften gives unique data on the type of structure present. In this way, SIMS provides 
pertinent information on important issues as decomposition pathways of catalyst precursors 
in preparatien studies, on the elements to which additives such as promoters and poisons 
bond, and even on reaction mechanisms, when isotopically labelled reactants are used . 

The major difficulties connected with the application of SIMS in catalyst 
characterization are caused by the detrimental effect of charging, due to the usually 
insulating oxidic supports. As explained in the theory section, charging shifts the energy 
distribution largely outside the energy window of the detector, implying that intensity 
pattems may be seriously distorted by the electrostatic charge accumulated on the catalyst. 
Several examples show that the use of thin oxide films on conducting substrates as model 
supports offers an excellent alternative for avoiding charging effects and enable the use of 
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static SIMS to its full potential. 
We believe that for the purpose of catalyst characterization SIMS becomes most 

valuable when used in combination with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy: XPS provides 
quantitatively the surface composition, the oxidation state of the relevant elements, and 
sometimes even the dispersion of the catalytically active phase [3], while SIMS identifies 
trace elements and adds important details such as which elements are in contact, or which 
structures are present. 

Single crystal surfaces with adsorbates represent ideal systems for investigation by 
means of SIMS. Here the combination of SIMS with thermal desorption spectroscopy is 
particularly valuable for the calibration of SIMS intensity ratios. In this way, static SIMS 
can be used to monitor the surface coverages of adsorbed species in real time, such that the 
kinetics of surface reactions can be studied. 

Almost all applications discussed in this review have been done with standard SIMS 
equipment, i.e. a noble gas ion or atom souree and a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The 
much higher sensitivity and superior mass resolution of the time-of-flight (TOF) detection 
in TOF-SIMS [64,65,66] has fully been exploited in studies of polymers but not yet in the 
publisbed studies of catalysts. Also magnetic sector mass spectrometers possess high mass 
resolution, but have not often been used on catalysts up to now. Both types of instrument 
offer several attractive opportunities for catalyst research, for example in systems where 
mass interferences (such as 0 2 and S, Al and C2H3, or Fe and Si2) restriet an unambiguous 
interpretation, or where the key information is in molecular clusters of relatively high mass. 

Closely related to SIMS is secondary neutral mass speetrometry (SNMS), in which 
sputtered neutral species are post-ionized by using an electron plasma or a laser. As the 
emission and ionization processes are now decoupled, this technique offers much better 
opportunities for quantitative interpretation. However, SNMS studies of catalysts have 
barely been publisbed up to now, except for some depth profiling studies [29]. From our 
own experience we know that SNMS based on electron-impact ionization of secondary 
neutrals in general Jacks sensitivity for useful studies on supported catalysts. The more 
efficient post-ionization by a laser combined with time-of-flight detection may offer better 
prospects bere [174]. Note, however, that the more severe fragmentation of molecular 
clusters during post-ionization represents an inherent disadvantage of SNMS as compared 
to SIMS. 

In summary, the approximately 200-250 papers on the application of SIMS in 
catalysis and catalytic surface chemistry indicate that the technique has earned its place in 
these fields. Further exploitation of the opportunities offered by conducting model supports 
will certainly increase the number of successful SIMS applications on catalysts, while the 
use of SIMS as a tooi to study the kinetics of surface reactions is promising in surface 
chemistry. While such applications build on proven practice, new opportunities are 
anticipated when the high resolution and high mass sensitivity of the time-of-flight SIMS 
will be utilized in catalysis. Progression in quantitative potential may be expected when the 
possibilities of secondary neutral mass speetrometry based on laser post-ionization are 
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explored in catalyst characterization. 
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4 The dissociation kinetics of nitric oxide 
on rhodium(lll) * 

4.1 Introduetion 

Rhodium is an efficient catalyst for the reduction of NOx to N2, applied in the automotive 
exhaust gas converter [1]. Studies on the interaction of NO with polycrystalline Rh [2], 
Rh(lll) [3,4,5,6,7,8], Rh(lOO) [9,10,11], and Rh(110) [12,13,14,15,16] generally indicate 
that NO adsorbs molecularly on Rh surfaces at low temperatures. When present at low 
coverages, NO dissociates completely upon heating as witnessed by the desorption of the 
dissociation products, N2 between 450 and 700 K, and 0 2 at much higher temperatures. At 
higher coverages, part of the NO desorbs molecularly and an additional desorption state of 
N2 arises. The mechanisrns underlying these phenomena and their kinetics are only partially 
understood, especially due the pronounced dependenee on surface coverage. 

The best way to study the overall kinetics of such a complicated reaction mechanism 
is to isolate the various elementary reaction steps and study their kinetics over a wide range 
of experimental conditions. Lateral interactions in a mixed adlayer can be included in the 
kinetic scheme by investigating well-defmed coadsorption systems. For the Rh(lll) surface, 
efforts in this field have led to studies on the interaction of atomie N with Rh( 111) [ 17, 18], 
the coadsorption of N and 0 [18], NO and 0 2 [4,19], NO and N [20], NO and CO 
[21,22,23,24], and NO and H2 [25]. 

Determination of the kinetic parameters of elementary reaction steps calls for 
spectroscopies which are able to monitor the surface reaction in real time. The combination 
of temperature programmed desorption (TPD) and temperature programmed static secondary 
ion mass speetrometry (TPSSIMS) has appeared particularly powerful, as TPD is sensitive 
to gas phase products and TPSSIMS to adsorbed species [26,27 ,28]. Recently, Schmatloch 
et al. [16] reported the first temperature programmed SSIMS study on the decomposition 
of low coverages of NO on the Rh(llO) surface. For 0.16 ML NO dissociation starts at 
170 K and the rate maximizes around 240 K. Kinetic parameters were determined by fitting 
appropriate SSIMS intensity ratios to a first order rate equation. This procedure resulted in 
an activation energy of 15 kJ/mol and a surprisingly low preexponential factor of 1019 s-1• 

In this study we use TPSSIMS and TPD to study in situ the kinetics of the 
dissociation and desorption of NO on Rh(111) and the reactions leading to the desorption 
of N2. The results show that NO dissociates already below room temperature on Rh(111) 
when the surface coverage is low, whereas dissociation becomes progressively more 
inhibited when the total surface coverage increases. 

* The contentsof this chapter have been pub1ished: H.J. Borg, J.F.C.-J.M. Reijerse, R.A. van Santen, and 
J.W. Niemantsverdriet, J. Chem. Phys. 101 (1994) 10052. 
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4.2 Experimental 

The experiments were done in a stainless steel ultra high vacuum (UHV) system with a base 
pressure of 2·10-10 mbar, equipped with Auger electron specroscopy (AES; Leybold EAlO), 
TDS and static SIMS (Leybold SSM200). SIMS spectra were taken by using a defocused 
5 keV Ar+ primary ion bearn with a current density of 1 nA/cm2 at an incident polar angle 
of 60° with respect to the surface normaL Secondary ions were collected under a polar angle 
of 50°. An electrastatic field was applied between the sample and the extraction lens of the 
quadrupale ion opties to average eventual anisatrapie ion emission effects due to the crystal 
structure. 

The rhodium crystal of [111] surface orientation has a thickness of about 1 mm and 
was mounted on a moveable sample rod by two tantalum wires of 0.24 mm diameter, 
pressed into small grooves on the side of the crystal. This construction allows for resistively 
heating the sample up to 1500 K. The sample can be caoled by a flow of liquid nitrogen to 
100 K. Temperatures were measured with a chromel-alumel thermocouple spotwelded to the 
back of the crystal. 

The crystal surface was cleaned by cycles of argon sputtering and annealing under 
oxygen and UHV. Argon sputtering (1.5 keV, 2 11-A/cm2) at 925 K was used to remave 
smal! arnounts of impurities, such as sulphur, phosphorus, and chlorine, until these were not 
Jonger detectable with AES. Near-surface carbon was removed by heating the crystal in 
10·7 mbar 0 2 , cycling the temperature between 900 and 1200 K, until CO and C02 were 
absent in TPD spectra taken after saturating the surface with oxygen. Oxygen was removed 
by annealing the sample to 1400 K. 

Nitric oxide (Messer Griesheim, 99.999% pure) was used without further 
purification. Gas dosing was done with the crystal at 100 K. Temperature programmed 
experiments employed a heating rate of 10 K/s . 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Adsorption of NO 

Temperafure programmed desorption 

Temperature programmed desorption spectra obtained after dosing various amounts of NO 
to Rh(111) at 100 K are given in Figure 4.1. During these experiments, the only observed 
desorption products were NO (mie = 30), N2 (mie = 28), and 0 2 (mie = 32); N20 was not 
detected. We only show the desorption spectra of nitrogen containing products, noting that 
molecular oxygen desorbs at elevated temperatures ( -1200-1350 K) with similar desorption 
kinetics as after dosing to 0 2 . The mechanistic implications of the desorption spectra will 
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TPD spectra of NO (mle=30, left panel) and N2 (mle=28, right panel) after exposing the 
Rh(lll) crystal to various doses of NO (given in L) at 100 K. The NO TPD spectra have 
been divided by a jactor of 4 with respect to the N2 TPD spectra. The heating rate was 
JO Kis. 

be discussed later on in this paper, here we use these data for the calibration of surface 
coverage versus exposure. 

The initia! concentratien of NO was deterrnined from the amount of desorbing 
nitrogen atoms, i.e. by integrating the N2 and NO desorption peaks, multiplying the N2 area 
by 2, dividing the NO area by the difference in mass spectrometer sensitivity for NO and 
N2 ( = 1.2), and actding these contributions. For the saturation coverage of NO on Rh(111) 
at 100 K we tentatively used the value of 0.68 ML [4], which is in reasanabie agreement 
with the slightly highervalues of 0.71 ML [5] and 0.75 ML [8] reported for NO on Rh(lll) 
around room temperature. 

The uptake of NO as a function of exposure at 100 Kis given in Figure 4.2. Clearly, 
the sticking coefficient of NO (proportional to the slope in Figure 4.2) decreases only slowly 
with coverage up to 0.50 ML; for higher coverages, it drops rapidly to zero. This behaviour 
is characteristic for adsorption that proceeds via a mobile precursor state. It implies that an 
NO molecule impinging on an already occupied site may be trapped in a so-called extrinsic 
precursor state from which it may diffuse to an empty site on which to adsorb, resulting in 
the enhanced sticking coefficient with respect to Langmuir adsorption. In the Langmuir 
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adsorption model the sticking coefficient S depends linearly on the concentration of available 
sites: 

(4.1) 

with S o the initia! sticking coefficient and Osar the saturation coverage of NO. If the 
adsorption proceeds via a mobile precursor, the sticking coeffi.cient S can be written as [29]: 

S(8) o s. ( 1 • 

K 

K 818 1·/ sar 

1 - 8 18 sar 

k a tr 
des 

k inJr + k inJr 
ads des 

(4.2) 

where k'J.~r is the rate constant for desorption from an extrinsic precursor state (above an 
occupied site) , whereas k:::fsr and kdU:.r are the rate constants for adsorption and desorption, 
respectively, from an intrinsic precursor state (above an empty site). In this formalism, the 
limiting value K= 1 corresponds topure Langmuir adsorption. The solid lines in Figure 4.2 
represent Equation 4.2 for equal values of S0 (based on the initia! slope of the measured 
data) and Osar' but for different values of K. The line for K=0.15 gives a satisfactory fit , 
implying that there is a highly mobile precursor state involved in the adsorption of NO on 
Rh(lll) at 100 K. Similar adsorption behaviour of NO has been reported for the Rh(llO) 
[13] and Pd(111) [30,31] surfaces . 
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Figure 4.3 
SSIMS spectrum of the Rh(lll) 
surface after a saturation dose 
of NO at 100 K. 

Figure 4.3 shows a typical static SIMS spectrum of the Rh(lll) surface taken after a 
saturation dose of 10 L NO at 100 K. The spectrum shows intense substrate peaks, Rh+ at 
mie= 103 and Rh~ at mie=206. The peaks due to theemission of molecular clusters, such 
as RhNO+ (mie= 133), Rh2NO+ (mie=236), Rh(NO); (mie= 163), Rh2N+ (mie=220), and 
Rh20+ (mie=222) are characteristic for the adsorbates and their structure. The high 
intensity of clusters of the type Rh~o+ with respect to the intensities of RhnN+ and Rhno+ 
indicates that the adsorption of NO on the close-packed Rh(lll) surface at 100 K is 
molecular, in agreement with HREELS studies of NO on Rh(lll), which show that 
dissociation does not occur for temperatures below 250 K [6,8]. We attribute the small 
Rh2N+ and Rh20+ peaks to the fragmentation of molecular NO during the secondary ion 
emission process, in analogy with the presence of Rh2C+ and Rh20+ clusters in SSIMS 
spectra of molecular CO on Rh(lll) [32]. The origin of the Rh(NO); feature is not quite 
clear. lt may be related to the presence of Rh(NOh nitrosyls, in analogy to the observation 
of Rh(CO):i SSIMS cluster ions when Rh(C0)2 carbonyls are present. Otherwise, it may 
result from the formation of (N0)2 dimers at low temperatures and high coverages, in 
similarity with findings for Pd(lll) [33] and Pt(lll) [34,35]. Finally, the Rh(Hp) + cluster 
is due to the adsorption of tiny amounts of water from the residual gas during cooling to 
100 K, for which SSIMS is particularly sensitive [32]. 

In genera!, the quantification of absolute SSIMS intensities in terms of adsorbate 
surface concentrations is not straightforward, due to poorly understood matrix effects on the 
ionization probability of emitted secondary clusters. Ion intensities are strongly enhanced 
if the work function of the sample increases, due to the decreased neutralization probability 
of emitted ions [36]. To account for these work function changes, surface concentrations of 
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adsorbates are corrunonly determined by taking appropriate ion intensity ratios rather than 
absolute intensities [26,37,39,40]. Figure 4.4 shows the SSIMS Rh"NO+/Rh: ratiosas a 
function of the NO coverage. The SSIMS data were collected after exposing the crystal to 
NO at 100 K and subsequently heating it to 200 K, to allow for ordering of the adsorbate 
layer. NO coverages were determined by the TPD calibration given in Figure 4.2. 

For NO concentrations below 0.35 ML, the SSIMS RhoNO+ /Rh~ intensity ratios vary 
linearly with coverage. In this region, the SSIMS Rh2NO+ !Rhi ratio is 1.6 times as high 
as the RhNO+ /Rh+ ratio. On increasing the NO coverage above 0.35 ML, the coverage 
dependenee of the SSIMS intensity ratios becomes more pronounced, which holds especially 
for the Rh2NO+ !Rh~ ratio. The SSIMS intensity ratios maximize at the saturation coverage. 
The increase of slope in Figure 4.4 is probably related to increased intermolecular repulsion 
within the adlayer which leads to ordering and the accupation of a new NO adsorption site, 
causing a change in the relative intensities for the Rh.No+ cluster ions. In genera!, cluster 
ion intensities are nat only sensitive to the molecular structure of the adsorbate, but also to 
the bonding geometry of the adsorbate and lateral interactions within the adlayer. Systematic 
studies by Brown and Vickerman [37] of CO adsorbed on various transition metal surfaces 
have shown that the intensities of SSIMS M"co+ clusters bearing more than one metal atom 
(i.e. n > 1) increase relative to the Mco+ intensity when the coordination of the CO 
adsorption site increases . These authors proposed characteristic fragmentation patterns for 
CO adsorbed at on-top, twofold bridge and threefold hollow sites, which were essentially 
independent of the transition me tal [37]. By camparing the SSIMS fragmentation patterns 
of CO and NO on Rh(lll) we can make a qualitative estimate forthebonding geometry of 
NO. CO adsorbs linearly on Rh(111) for coverages up to 0.33 ML [38], and gives a SSIMS 
Rhco+ /Rh+ intensity ratio which is two times higher than the Rh2CO+ !Rhi ratio. For NO 
on Rh(lll) we find that the Rh2NO+ !Rhi ratio is larger than the RhNO+ /Rh+ ratio 
irrespective of coverage, implying that the coordination of NO is higher that that of CO for 
the whole coverage range. Interestingly, a similar increase in slope as that depicted in 
Figure 4.4 bas been observed by Brown and Vickerman for CO on Pd(111) [39,40], which 
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adsorbs at threefold sites at low coverage and increasingly occupies bridge sites at coverages 
above 0.33 ML. 

More detailed information on the adsorption site geometry of NO on Rh(lll) comes 
from HREELS and LEED data [6,8]. These studies suggest that around 100 K the NO 
adlayer is disordered, and is characterized by a ~'No stretching frequency which shifts from 
1480 cm- 1 at low coverage to 1630 cm-1 at saturation. By comparison with metal-nitrosyl 
complexes, this vibrational mode was assigned to bridge bonded NO with its axis 
perpendicular to the surface (here denoted as a 2-NO). A new mode at 1840 cm-1, appearing 
at high coverages, was assigned to NO influenced by small amounts of coadsorbed oxygen 
[6,19]. The enhanced mobility of NO molecules at higher temperatures induces ordering of 
the adlayer and an increased adsorption capacity of the Rh(111) surface. Kao et al. [8] 
observed a c(4x2) LEED pattem at a coverage of 0.50 ML NO at 120 K, corresponding 
with an N-0 stretching mode at 1590 cm-1• At 0.75 ML coverage, obtained by saturating 
the surface withNO at 250 K, a (2x2) LEED pattem was observed, characterized by two 
N -0 modes at 1515 and 1840 cm-1, respectively. A ga in the lower frequency mode was 
assigned to a 2-NO adsorbed at twofold bridge sites, however, the high frequency mode was 
attributed to linear a 1-NO. On the basis of these site assignments and dynamica! LEED data 
the authors suggested the accupation of two linearand one bridge bonded NO per (2x2) unit 
cell [8]. 

lt is interesting to compare these data with results for NO adsorbed on Ni(111) 
[41,42], Pd(111) [30,31,33], Ru(OOOl) [43], and Pt(111) [34,44,45]. Initially, a bridge 
bonded, bent configuration on N 0 with ~'No= 14 7 5-1510 cm- 1 has been suggested for low 
coverages of NO on Ni(111) [41 ,42]. With increasing coverage, this state is displaced by 
a new one, characterized by a frequency which shifts from 1540 to 1580 cm-1 at 0.50 ML 
coverage, associated with a c(4x2) LEED pattem. The assignment to bridge bonded 
perpendicular NO [41 ,42] is the same as for Rh(111), where ~'No is 1590 cm-1 for the c(4x2) 
structure. However, several studies have recently indicated that the adsorption site 
assignment of NO on Ni(111) on the basis of vibrational frequencies fails dramatically. 
Surface-extended x-ray-absorption fine-stmeture (SEXAFS) [46], photoelectron diffraction 
(PD) [47], and dynamica! LEED [48,49] studies all indicate that NO adsorbs at threefold 
sites in the c(4x2)-Ni(111) structure. On the basis of symmetry arguments and dynamica! 
LEED, a model was proposed in which NO adsorbs at both fee and hcp threefold sites 
[46,48,49]. Inconcistency also exists on the adsorption site of NO on Pt(111). Vibrational 
studies show two bands ranging from 1475-1500 cm-1 and 1700-1725 cm- 1, which have been 
associated with bridge and linearly bound NO [44,45], upright and diroer species [34], and 
both linearly adsorbed NO [50,51]. In this case, dynamica! LEED analysis [49] of the 
p(2x2) structure at 0.25 ML points to a threefold fee NO adsorption site. 

Considering the inconsistency between the site assignments on the basis of vibrational 
and structure-sensitive spectroscopies, we wonder if twofold bridge and atop bonding 
assignments for a 2-NO and a 1-NO on Rh(111) [6,8], respectively, are correct. Although a 
dynamica! LEED analysis of the (2x2)-3NO structure [8] appears to confirm these bonding 
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configurations, the authors seem to have relied heavily on the interpretation of their 
HREELS spectra in choosing the input structures for LEED /-V simulations: saturation 
structures (0.75 ML) containing threefold coordinated NO were not included in the 
calculations. The SSIMS data in Figure 4.4 would be consistent with a model in which 
a 2-NO occupies threefold sites at low coverage, with increasing amounts of bridge bonded 
a 1-NO above a coverage of 0.35 ML. 

4.3.2 The thennal decomposition of NO 

Temperature programmed desorption 

The desorption phenomena during heating an N 0 adlayer, as shown in Figure 4. 1 , depend 
strongly on coverage. For low doses of NO ( <0.7 L), the only desorption products are N2 

(tentatively denoted as /32-N2) and 0 2 , indicating complete NO dissociation during the 
temperature ramp. The peak temperature of the /32-N2 desorption state decreases 
considerably with increasing coverage, from 655 K after a dose of 0.2 L NO to 550 K at 
saturation. The small peak in the TPD spectra at mle=28, shifting from 510 Kin the 0.2 L 
spectrum to 460 K in the 0.7 L spectrum, is due to the desorption of a small amount of CO, 
which adsorbs from the residual gas onto the surface during coating to 100 K. This 
assignment was verified by monitoring the C TPD signa( (mie= 12), which showed the same 
shift. The decrease of the CO desorption temperature indicates that CO is destabilized by 
the presence of increasing amounts of nitrogen and oxygen atoms on the surface. For doses 
higher than 0. 7 L, a narrow NO desorption state, denoted as a 2-NO, is observed. lts peak 
maximum shifts slighty towards higher temperature with increasing coverage, from 430 K 
aftera dose of 0.7 L NO to 445 K at saturation. Concomitant with this a 2-NO state, a low 
temperature /31-N2 desorption state develops with a constant peak temperature of 460 K. The 
contribution of CO to this desorption state is negligible, as the intensity of the C TPD 
spectra decreases with increasing NO dose. For high initia! NO coverages we abserve a new 
a 1-NO desorption state with a peak temperature of 380 K. This state was not reported by 
Root et al. [4] for NO on clean Rh(lll), although the other features are in good agreement. 

Stepwise healing of NO/Rh(lll) : static S/MS 

Figure 4.5 shows static SIMS spectra (m/e= 200-250) of the Rh(111) surface with initia! 
coverages of 0.20 ML NO (left panel) and 0.65 ML NO (right panel) at 150 K and after 
heating to the indicated temperatures. The spectra were normalized to the Rh{ intensity to 
allow a quantitative comparison. After adsorption at 150 K, the spectra exhibit intense 
Rh2NO+ peaks which are characteristic for the presence of molecular NO; the small 
intensities of Rh2N+ and Rh20 + are attributed to the fragmentation of intact NO during the 
ion emission process. Heating a low coverage of NO (Figure 4.5, left panel) to 350 K 
results in the disappearance of the Rh2NO+ peak and a significant intensity rise of the Rh2N+ 
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Figure 4.5 
SSIMS spectra of 0. 20 ML (left panel) and 0. 65 ML (right panel) NO on Rh(///), taken 
aft er healing the crystal to the indicated temperature and subsequent coating to 100 K. 

and Rh20 + peaks. This, and the absence of desorption phenomena between 150 and 350 K 
(see the TPD spectra of Figure 4.1), indicates that all NO has dissociated. As equal amounts 
of atomie nitrogen and oxygen are formed during dissociation, and no desorption takes 
place, it may be concluded that SSIMS is about 4 times more sensitive towards adsorbed 
Nad, than to Oads• in agreement with the SSIMS results of DeLouise and Winograd [5]. We 
note that diatomic RhN+ and Rho+ cluster ions were virtually absent in the SSIMS spectra 
of dissociated NO, which is related to the fact that uitragen and oxygen atoms reside in 
threefold hollow sites on the Rh(111) surface [52]. As mentioned before, high coordination 
adsorption sites favor the emission of secondary ion clusters containing multiple metal atoms 
[37]. Heating the crystal fluther to 500 K results in an intensity loss of the Rh2N+ cluster; 
this ion is absent in the SSIMS spectrum after armealing to 800 K. The observed decrease 
of the uitragen surface concentration is attributed to the recombination to and desorption of 
N2. 

SSIMS spectra of NO on Rh(lll) at a high coverage (0.65 ML; Figure 4.5, right 
panel) reveal interesting differences with respect to dissociation kinetics. Only a minor part 
of the NO molecules has reacted at 350 K, as indicated by a small decrease of the Rh2NO+ 
intensity. This is probably due to desorption, but a small increase of Rh2N+ and Rh20+ 
indicates that also some NO may have dissociated. Clearly, the dissociation of NO is 
significantly hindered on the heavily occupied surface. Heating to 500 K removes all 
molecular NO fram the surface, due to desorption and dissociation of NO. Again, heating 
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Surface coverages of NO and Non Rh(lll) during temperafure programmed reaction, 
rejlected by the TPSS/MS En=J. 2 Rh~o+ /Rh: and Rh~+ /Rh i ion intensity rat i os for various 
initial NO coverages (given in nwnolayers). The adsorption temperafure was 100 K; the 
heating rate was JO Kis. 

to 800 K removes all nitrogen and leaves only oxygen on the surface. 

Temperafure programmed static SIMS 

Characteristic cluster ions in SSIMS can be monitored as a function of time by multiplexing 
the mass spectrometer, enabling in situ studies of surface reactions. Figure 4 .6 shows the 
temperature evolution of the SSIMS intensity ratios En= 1,2 Rh"No+ /Rh and Rh2N+ /Rh:, 
characteristic of adsorbed NO and N respectively, after exposing the Rh( 111) surface to 
various amounts of NO at 100 K. The heating rate of 10 K/s was the same as that during 
TPD. The first ratio corresponds to the surface concentration of NO according to the 
calibration given in Figure 4.4. The Rh2N+ /Rh: ratio is Iinearly proportional to the amount 
of adsorbed nitrogen atoms, as deduced from the low coverage region where all NO 
dissociates. 

For NO coverages below 0.25 ML, a decrease of the NO coverage and a concomitant 
increase of the nitrogen concentratien are observed around 275 K, indicative for the onset 
of NO decomposition. No molecular NO is detected above 350 K. Between 500 and 750 K, 
a continuous decrease of the nitrogen coverage takes place which is due to the recombinative 
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desorption of N-atoms as N2 . 

For coverages exceeding 0.25 ML, variations in the En= 1.2 Rh"No+ /Rh: ratio may 
reflect both dissociation and desorption of NO; here the dissociation rate of NO is more 
directly reflected by the increase of the Rh2N+ /Rhi ratio . Clearly, the onset of dissociation 
shifts to significantly higher temperatures with increasing NO doses . For a coverage of 
0.30 ML, atomie nitrogen is detected above 300 K and its coverage maxirnizes at 425 K. 
Close to saturation, NO dissociation does not start until 400 K. Above this temperature, the 
nitrogen coverage increases rapidly and reaches its maximum at 450 K. 

4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Elementary reactions of NO on Rh(lll) 

The adsorption studies indicate two statesof NO on Rh(lll), a state labeled a 2 fills at low 
coverages, while an additional state a 1 becomes occupied at coverages above 0.35 ML. As 
discussed before, we think that the a 2 state is associated with NO in threefold sites and the 
a 1 state with bridge bonded NO. Irrespective of this assignment, the TPD and TPSSIMS 
data provide evidence for the following reaction mechanism operative in the decomposition 
of NO on Rh(lll): 

a2 NOads Nads + 0 ads T - 300 K (I) 

a~- NOads NO gas T - 380 K (2a) 

a2- NOads NO 
gas T - 430 K (2b) 

(4 .3) 

N.ds • N ads {J-N I 2. gas 
+ 2. T - 460K (3a) 

N.ds .N ads {J-N ·2· 2 2 . gas 
T - 550-700 K (3b) 

0 + 0 
ads ads 0 + 2· 2 . gas T - 1200-1350 K (4) 

This mechanism is slightly different from that suggested previously by Root and 

coworkers [4], who alternatively proposed NOad, + Nads ~ N2 + Oad, instead of reaction 
(3a). In the following sections, we focus on each of the elementary steps except the 
desorption of 0 2 • However, we note that the desorption of 0 2 from dissociated NO is 
essentially the same as that after dosing the crystal to 0 2 • 
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4.4.2 NO dissociation versus NO desorption 

Figure 4.7 
The distribution of nitrogen 
atoms over N2 and NO de
sorbing during temperature 
programmed reaction of 
NO on Rh(lll), as a 
function of the initia/ NO 
coverage. The data were 
obtained by inlegrating 
and weighting the TPD 
spectra in Figure 4.1. 

TPD and TPSSIMS experiments indicate that at low coverages, i.e. ()No < 0.25 ML, NO 
dissociates readily on Rh(lll). At higher coverages, dissociation and desorption become 
competitive reactions. As summarized in Figure 4.7, of all NO in excessof 0.25 ML, about 
half of the molecules desorb molecularly. At saturation, approximately 65% of the NO 
dissociates, whereas the remaining 35% of the NO desorbs. These numbers are somewhat 
different than those reported by Root et al. [4], who found 55 % for the extent of NO 
dissociation on Rh(lll) on the basis of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). 
Camparabie values, between 54 and 65% [4,9, 11], were reported for the degree of NO 
dissociation on Rh(lOO). 

Temperature programmed SSIMS provides data on the kinetics of NO dissociation, 
which is not directly accessible by TPD due to the absence of desorption products during 
this elementary reaction step. The complementary nature of TPD and TPSSIMS is illustrated 
by Figure 4.8, showing that three characteristic coverage regimes exist in the competition 
between NO dissociation and NO desorption, which we designate here as the low, medium, 
and high coverage range. 

The low coverage range, ()No < 0.25 ML, is characterized by complete NO 
dissociation when the surface is heated to 350 K. At these coverages all NO is adsorbed in 
the a 2-NO state, attributed to NO in threefold positions. Decomposition of the a2 state starts 
around 275 K and is complete at 340 K, well below the temperature where a 2-NO is seen 
to desorb at higher initia! coverages. These temperatures agree well with HREELS data [6], 

exhibiting NO dissociation between 270 and 325 K for low coverages. 
The medium coverage range, 0.25 ML < ()No < 0.50 ML, is characterized by partial 

decomposition of a 2-NO. The desorption of arNO, starting at 400 K for initial NO 
coverages higher than 0 .25 ML, indicates that further dissociation is hindered by the 
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The NO(--) and N2 (--) TPD rates (top), and En=12 Rh~O+/Rh: (--) and Rh2N+!Riz:i 
(--) TPSSIMS ion intensity ratios (bottom), during temperafure programmed reaction of NO 
on Rh(lll), for low (left panel), medium (centra/ panel) and high (right panel) initia/ NO 
coverages. The NO TPD spectra have been divided by a factor of 4 with respect to the N2 

TPD spectra. The adsorption temperafure was 100 K; the healing rate was JO Kis. 

increased accupation of the surface. As soon as arNO desorption (followed by N2 

desorption) starts, additional NO dissociates due to the creation of vacancies. The a 2-NO 
is the dominant NO species in this range, although the SSIMS data in Figure 4.4 suggest 
increasing accupation of the a 1-NO state above 0.35 ML. 

At high coverages close to saturation, 8No > 0.50 ML, dissociation is completely 
self-inhibited up to 400 K. In this coverage range a 1-NO, presumably bridged NO, coexists 
with a 2-NO. Interestingly, the desorption of a 1-NO, with a peak maximum near 380 K, does 
not create the required vacancies for the dissociation of a 2-NO. However, the desorption of 
arNO enables decomposition, which is further accelerated by the subsequent desorption of 
Nl. 

Several factors contribute to the strong influence of surface coverage on the NO 
dissociation rate, such as the availability of vacant sites and lateral interactions between 
adsorbates that affect the energetics of the dissociation reaction. Therefore, we restriet the 
determination of the NO dissociation rate parameters to low-coverage cases, 
eNO < 0.25 ML. Figure 4.9 shows the coverages of NOads and Nads• as derived from 
TPSSIMS, as a function of temperature duringa 10 Kis heating ramp. The complementarity 
of the NO and N concentrations confinns that all NO decomposes. The dissociation rate was 
modelled by a differential equation of Arrhenius farm: 
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Figure 4.9 
The dissociation of 0.15 ML (bottom) 
and 0.20 ML (top) et.2-NO on Rh(lll), 
as monitored with TPSS/MS by the 
decrease of the NO coverage (O) and 
the complementary increase of the N 
coverage (• ). The lines are fits, 
assuming pure first order dissociation 
kinetics (solid line, Ed;,=40±6 
kl/mol, vd;,=Jcf±I s·1) or assuming 
that an NO molecule requires an 
ensemble of 4 vacant sites in order to 
dissociale (dashed fine, 
Edis=70±6 kl/mol, vdis=Jfil±I s·l 

(4.4) 

where ()No is the absolute NO coverage, (). is the absolute coverage of available sites, vdis is 
the preexponential factor for dissociation, Edis is the activation harrier for dissociation, and 
(3 is the heating rate. Coverages are normalized toa saturation value 8,.1 of 0.50 ML, i.e. 
the concentration of threefold hollow sites available for the adsorption of et.2-NO, N, and 0. 
The parameter n can be considered as an effective ensemble size required for the 
dissociation of NO: the pronounced coverage dependenee of the NO dissociation rate, and 
the fact that two atoms are produced by dissociating one NO molecule, imply that at least 
one vacant site (n = 1), or more generally an ensemble of vacancies (n > 1), is required. 
This differential equation was integrated numerically for independent values of the 
preexponential factor and activation energy to obtain the best fit for both the measured NOads 
and N ads concentrations. 

The case n = 0 assumes pure first order dissociation kinetics, and neglects lateral 
interactions such as site blocking. The fits for 0.15 and 0.20 ML result in rather low values 
for the activation energy for dissociation, Edis = 40±6 kJ/mol, and the preexponential 
factor, vdis = 106± 1 s·1• As discussed below, we consicter these numbers as effective values 
rather than as ' fundamental' values for the dissociation of an NO molecule on an empty 
surface. With increasing ensemble size (i.e. increasing n) the values for the activation 
energy and preexponential factor increase. We fmd Edis = 45 ±6 kJ/mol and vdis = 107± 1 s·1 

for n = 1, Edis = 53 ± 6 kJ/mol and vdis = 108 5±1° s·• for n = 2, Edis = 60±6 kJ/mol and 
vdis = 1010± 1 s·1 for n = 3, and Edis = 70 ± 6 kJ/mol and vdis = 1012± 1 s·• for n = 4. 
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Table 4.1 
Experimentally determined kinetic parameters for the dissociation of NO on various rhodium surfaces. The 
parameter n denotes the ensemble size required for the dissociation of an NO molecule. 

Surface Ed;, (kJ/mol) Vd;, (S.1) Remarks Reference 

Rh(111) 80 ± 1 1014.0±0.3 6 
40 ± 6 106.0±1.0 n = 0 this work 
45 ± 6 107.0± 1.0 n=1 this work 
53 ± 6 108.5±1.0 n = 2 this work 
60 ± 6 1010.0±1.0 n = 3 this work 

70 ± 6 1012.0±1.0 n = 4 this work 

Rh(IOO) 44 ± 3 1011.8±0.7 inclined NO 11 
19 ± 2 102.9±0.5 coadsorbed K, 53 

IJK= 0.14 ML 
23 ± 3 103.3±0.6 coadsorbed K, 56 

IJK= 0.17 ML 

Rh(110) 15 ± 2 1019±0.5 16 
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Experimentally determined dissociation parameters for NO on different rhodium 
surfaces are summarized in Table 4.1. Although the scatter in the available data is large, 
some general trends can still be recognized. In order to dissociate, an initially vertically 
adsorbed NO molecule has to bend to bring the oxygen atom in the vicinity of the surface. 
According to De Koster et al. [54] and Van Daelen et al. [55], dissociation is highly favored 
if the molecule bends and stretches over one of the three rhodium surface atoms to which 
it is coordinated, such that the overlap between metal d-orbitals and the antibonding 27r* 
orbital of NO increases, resulting in a weakened N-0 bond [56]. Experimental evidence for 
such a mechanism was provided in a HREELS study of NO on Rh(100). For low coverages, 
Villarrubia and Ho [11] observed a very low N-0 stretching frequency at 920 cm·1 which 
was assigned to a flat-lying or highly inclined NO species. This low frequency was taken 
as an indication for a significantly weakened N-0 bond, and consistently this inclined NO 
species dissociates already near 170 K with an activation energy of 44 kJ/mol and a 
preexponential factor of 1012 s· 1• At higher coverages, the authors observed an N-0 stretch 
frequency at 1580-1675 cm·1, attributed to twofold bridge NO. The dissociation rate of this 
perpendicular species appeared strongly coverage dependent, but was essentially the same 
as that of the inclined species in the zero coverage limit. These results for NO on Rh(IOO) 
point to a mechanism in which the decomposition of the inclined species is rate-limiting at 
low coverage, whereas the reorientation of the vertically adsorbed NO molecule into the 
inclined configuration li.mits the rate at higher coverages. A similar reorientation mechanism 
is likely for the dissociation of a 2-NO on Rh(lll). Although on Rh(111) an inclined NO 
species appears not stabie enough to be detected spectroscopically [6], it may serve as 
transition state during the decomposition process. Transition state theory prediets that the 
entropy loss when going from a perpendicular NO molecule to a constrained, inclined 
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transition state results in a preexponential factor for dissociation that is smaller than kT/h 
(::::: 6·1012 s·1 at 300 K) [57]. For the dissociation of threefold NO on Cu(lll), Van Daelen 
et al. [54] have calculated that the partition function of the inclined transition state is lower 
than that of perpendicular NO by a factor of 5. This would imply a preexponential factor 
around 1012 s·1 for the dissociation of NO on Rh(lll). Our parameters are in agreement with 
this theoretically predieled value if we include the requirement of an ensemble of 3-4 vacant 
sites to enable NO dissociation. lt should be noted that inhomogeneities in local adsorbate 
concentrations due to lateral interactions have not been included in this approach: such 
inhomogeneities will also lead to lower effective preexponential factors. To sort out these 
effects, Monte Carlo simulations of NO decomposition and desorption are currently in 
progress in our Iabaratory [58]. Within the concept of transition state theory, the values 
reported by Root and coworkers in a HREELS study of NO on Rh(lll) [6], 
Edis = 80 kJ/mol and ~'dis = 1014 s·1 , seem rather high, whereas the kinetic parameters for 
NO dissociation on Rh(llO) given by Schmatloch et al. [16], Edis = 15 ±2 kl/mol and 
~'dis = 101 9±0 5 s· 1, are extraordinary low and hard to explain. 

The rapid decrease of the NO dissociation rate with increasing surface coverage is 
in qualitative agreement with the reorientation mechanism and the requirement of an 
ensemble of vacancies. The probability that an NO molecule crosses the transition state 
barrier for dissociation through reorientation depends on the number of vacancies next to 
the adsorbed molecule, and therefore the rate of dissociation goes down with increasing 
coverage. The accumulation of dissociation products contributes to site blocking. In support 
of the site-blocking argument we mention that the highest coverage at which all NO 
dissociates is 0.25 ML, producing a total atomie coverage of 0.50 ML. This is generally 
assumed to be the saturation surface coverage of atomie oxygen on Rh(111), which orders 
in domains of (2xl) structure with the oxygen atoms at threefold hollow sites [52,59]. The 
highest reported coverage of atomie nitrogen on Rh(111) is around 0.60 ML [17]; generally, 
these atoms are a lso assumed to occupy threefold hollow sites [20]. A second point in 
agreement with site blocking being the main reason for inhibition of the dissociation is that 
the partial dissociation of NO stops as soon as the total coverage reaches 0 .50 ML. 

The activation energy of dissociation depends on the heats of adsorption of NO, N, 
and 0 [60,61]. As lateral interactions between adsorbates modify (generally weaken) the 
adsorption bonds, the energetics of the dissociation becomes coverage dependent as wel!. 
BOCMP calculations [61] for NO on fee (111) surfaces predict that the energetics remain 
unchanged fortotal adsorbate coverages up to 0.33 ML (i.e. for initia! NO coverages up to 
0.17 ML), whereas above this value the activation energy for NO dissociation will increase 
considerably. An activation energy of 30-38 kl/mol has been calculated for the dissociation 
of NO on the empty Rh (I 00) and Rh( 111) surfaces, while the barrier goes up to 100-113 
kJ/mol for Rh(lOO) containing Nads and Oads at a total coverage of 0 .50 ML. Clearly, the 
dissociation of NO is favored at low coverages, whereas NO desorption has the lower 
activation barrier at high coverages. 

Another contribution to the coverage-dependent dissociation rate may be due to the 
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interaction between NOad, and coadsorbed oxygen. HREELS and TPD [4, 19] of coadsorbed 
NO and 0 on Rh(lll) exhibit identical speetral features for NO adsorbed next to oxygen 
and the a 1-NO species in a compressed NO overlayer, indicating that oxygen forces a 2-NO 
into the lower coordinated a 1-NO adsorption state. As discussed before, this latter state does 
not dissociate but instead desorbs molecularly. lt is conceivable that some a 1-NO is 
produced during a 2-NO decomposition due to the accumulation of atomie oxygen on the 
surface, although we have no direct spectroscopie evidence for this. For low NO coverages, 
it is possible that eventually formed a 1-NO diffuses to another site and decomposes there. 
At higher coverages, a 2-NO decomposition proceeds mainly at temperatures above the 
a 1-NO desorption temperature, so that a 1-NO desorbs immediately after it is formed . The 
a 1-NO and a 2-NO desorption states cannot be distinghuised in this case. 

Determination of the NO desorption parameters is complicated, as desorption of 
a 2-NO occurs only on partially covered surfaces and is always accompanied by a 2-NO 
decomposition. Therefore, one achieves at best the desorption parameters for the first NO 
molecules desorbing from a Rh(lll) surface covered by 0. 25 ML of nitrogen and 0. 25 ML 
of oxygen atoms. The Iineshape of the NO desorption spectra is rather peculiar, showing 
serious deviations from pure first order desorption curves at both the low and high 
temperature side. Due tothese lineshape modifications, application of standard TPD analysis 
methods, such as the Chan-Aris-Weinberg (CAW) metbod [62], the Habenschaden-Küppers 
(HK) or leading edge methad [63], and the Redhead analysis [64] leads to inconsistent 
desorption parameters . For example, the CA W method, which employes desorption peak 
maxima and peak widths to obtain kinetic parameters at zero coverage [62,65], gives a 
desorption energy of 116±10 kJ/mol and a preexponential factor of 1016 5± 10 s·1 for a 2-NO 
desorption. However, assuming a preexponential of 10165 s· 1, the Redhead analysis [64] 
gives an activation harrier of 138 kJ/mol, inconsistent with the 116 kJ/mol of the CAW 
analysis. In an attempt to get an estimate of the NO desorption parameters, we have fitted 
experimental NO desorption curves with a first order desorption rate equation of the 
Arrhenius form. In this way, NO decomposition and NO desorption are assumed to proceed 
independently . For the best overall fits, shown in Figure 4.10, we used a (coverage 
independent) preexponential factor vdes of 1013 5 s· 1 and a desorption energy Edes of 
113 kJ/mol. Nevertheless, the experimental lineshape differs considerably from that of our 
simple first order desorption model. Raising the preexponential factor and desorption banier 
to the unreasonable high values found with the teading edge method (vdes :::::: 1018 s·1, 

Edes :::::: 150 kJ/mol) leads to a better fit of the onset of the desorption peak, but overall the 
fit deteriorates. If we include NO dissociation in the model, e.g. by assuming that one NO 
molecule decomposes per desorbing NO molecule, the fit impraves only marginally. 
Therefore, it seems unlik:ely that the coincidence of NO decomposition and desorption alone 
causes the modifications of the NO desorption lineshape. An alternative explanation for the 
steep onset of the desorption curves is that NO desorption may be an autocatalytic process, 
as suggested previously by Villarrubia and Ho [11]. As stated above, the production of Oads 
and Nads by a2-NO decomposition during the desorption of a 2-NO may convert some of the 
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Figure 4.10 
TPD of a 2-NO from Rh(Jl1), for 
doses of 0. 8 L (bottom) and 1. 0 L 
(top) NO. The solid lines are fits, 
assuming first order desorption 
kinetics and negleering coïncident 
a 2 - N 0 dissociation. The fits 
correspond to a desorption harrier of 
113±10 kJ/mol and a preexponential 
factor of J(j35±lo s·1 . 

remammg a 2-NO into more weakly bound a 1-NO, which desorbs instantaneously. 
Effectively, this leads to an increased NO desorption rate. As the precise reason for the 
lineshape modifications remaio speculative, we tentatively estimate an a 2-NO desorption 
barrier of 113±10 kJ/mol and a preexponential factor of 1013 5± 10 s·1. 

In order to estimate the desorption energy of the more weakly bound a 1-NO state we 
have no other choice than assuming a prefactor and applying Redhead' s forrnula [ 64]. 
Taking the sarne preexponential factor as for the desorption of a 2-NO, i.e. 10135 s·1, we find 
a desorption energy of 99± 10 kJ/mol for the a 1-NO state, about 13% lower that that of the 
a 2-NO state. 

4.4.3 N2 formation reaelions 

TPD spectra from an NO adlayer on Rh(l11) show at least two nitrogen desorption states, 
of which the best resolved ones have been labelect {31 and {32-N2 . The broad higher 
temperature {32-N2 state is present over the entire NO coverage range; it fills with increasing 
NO coverage and does not saturate until the maximum NO coverage is reached. Therefore, 
it is commonly attributed to the recombinative desorption of nitrogen atoms produced by the 
decomposition of NO [2,4]. The peak maximum temperature decreases considerably with 
increasing coverage, from 660 K for a low NO dose of 0.2 L (or 710 K in the zero 
coverage limit) to 550 K at saturation. This shift is too large for straight second-order 
desorption behaviour [66], and is therefore attributed to repulsive interactions within the 
adlayer. By using the CA W analysis [62] for second order desorption, we find an activatien 
energy of 118 ± 10 kJ/mol and a preexponential factor v des = 1010 t±Lo s·1 in the zero 
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Simulated desorption spectra of N2 and 0 2 resulting from an N + 0 adlayer on the Rh(lll) 
surface, without lateral interactions between the adatoms (left panel), and with equal 
pairwise repulsive interactions for all adatom pairs (right panel). The initia! N:O 
stoichiometry was taken as unity, the total NatJs + O ads coverages range from 0.1 to 1. 0 ML. 
For N2 desorption, we used the zero coverage kinetic parameters as given in Table 4.2: 
V0 (N-) = ld0 s·1 and E0 (N-) = 118 kJ/mol; for 0 2 desorption, we used the parameters given 
in Ref 4: v0 (0z) = Jd3 s·1 and E0 (0z) = 355 kJ/mol; a repulsive interaction energy of 
8 kJ/mol was used. For calculational details, we refer to Refs. 68 and 69. 

coverage limit. 
The origin of the {3 1-N2 state is under debate. As its area is roughly proportional to 

that of the NO desorption peak, it has previously been attributed to the NO 
disproportionation reaction NOads + Nad, ~ N2 + Oads [2,4]. However, studies of nitrogen 
desorption from coadsorbed isotopically labelect NO and N by Belton et al. [20] recently 
demonstraled that the disproportionation reaction can be ruled out on Rh(lll) under the 
present conditions . These authors alternatively proposed that nitrogen desorption is rate
limited by the dissociation of NO, as was also proposed by Pirug and Bonzei for NO on 
Pt(IOO) [67] . 

Additional details on the nitrogen desorption mechanism comes from studies of atomie 
nitrogen on Rh(l11) by Bugyi and Solymosi [17] and Belton and coworkers [18]. These 
studies show a decrease of 150 K of the {32-N2 desorption temperature when going from 
zero to 0.50 ML coverage due to mutual repulsions between adsorbed nitrogen atoms. As 
coadsorbed nitrogen and oxygen are mutually repulsive as well [18] , the desorption kinetics 
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of nitrogen from dissociated NO will deviate considerably from purely second-order 
behaviour. The competition between nitrogen and oxygen atoms for the same threefold 
hollow adsorption sites, where they have comparable adsorption energies [61], may cause 
a phase transition at higher coverages, which destabilizes the adsorbed nitrogen atoms and 
leads to an enhanced nitrogen desorption rate. To illustrate this point, we have simulated the 
effect of mutual repulsion on the desorption of N2 and 0 2 from an adlayer comprised of 
nitrogen and oxygen atoms (i.e. NO dissociation is left out) by using the method of 
Goymour and King [68]. 

In the desorption simulations, quasi-chemica! equilibrium is assumed, which allows 
one to evaluate statistically the number of N-N, N-0, and 0-0 nearest neighbour pairs 
during the desorption process, in the absence or presence of lateral interactions. To simplify 
the calculation, additional approximations have to be made with respect to these lateral 
interactions [69]. In our case, we assume either no lateral interactions (Figure 4.11, left 
panel), or pairwise repulsive interactions which are equal for N-0, N-N, and 0-0 atom 
pairs (Figure 4.11, right panel). Without lateral interactions, the sirnulated desorption 
spectra show pure second order behaviour, with the expected moderate shift of the peak 
maximum to lower temperatures with increasing coverage. If we include lateral repulsions 
between all adatom pairs (8 kJ/mol), nitrogen desorbs in a single '{32 ' state for total 
coverages below 0.50 ML (i.e. 0.25 ML Nads + 0.25 ML Oad.), whereas at higher coverages 
a second, apparently pseudo-first order '{31' state developes. This behaviour is qualitatively 
similar to that observed experimentally, although still some differences exist. The most 
striking one is that in our experiments the {32 state is not as much depleted as in the 
sirnulation. A possible reason for this might seem that NO dissociation is inhibited up to the 
a 2-NO desorption temperature in our high coverage experirnents, so that nitrogen desorption 
may be rate-limited by NO dissociation, whereas the simulations starts with an N + 0 
adlayer. In contrast, TPD experiments by Bugyi and Solymosi [17] exhibit a {3 1-N2 

desorption state which is very similar to that in our TPD spectra but results from high 
coverages of atomie nitrogen on Rh(111). This suggests that the lineshape of the nitrogen 
desorption peak is not seriousty affected by NO dissocation; furthermore, it implies that a 
high surface coverage of mutually repulsive adsorbates rather than the presence of NO is 
required to obtain the {31-N2 desorption state, and invalidates the theory that {3 1-N2 desorption 
is rate-lirnited by the dissociation of NO. The stight deviations between our simulation and 
the experiment are therefore probably be due to the oversirnplifying approximations. In fact, 
Zhdanov [70] has shown that a more refined treatment, with different interaction energies 
for N-N, N-0, and 0-0 atom pairs, may result in a more favourable agreement between 
theory and experiment. Incorporation of next nearest-neighbour interactions may further 
imprave the agreement between simulation and experiment. 
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Table 4.2 
Kinetic parameters for the elementary reaction steps involved in the thermal decomposition and desorption of 
NO on Rh(! I I). 

Elementary reaction E"' (kJ /mol) 

40±6 

65±6 

113±10 

99±10 

118±10 

4.5 Conclusions 

1011.0±1.0 

Remarks 

determined at 
ONO = 0.15-0.20 ML, 
assuming pure first order NO 
dissociation kinetics 

determined at 
ONO = 0.15-0.20 ML, 
assuming an ensemble of 3-4 
sites for NO dissociation 

determined at 
ON = 00 = 0.25 ML 
(initia! desorption) 

preexponential factor assumed 
equal to that for a 2-NO 
desorption 

determined at ON.o -+ 0 

We have studied the low temperature adsorption and the temperature programmed 
decomposition and desorption of NO on Rh(lll) by using (TP)SSIMS and TPD. With this 
combination of techniques, which is sensitive to desorption as well as true surface reactions, 
we determined the kinetic parameters of nearly all elementary reaction steps operative in the 
thermal decomposition of NO on Rh(lll), which are summarized in Table 4.2. 

The adsorption of NO at 100 K proceeds via a mobile precursor, resulting in a high, 
nearly constant sticking coefficient for coverages up to 0.50 ML. SSIMS fragmentation 
patterns suggest the presence of two distinct NO adsorption states, which we assign to 
threefold coordinated NO at low coverages up to 0.50 ML, and lower coordinated -
presumably twofold bridged - NO at higher coverages. This assignment contradiets with 
earlier reports, but is in agreement with recent revised adsorption site assignments of NO 
on Ni(lll) and Pt(lll). 

At low coverages, threefold coordinated NO dissociates near 300 K. Assuming pure 
first order dissociation kinetics, we findan effective activation harrier of 40±6 kJ/mol and 
preexponential factor of 106± 1 s·1• This value for the preexponential is lower than expected 
on the basis of transition state theory, probably due to lateral interactions which e.g. result 
in site blocking and/or inhomogeneous adsorbate concentrations. If we assume that an NO 
molecule requires an ensemble of 3-4 vacant sites in order to dissociate, the preexponential 
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factor and activatien energy are around 1011 s- 1 and 65 kJ/mol, in better agreement with 
transition state theory expectations. The smal! value of the prefactor indicates that the 
transition state for dissociation is tightly bound, consistent with a reorientation mechanism 
in which the NO molecule has to bend over a rhodium atom in order to bring the oxygen 
atom in the vicinity of the surface and dissociate. For coverages up to 0.25 ML NO 
dissociation is complete . The produced nitrogen and oxygen atoms recombine and desorb 
as N2 and 0 2 around 650 K and 1350 K, respectively. The nitrogen desorption temperature 
decreases with increasing coverage, due to the repulsive character of the interactions 
between nitrogen and oxygen atoms, and between nitrogen atoms mutually. 

For NO coverages exceeding 0.25 ML, the dissociation temperature gradually 
increases and part of the NO desorbs molecularly, with an estimated desorption harrier of 
113±10 kJ/mol and a preexponential factor of 1013 5± 10 s- 1• This is due to the increased 
crowding of the surface, which inhibits the reorientation of perpendicular NO and blocks 
sites for the dissociation products. Concomitant with NO desorption, an additional low 
temperature nitrogen desorption state is observed. This state was previously attributed to the 
NO + N disproportionation reaction, or to nitrogen desorption rate-limited by the 
dissociation of NO. We assign this state to the recombination of nitrogen atoms that are 
strongly affected by repulsive interactions within the highly covered overlayer, possibly 
resulting in a phase transformation of adsorbed nitrogen atoms. 

At coverages close to saturation, NO dissociation is completely inhibited until the 
desorption temperature of threefold NO. Interestingly, the desorption of the more weakly 
bound, lower coordinated NO species does not generate the vacancies required for 
dissociation. Finally, at saturation 65% of the NO molecules dissociate, and 35% desorbs 
molecularly. 
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5 Surface reactions of ethylene and ethylidyne on 
rhodium(lll): mechanism and kinetics 

5.1 Introduetion 

The activation of C-H and C-C bonds is a central issue in metal-catalyzed hydrocarbon 
reactions. The major industrial interest of these processes bas inspired numerous 
investigations, but progress in the understanding of how these reactions proceed on metal 
surfaces bas been slow. Inthelast two decades, surface spectroscopie studies have made a 
significant contribution to the comprehension of hydrocarbon catalysis on a molecular level. 
These studies mostly deal with model reactions, such as the decomposition of ethylene or 
acetylene on transition metal surfaces, but their results are often of general relevanee and 
can be used to explain the reactivity of a wide variety of other hydracarbon adsorbates. In 
the following we will focus on the results reported for the Rh(lll) and Pt(111) surfaces, 
wh.ich are expected to have rather similar chemica! behaviour with respect to ethylene 
activation. 

At low temperatures (below 150 K), ethylene adsorbs molecularly on group VIII 
transition metal surfaces. The bonding interaction of ethylene to the surface involves 
electron donation from the filled ethylene 1r orbital into empty metal orbitals and back 
donation from filled metal orbitals into the empty antibonding 1r* orbital of ethylene. Both 
interactions lead to an attractive M-C interaction and a weakening of the C=C double bond. 
The extent of carbon atom rehybridization depends on the metal and its surface structure . 
Vibrational spectroscopies distinghuish between three different types of adsorbed ethylene, 
labelect by Sheppard as di-a, di-a', and 1r-bonded [1], which presumably differ in the 
amount of back donation into the 1r* orbital. On clean Pt(lll), ethylene is di-a bonded with 
a C-C bond order near unity and sp3 hybridization [2], whereas 1r-bonded ethylene has been 
observed at temperatures below 50 K [3], or in the presence of coadsorbed oxygen [4], 
potassium [5], or cesium [3]. On Rh(lll), ethylene bondsin the di-a' fashion , with a C-C 
bond order of 1.5 and hybridization midway between sp2 and sp3 [2,6]. Low Energy 
Electron Diffraction (LEED) indicates that ethylene orders in a (2x2) structure on Pt(111) 
[4], presumably corresponding to a coverage of 0.25 ML, although a saturation coverage 
of 0.50 ML has also been proposed [7]. For Rh(111), a (2x2) LEED pattem is observed at 
0.25 ML, whereas a (\/3xV3)R30° overlayer structure is observed for a saturation coverage 
of 0.33 ML ethylene [6,8] (1 ML = one adsorbate per metal surface atom) . 

During heating, adsorbed ethylene undergoes either dehydrogenation or molecular 
desorption, depending on surface coverage. The dehydrogenation process involves several 
intermediates of different H:C stoichiometry; some of these intermediales were found to be 
stabie within a distinct temperature range and could be detected spectroscopically. The 
identification of the species formed after healing an ethylene-covered Pt(111) surface to 
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300 K has long been an issue in literature. This species is stabie between 300 and 450 K and 
orders in a (2x2) structure [9]. Basedon various experimental techniques, investigators have 
initially proposed ethylidyne (CCH3) [9], ethylidene (CHCH3) [10], vinyl (CHCH2) [11], and 
vinylidene (CCH~ [12]. Strong evidence in favor of ethylidyne was obtained from the close 
agreement between high resolution electron energy loss (HREELS) spectra of the surface 
species [4] and infrared spectra of Co3(C0)9CCH3 [13], whereas additional confirrnation 
came from LEED /-V analyses [9, 14], temperature programmed desorption (TPD) 
[15, 16, 17], static secondary ion mass speetrometry (SSIMS) [16], angular resolved 
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (ARUPS) [18], and reflection absorption infrared 
spectroscopy (RAIRS) [19,20]. The formation of ethylidyne during ethylene decomposition 
seerns to begeneral for the hexagonal surfaces of group VIII 4d and 5d metals: it has also 
been observed as a stabie intermediate on Ru(001) (21,22,23], Rh(l11) [6,24,25,26,27], 
Pd(lll) [28], and Ir(111) [29]; on Ni(lll), which is a group VIII 3d metal, ethylidyne is 
only observed at near-saturation coverages [30]. The stability of ethylidyne on these surfaces 
relates to its preferenee to adsorb at threefold hollow sites; more specifically, ethylidyne 
adsorbs at threefold fee sites on Pt(111) [14] and threefold hcp sites on Rh(111) [26]. For 
surfaces without threefold hollow sites the situation is less clear; for example, on Rh(lOO) 
ethylidyne formation has only been observed on highly covered surfaces [6,31]. 

The relevanee of ethylidyne in hydrocarbon catalysis is related to the fact that this 
species has been detected spectroscopically on the Pt(ll1) surface after steady state high 
pressure ethylene hydragenation and subsequent evacuation to ultra high vacuum (UHV) 
[32,33,34]. Hydragenation of and H-D exchange within ethylidyne appeared to be slow 
relative to ethane formation, and therefore ethylidyne was proposed to act as a hydrogen 
storage agent, transferring atomie hydrogen from the surface via an ethylidene intermediate 
to weakly bound ethylene on top of the adsorbed hydrocarbon layer. Later studies of small 
partiele catalysts of the group VIII metals indicated that ethylidyne forrns also on supported 
platinum [35b,36], rhodium [35b], palladium [35], and ruthenium [35b] catalysts, although 
the presence or absence of ethylidyne had no effect on the ethylene hydragenation rate 
[35a]. Altogeilier this explains why ethylidyne is among the most widely studied adsorbates 
in catalytic surface science. 

Despite the general interest of ethylidyne, important questions still remain 
controversial, such as the conversion mechanism of ethylene into ethylidyne, the kinetics of 
ethylidyne forrnation, and the decomposition mechanism of ethylidyne . These subjects are 
hard to study, especially because some of the intermediates are presumably short-living and 
cannot be detected spectroscopically. The interpretation of vibrational spectra of the species 
that are stabie is not straightforward and often only possible by comparison to spectra of 
organometallic reference compounds. Complication hereby is that different hydrocarbon 
species with similar vibrational modes may coexist, which carmot be resolved with standard 
HREELS . Although the resolution of RAIRS is sufficient, it often lacks the required 
sensitivity to detect these hydrocarbon modes with their generally small dynamic dipole 
moments. With the improved resolution and sensitivity of recent high resolution HREELS 
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spectrometers it will be possible to add considerable detail to vibrational studies of adsorbed 

hydrocarbons in the near future. 
In recent years, several research groups have attempted to solve the conversion 

mechanism of ethylene to ethylidyne by studying the reactivity of proposed reaction 
intermediates. These intermediates are comrnonly derived by adsorbing halogen-substituted 
hydrocarbons, such as ethyl halogenides [37,38] and vinyl halogenides [39,40]; the carbon
halogen bond is subsequently dissociated by thermal activatien to produce the desired 
hydracarbon fragment and an unavoidable coadsorbed halogen atom. Although the results 
may be of considerable mechanistic interest, the question remains whether the chemistry of 
thus prepared hydracarbon fragments is not perturbed too much by the coadsorbed halogen. 
As an alternative, adsorbed hydracarbon fragments were recently derived by decomposing 
tri-alkyl bismuth compounds [41]; bismuth does not perturb the chemistry significantly. 
However, dissociation of the bismuth-carbon boncts appeared to be probiernatie in this 
particular study [41], complicating the kinetics of the alkyl decomposition. In sumrnary, one 
should be carefut in simply translating the results of these studies to the conversion 
mechanism of ethylene on clean surfaces. 

In this work we have used TPD, temperature programrned (TP)SSIMS, and werk 
function change (.:1~) measurements to study reacrions of ethylene and ethylidyne on the 
Rh(111) surface. The combination of TPSSIMS and TPD is particularly attractive, as it 
provides insight into complex reaction mechanisms and the kinetics of elementary reaction 
steps [42,43]. White and coworkers have demonstrared that SSIMS is particularly suited to 
study reacrions of adsorbed hydrocarbons [16,22,42,44,45]. Our results of the thermal 
decomposition of ethylene indicate that the conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne is initiared 
by C-H scission within ethylene to form vinyl, whicb subsequently reacts to ethylidyne. The 
reaction of ethylene to vinyl has coverage dependent kinetics, whereas the rate of ethylidyne 
formation is essentially coverage independent. Furthermore, we have investigated H-D 
exchange in adsorbed ethylidyne . 

5.2 Experimental 

The experiments were performed in a stainless steel ultra high vacuum (UHV) system, 
pumped with a 360 1/s turbomoleculair pump and a water-cocled titanium sublimatien pump. 
The base pressure was typically around w-w mbar, and mass spectra of the residual gas 
exhibited mainly features due to H2 , CO, and C02 . The system was equipped with a 
Leybold SSM 200 quadrupele mass spectrometer, for TPD and SSIMS, and a Leybold 
EA 10 hernispherical energy analyzer, for AES and Ä'{J measurements. Both analyzers were 
interfaced with a PC for data storage. The rhodium crystal was cut in the [111] direction 
within 0.5° and polished by standard procedures. It was mounted on a moveable stainless 
steel manipulator with 0.3 mm thick tantalum wires, so that it could be cocled to liquid 
nitrogen temperature and resistively heated up to 1500 K. Temperatures were measured with 
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a chromel-alumel thennocouple spotwelded at the backside of the crystal. Small amounts of 
bulk impurities, such as sulphur, chlorine, and boron, were removed by cycli of argon 
sputtering (1.5 keV, 5 11-A/cm2) at 900 K and annealing to 1400 K, until these 
contaminations were no Jonger detected with Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) . To 
remove surface and near-surface carbon, the crystal was annealed in 2 ·10·8 mbar 0 2, slowly 
varying the temperature between 900 and 1100 K. Oxygen was removed from the surface 
by annealing shortly to 1425 K. Gases, obtained from Messer Griesheim (C2H4 99 .95% 
pure, H2 99.999% pure, D2 99.7 % pure), were used without finther purification; gas 
exposures are reported in Langmuirs (1L = 1.33·10·6 mbar·s). 

SSIMS measurements were perfonned in the static (low damage) mode. Typically, 
we used a defocussed 5 keV primary Ar+ beam with a current density of 1-10 nA/cm2, 

depending on the total time of the experiment. To average eventual anisotropies in the 
secondary ion emission process we applied a target bias of +45 V and an extractor voltage 
of -300 V on the entrance lens of the quadrupale system. For TPSSIMS, the mass 
spectrometer was multiplexed to monitor the intensities of various mie signals as a function 
of time (as in TPD); thennocouple voltages were measured at the same time with an analog
to-digital converter, digitalized, and stored in the PC. 

W ork function changes we re detennined by measuring the shift of the low kinetic 
energy onset of secondary electron emission in AES. In order to minimize damage effects 
due to electron irradiation, we used a primary electron beam of 500 eV and 0.02 JJ-A. The 
crystal was biased -10 V with respect to ground potential. The onset was defined as the 
energy at which the derivative of the secondary electron distribution maximizes. Shifts are 
reported with respect to the clean Rh(111) surface. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 TPD of ethylene and hydrogen 

Figure 5.1 shows TPD spectra of H2 (mle=2), C2H4 (m/e=27), and C2H6 (m/e=30) 
obtained after exposing the Rh(lll) surface to various doses of ethylene at 100 K. For 
exposures lower than 1.50 L the only desorption product is H2 , indicating that in this 
coverage regime all ethylene is irreversibly adsorbed and decomposes during heating to 
800 K. Hydragen leaves the surface in several distinct desorption states, resulting in a rather 
complex desorption pattem. For low coverages, the main H2 desorption feature is at 345 K; 
however, desorption starts already around 270 K and the high temperature tail fonns 
evidence for an additional desorption state around 420 K. These features grow with 
increasing coverage, while the low temperature H2 state continuously shifts towards lower 
temperatures. For ethylene exposures exceeding 0.75 L, the state at 345 K broadens 
asymmetrically due to a new state around 310 K. At the high temperature si de a lso 
significant changes occur. The state around 420 K grows and splits into two states, at 
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TPD spectra of H2 (mle=2), Cft4 (mle=27) and Cft6 (mle =30) obtained after exposing the 
Rh(J 11) surface to various doses of Cft4 at 100 K. The ethylene doses are given in 
Langmuir, the healing ra te was 10 KJs. 

Figure 5.2 
H2 TPD spectra for various atomie hydragen coverages on the Rh(111) surface. Atomie 
hydragen coverages are given in ML, the healing rate was 10 KJs. 
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400 and 450 K, respectively. Finally, hydrogen desorption states appear at 550 and 650 K 
in the high coverage spectra. 

Interpretation of the C2H4 TPD spectra (monitored at m/e=27) is hindered by the 
broad background that increases monotonically with ethylene exposure. This background is 
probably due to ethylene condensed on the sample mount, which evaporates during heating 
the crystal; we ascribe the small peak around 120 K to ethylene desorption from the 
tantalum wires used to mount the crystal. For ethylene exposures exceeding 1. 75 L, a sharp 
peak is observed at 200 K, indicating the desorption of reversibly adsorbed ethylene. The 
coverage of reversibly adsorbed ethylene saturates at exposures higher than 3 L. 

For ethylene exposure of 1.5 L and higher we have also observed the desorption of 
small amounts of ethane. The maximum of the ethane desorption peak is at 210 K, which 
is 10 K higher than that of ethylene desorption. Moreover, its lineshape is much broader 
than that of ethylene and exhibits a high temperature tail, i.e. it extends up to temperatures 
where ethylene desorption is no more observed. The mechanism of ethane formation is 
presumably by stepwise hydragenation of ethylene via an ethyl (CHzCH3) intermediate. 
lrnportantly, we observed ethane formation already at lower surface coverages than ethylene 
desorption. This is in contrast with the recent suggestion of Bowker et al. [8] that an 
intermediate state of ethylene somewhere in the desorption trajectory is hydrogenated. The 
origin of the surface hydrogen required for ethylene hydrogenation is not fully clear; it may 
be produced by ethylene dehydrogenation (see below), or be derived from background 
adsorption. The fact that ethylene desorption ceases while ethane formation still proceeds 
implies that either smal! amounts of ethylene and coadsorbed hydrogen are still present when 
the ethylene desorption channel becomes blocked, or that a small coverage of ethyl is 
present which is yet to be hydrogenated. 

For the purposes of comparison and quantitative calibration, we have measured H2 

thermal desorption spectra resulting from atomie hydrogen on Rh(lll). Figure 5.2 shows 
these H2 TPD spectra, obtained after exposing the Rh(lll) surface to various amounts of 
Hz at 100 K. The amount of hydrogen is given in ML units, as some additional background 
Hz adsorption (typically 0.1 ML) complicated the determination of the exact exposure. In 
genera!, the desorption spectra have a symmetrical lineshape, while the peak maxima shift 
towards lower temperatures with increasing coverage; these features are consistent with 
second order desorption kinetics. Near saturation, the main desorption peak becomes 
asymmetrie, and an additional low temperature feature near 120 K becomes visible. These 
features are in good agreement with a previous study of hydrogen on Rh(lll) by Yates et 
al. [46]. The origin of the low temperature desorption state is not fully clear, but it may be 
due to mutual repulsion between hydrogen adatoms, resulting in an enhanced desorption 
rate. A similar low temperature state has been reported for hydrogen desorption from 
Ni(lOO), and was attributed by Zhu et al. [47] to surface hydrogen in excess of 0.80 ML. 

It is interesting to compare the Hz TPD spectra in Figure 5.2 to the ethylene-derived 
Hz TPD spectra in Figure 5.1. Assuming that atomie hydrogen is not stabilized by the 
presence of coadsorbed hydrocarbons, it can be concluded that all ethylene-derived H2 
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The uptake of irreversibly and 
reversibly adsorbed ethylene on 
Rh(JIJ) as a function of ethylene 
exposure at I 00 K. The solid line is a 
fit, assuming that adsorption proceeds 
via a mobile precursor [48]. 

desorption states above 350 K are rate-limited by dehydrogenation reactions. The desorption 
states in Figure 5.1 which are below 350 K may be either desorption or dehydrogenation 
rate-limited: more detailed conclusions can be derived from the comparison between TPD 
and TPSSIMS (see below) . 

5.3.2 Low temperature adsorption of ethylene 

The TPD spectra in Figure 5.1 were used to determine the amount of ethylene adsorption 
as a function of ethylene exposure at 100 K. The absolute coverage of irreversibly adsorbed 
ethylene was determined by integrating the ethylene-derived H2 TPD spectra (and dividing 
by 4), and dividing these values with the H2 TPD peak area obtained for a Rh(lll) surface 
saturated with 1 ML of hydrogen (we implicitly assume that all irreversibly adsorbed 
ethylene dehydrogenates completely upon heating, which is confirmed by SSIMS (see below) 
and HREELS [6,24]. In this way we determined a maximum coverage of irreversibly 
adsorbed ethylene of 0.25 ML, in good agreement with !i te rature [6,8,25 ,26]. The amount 
of reversibly adsorbed ethylene was determined by the peak area of the C2H4 TPD peak 
centered at 200 K, and its saturation value was set at 0.08 ML [6,8] . 

The isothermal uptake curve is given in Figure 5.3. The slope in this figure, which 
is proportional to the sticking probability of ethylene, is almost constant up to the saturation 
coverage of 0.33 ML, indicating that adsorption proceeds via a mobile physisorbed 
precursor state. The uptake can indeed satisfactorily be fitted by the Kisliuk adsorption 
model [48] with a Kisliuk parameter of 0.04 (solid line in Figure 5.3), indicating that the 
physisorbed precursor has a high mobility on the surface. With respect to the physisorbed 
precursor state, it is worthwhile to note that multilayers of physisorbed ethylene have been 
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As noted, adsorbed ethylene can be divided in irreversibly and reversibly adsorbed 
ethylene. Although such a division into two types of ethylene may seem somewhat artificial 
at 100 K, since HREELS does not distinghuish between the two types [6], it is still 
instructive as it indicates the amount of ethylene decomposition vs. ethylene desorption 
during subsequent heating. Figure 5.4 shows the amount of irreversibly and reversibly 
adsorbed ethylene as a tunetion of the total ethylene coverage at 100 K, as derived by 
integrating and weighting the TPD spectra in Figure 5.1. We note that the relative amounts 
of ethylene decomposition vs. desorption may depend slightly on the heating rate during the 
experiment, because ditfusion of ethylene may be more important during gentie heating. 
Clearly, some reversible ethylene is already present at total coverages below 0 .25 ML; 
moreover, the amount of irreversibly adsorbed ethylene saturates only at total saturation 
coverages. 

The change of the work tunetion of the Rh(111) surface during ethylene exposure at 
100 Kis given in Figure 5.5. The work tunetion change was determined by monitoring the 
shift of the onset of secondary electron emission in AES. The work tunetion of the surface 
decreases almast linearly with increasing ethylene exposure, indicating that there is a net 
electron transfer from an adsorbed ethylene molecule to the surface. The work tunetion 
stahilizes after an exposure of 1.4 L ethylene, corresponding to an ethylene coverage of 
approximately 0 .16 ML. TPD experiments indicate that the ethylene coverage may be 
increased by additional exposure, implying that the electron transfer per molecule decreases 
for coverages above 0.16 ML. The value of the work tunetion change at saturation 
coverages is -1100 ± 50 meV; this is camparabie to the values reported for ethylene 
saturation coverages on Pt(111) at 100 K, which vary from -920 meV [56], -1000 meV [49], 
-1110 meV [50], to -1600 meV [llb,c] . 
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5.3.3 Adsorption and stepwise heating of ethylene: static SIMS 

SSIMS gives information on the surface species present during the dehydrogenation of 
ethylene. First, we concentrate on the type of cluster ions that are observed. Figure 5.6 
shows SSIMS spectra of the Rh(lll) surface after exposing it to a saturation dose of 
ethylene at 150 K, and after annealing for a short time to the indicated temperatures. The 
spectrum obtained at 150 Kis dominated by theelemental Rh+ peak at mie= 103 . The peak 
at mie= 131 is attributed to RhC2Ht and indicates that ethylene adsorbs molecularly on 
Rh(111) at low temperatures. Further evidence for molecular ethylene comes from the low 
mass region (mie=0-20). In this regime secondary ion intensities are low, but still H+ 
(mie= 1), c + (mie= 12), CH+ (mie = 13), CH{ (mie= 14), and CHj (mie= 15) peaks can 
be discemed. CH{ is the most intense of these single carbon atom hearing clusters, which 
is intuitively expected for a molecularly adsorbed ethylene consisting of two methylene 
(CH2) groups . The other eH: fragments and the H+ signa! are due to cracking of these 
methylene units during ion emission or detection. 

The RhH20+ signa! at mie= 121 is attributed to tiny amounts of water, for which 
SSIMS is particularly sensitive, adsorbed from the residual gas. We observed that an 
increasing amount of water coadsorbs when the crystal is held at lower temperatures for a 
Jonger time (hours), and eventually Rh(H20):i clusters were detected in SSIMS. Temperature 
programmed SSIMS data indicate that water desorbs around 160 K. We note that the total 
amount of coadsorbed water remains low under our circumstances, as evidenced by the 

vanishingly low H20 intensities in TPD. 
Heating of the ethylene-saturated Rh(lll) surface results in significant changes in the 

SSIMS spectra. After heating to 250 K the RhC2Ht peak bas disappeared (the residual 
intensity is attributed to a tiny amount of coadsorbed CO) due to the reaction of molecular 
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ethylene. Reversibly adsorbed ethylene has desorbed, while irreversibly adsorbed ethylene 
has undergone partial dehydrogenation. The stabie intermediale forrned during heating to 
250 K bas been identified by several authors in HREELS and LEED 1-V studies as 
ethylidyne (CCH3) [6,24,25,26], in similarity with ethylene decomposition on Pt(111). The 
relatively intense CHj peak: in the SSIMS spectrum taken at 250 K is consistent with this 
assignment: the methyl group in ethylidyne bas only a single bond to the C" atom and bas 
therefore a high secondary ion yield. The CH; and eH+ ions in the 250 K spectrum are 
mainly due to the fragmentation of methyl groups during the ion emission process; the 
secondary ion intensities for CH~, CHi, and eH+ were always in the proportion of 10:6:1. 
Similar CH; cracking patterns of methyl groups have been reported in SSIMS studies of 
ethylene decomposition on Pt(111) [16,51] and Ru(001) [22] . 

Heating the ethylidyne-covered Rh(111) surface to 400 K results in additional 
dehydrogenation. The SSIMS spectrum taken at this temperature shows no CH; and CHj 
peaks, and only very weak: c + and CH+ signals. In contrast, the H+ intensity has increased, 
presumably due to the increased concentratien of surface hydrogen. The RhC+ signa! 
(mie= 115), which increases coincidently with the decrease of the CHj signa], gains 
additional intensity u pon heating to 800 K. Clearly, the carbonaceous surface species are 
Iargely dehydrogenated after heating to 400 K or higher. HREELS data for the Rh(111) 
surface indicate that ethylidyne decomposes into acetylide (CCH) and/or methylidyne (CH) , 
which may subsequently polymerize to C0H moieties [6]. STM measurements of ethylene 
decomposition on Pt(111) demonstrate that these largely dehydrogenated fragments cluster 
into particles of 30-40 carbon atoms, which convert to graphite islands at temperatures 
around 800 K. Further annealing to 1000 K results in the accumulation of these islands, 
forming a graphite layer at the lower step edges and large islands on the terraces [52]. lt is 
not clear whether such overlayers form on the Rh(111) surface; differences with respect to 
platinum may be anticipated, because rhodium is a more active catalyst for C-C and C-H 
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scission [53]. The intensity changes of the RhC+ SSIMS signa! in the range 300-1000 K may 
result from changes in the H:C stoichiometry as well as changes in the structure of the 
dehydrogenated carbonaceons overlayer. A full examination of these effects falls outside the 
scope of this study. 

5.3.4 Temperature programmed static SIMS of ethylidyne formation and 
decomposition 

Figure 5. 7 shows temperature prograrnmed SSIMS of ethylidyne fonnation and 
decomposition on the Rh(111) surface. In these experiments, the surface was exposed to 
various amounts of ethylene at 100 K, and subsequently heated with a constant rate of 5 Kis 
while monitoring characteristic secondary ion intensities. The left panel of Figure 5.7 shows 
the thus acquired H+ TPSSIMS signa!, while the right panel shows the CHj TPSSIMS data. 
Before descrihing the results, we first address the questions regarding the origin of these 
secondary cluster ions, H+ and CHj. 

In genera!, SSIMS spectra of an ethylene-covered Rh(lll) surface at 100 K show a 
non-zero intensity of the H+ signa!. This means that part of the H+ intensity is due to the 
fragmentation of adsorbed hydrocarbon species during ion emission or detection processes. 
However, on heating the ethylene-covered Rh(111) surface the H+ intensity increases 
considerably, first around 140 K and later around 180 K (Figure 5.7), the latter being the 
temperature range where ethylidyne is expected to form [6]. As the total amount of 
hydrogen present on the surface and in the adsorbates remains constant in this temperature 
range (no H2 desorption!), the H+ signa! intensity is apparently more sensitive towards 
surface hydrogen than to hydrogen incorporated in some hydrocarbon adsorbate; part of the 
H+ signa! probes thus at least qualitatively the production of surface hydrogen. This is 
further confirmed by a similar growth of the Rh2H+ ion intensity at low ethylene coverages 
(oot shown); M2H+ ions are more commonly used to monitor surface hydrogen with SSIMS 
[47 ,54]. Unfortunately, the detection of Rh2H+ (and Rh i} ions was hindered at high ethylene 
coverages, due to the decreased work function and the inherent suppression of secondary 
ion yields. 

CH~ secondary ions are characteristic for methyl groups within the adsorbed species, 
and an intensity growth of this signa! can therefore be attributed to the formation of 
adsorbed methyl (CH3), ethylidyne (CCH3), ethylidene (CHCH3), or ethyl (CH2CH3). The 
SSIMS CHj yields of these C2 species are expected to be quite similar, because the bond 
strength of the methyl group to the C" atom is comparable. These bond strenghts can 
qualitatively be compared by the v(C-C) stretching frequency in vibrational spectroscopy (as 
long as this mode does oot couple too much with others) [2], and ranges from 900 cm·1 for 
ethylidene [57], 1020 cm·1 for ethyl [38], to 1115-1130 for ethylidyne [4,19,20,38,57], all 
adsorbed on Pt(111). HREELS studies indicate that ethylidyne is the stabie species that is 
formed during ethylene decomposition on Rh(111) (as on Pt(111) and Ru(001)), and 
previous SSIMS studies of ethylene decomposition on Pt(111) [16,42,44] and Ru(OOI) [22] 
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therefore tentatively attributed the CHj signa! to ethylidyne. A possible complication of this 
assignment is that ethylidene and ethyl have been proposed as reaction intermediates in the 
conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne; if one of these species accumulates temporarily on the 
surface, it might add intensity to the CHj signa!. Additional information regarding the CHj 
assignment can be obtained by examining changes in the concentration of surface hydrogen. 
Ethylidyne formation from ethylene must be accompanied by the production of atomie 
hydrogen, which remains adsorbed at a temperature of 200 K. Ethylidene and ethyl 
formation do not produce, or even consume surface hydrogen. A comparison of both panels 
of Figure 5.7 and inspeetion of Figure 5.16 shows that at high ethylene coverages the CHj 
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intensity rise at 180 K is indeed accompanied by an increase of the H+ intensity due to the 
production of surface hydrogen. Additionally, the CHj and H+ intensities both stabilize at 
the same temperature of 220 K. At lower coverages, the H+ intensity increases at lower 
temperature, but grows additionally when the CHj intensity rises. Again, the CHj and H+ 
stabilize at the same temperature. The assignment of the CHj ion to ethylidyne is therefore 
appropriate in the underlying case. Having established the origin of the H+ and CHj 
secondary ions, we will now describe the results of Figure 5.7. 

The CHj TPSSIMS signa! starts to increase at 180 K and maximizes at 220 K for 
ethylene exposures from 0.2 up to 3.0 L. This indicates that the kinetics of ethylidyne 
formation does not vary strongly with ethylene coverage. In contrast, the low temperature 
region of the H+ profile shows some marked changes with increasing surface coverage. For 
ethylene doses below 0.8 L, a first H+ intensity rise is observed at 140 K. This suggests that 
surface hydragen is produced, presumably by C-H scission in ethylene, at significantly 
lower temperatures than ethylidyne formation. For the lowest ethylene coverages 
(0.2-0.4 L), the initia! H+ intensity increase is foliowed by a decrease around 160 K; a 
similar H+ intensity drop is not observed for higher ethylene coverages . For 0.5-0.6 L 
ethylene, the H+ signa! stahilizes after its initia! increase, whereas it increases continuously 
between 140 and 210 K for yet higher doses (0.7-0.8 L). Above 0.8 L, low temperature 
surface hydragen formation becomes more and more hindered with increasing coverage. 
Between 0.8 and 1.2 L, the onset of the H+ intensity rise shifts from 140 to 180 K, the 
ethylidyne formation temperature, and the increase of the H+ intensity below 180 K 
decreases rapidly. All H+ TPSSIMS profiles show a second intensity increase at 180 K 
which coincides with the CHj intensity rise; this indicates that above 180 K ethylidyne and 
surface hydrogen formation take place at the same time. 

It is important to consicter alternative sourees of low temperature surface hydragen 
formation than C-H scission in ethylene. In particular, one might argue that the H+ intensity 
rise at 140 K is due to C-H scission in ethyl. Ethyl species readily form when ethylene and 
hydrogen from the background are coadsorbed, and dehydrogenate at temperatures just 
below the ethylidyne formation temperature to ethylene and surface hydrogen [37 ,38]. 
However, the CHj signa! is at background level until ethylidyne formation starts at 180 K, 
so that C-H cleavage in ethyl and ethylidene can be omitted as possible low temperature 
sourees of surface hydrogen. Another reaction that we can imagine is the decomposition of 
tiny amounts of water adsorbed from the background. The presence of some coadsorbed 
water is suggested by Rh(H20t cluster ions in SSIMS spectra. To check this further, we 
have monitored the Rh(H20)+ signa! variations in TPSSIMS, and observed no intensity 
decrease up to 160 K due to water desorption. Having ruled out alternative origins, we 
ascribe the low temperature H+ intensity rise to the cleavage of C-H bonds in adsorbed 
ethylene. The species formed during this reaction must have a lower H:C ratio than ethylene 
and does not contain a methyl group, as CHj signals are absent in SSIMS. Given the extent 
of the H+ intensity rise, we propose vinyl (CHCH2) as the most likely candidate, although 
more dehydrogenated species such as vinylidene (CCH2) and acetylene (CHCH) cannot be 
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The decrease of the H+ intensity at 160 K for the two spectra conesponding to the 
lowest ethylene coverages ( < 0.4 L) is rather puzzling. Desorption reactions are absent at 
these low temperatures and coverages, so that the consumption of surface hydragen by some 
surface reaction seem the most obvious explanation. Possible candidates for such a reaction 
are the formation of ethyl from ethylene and hydrogen, the formation of ethylidene from 
vinyl and hydrogen, or the formation of ethylene from vinyl and hydrogen. Only the latter 
reaction, from vinyl back to ethylene, is consistent with the absence of CHj ions in SSIMS 
in this temperature range. Thls would imply that ethylene and vinyl are in equilibrium, and 
that the equilibrium shifts to the ethylene side with increasing temperature. This is rather 
peculiar from a thermodynamic viewpoint, because the entropy change associated with the 
reaction from ethylene to vinyl plus hydragen is expected to be positive. Alternative 
explanations for the observed H+ intensity drop are a change of the work function of the 
sample, or some structural rearrangement in the adsorbate layer which might change the H+ 
yield from the adsorbate. A work function change is not likely: this would also affect the 
Rh+ intensity, which ho wever remains constant in this temperature region. Structural 
rearrangements in the adsorbate layer or ordering effects cannot be excluded, but it remains 
unclear whether these would induce the observed H+ intensity changes. 

After ethylidyne formation is complete at 220 K, the CHj signal stahilizes 
temporarily. The H+ intensity decreases slowly due to hydragen desorption, which starts at 
temperatures of 250 K or somewhat lower at high coverages (see Figure 5 .I). The 
decreasing trend of the H+ intensity changes in a rapid increase at 320-350 K (dependent 
on coverage), whlch is accompanied by a decrease of the CHj signal. This is the result of 
ethylidyne decomposition and the accompanying production of surface hydrogen. Despite 
rapid hydragen recombination and desorption at this temperature, its surface concentration 
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increases transiently. The CHj intensity decrease shifts to higher temperatures with 
increasing surface coverage. This suggests that the kinetics of ethylidyne decomposition is 
coverage dependent, in contrast to the ethylidyne formation kinetics. 

The high coverage H+ TPSSIMS profiles show at least two additional features, at 500 
and 580 K, which cao be associated with the dehydrogenation of some carbonaceous 
adsorbate. The CHj signals have long decayed at these temperatures, indicating that it is 
most probably a decomposition product of ethylidyne that dehydrogenates. Possible 
(intermediate) candidates are vinylidene (CCH2), acetylene (CHCH), or acetylide (CCH); 
the latter has been proposedas the first stabie product from ethylidyne decomposition [6]. 

The combination of TPD and TPSSIMS is ideally suited to study the relationship 
between desorption and surface reactions. Figure 5.8 shows H2 and C2H4 TPD spectra along 
with the TPSSIMS CHj signa! (ethylidyne), obtained after saturating the Rh(lll) surface 
with a 5 L exposure of ethylene at 100 K. Ethylene desorption starts at 180 K, the same 
temperature at which the TPSSIMS CHj signa! indicates the onset of ethylidyne formation; 
ethylene desorption and ethylidyne formation are both complete at 225 K. This means that 
ethylene desorption and decomposition are coïncident processes . The TPSSIMS data in 
Figure 5. 7 indicate that the ethylene decomposition temperature is not affected by surface 
coverage, i.e. independent of the aceurenee of ethylene desorption. Furthermore, the 
saturation coverage of molecular ethylene is higher than that of ethylidyne, and no additional 
molecular ethylene cao be accomodated on an ethylidyne-saturated Rh(l11) surface [6]. 
Therefore, it is tempting to postulate that the desorption of ethylene is induced by ethylene 
decomposition. 

By camparing the H2 TPD spectra with the CHj and H+ TPSSIMS signals 
(Figure 5.8, see also Figures 5.1 and 5.7), we obtain a more detailed description of 
hydrogen desorption during ethylene dehydrogenation. The onset of hydrogen desorption is 
observed at higher temperatures than the increase of the CHj TPSSIMS signa!, irrespective 
of ethylene coverage, and the desorption rate still increases after the CHj intensity stahilizes 
at 220 K. This means that the atomie hydragen formed during ethylidyne formation 
accumulates on the surface before it desorbs, and the first hydrogen desorption state is thus 
desorption rate-limited. The shift to lower temperatures of this peak as a function of 
coverage is consistent with second order desorption kinetics. A further increase of the 
hydrogen desorption rate is observed at the temperature where ethylidyne decomposition 
starts. For a saturation coverage of ethylene (Figure 5.8) this is at 340 K, where the 
increase of the H2 desorption coincides with the decline of the CHj TPSSIMS intensity (see 
Figure 5.8) and the increase of the H+ TPSSIMS intensity (see Figure 5.7). This H+ 
intensity rise indicates that the hydrogen produced by ethylidyne decomposition accumulates 
temporarily on the surface and drives the enhanced H2 desorption. The reason why two 
hydrogen desorption states are present, at 360 and 390 K, is oot fully clear. It may relate 
to the presence of different adsorption states of hydrogen, depending on the neighbouring 
coadsorbates. Another possibility is that a decomposition product of ethylidyne, for example 
acetylide, dehydrogenates and delivers hydrogen to the surface. 
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5.3.5 Kinetic parameters of ethylidyne formation and decomposition 

Temperature programmeel SSIMS data can be used to determine the effective rate parameters 
of ethylidyne formation and decomposition, which cannot be obtained straightforwardly from 
TPD. First, we have established the relationship between the CHj SSIMS intensity and the 
ethylidyne coverage. Figure 5.9 shows the maximum intensity of the CHj TPSSIMS 
profiles, taken at 220 K when ethylidyne formation is complete, as a function of the initia! 
coverage of irreversibly adsorbed ethylene. HREELS suggests that on the Rh(lll) surface 
all irreversibly adsorbed ethylene reacts to ethylidyne [6]; hence, the horizontal axis 
represents the total amount of ethylidyne formed during heating. There is a linear 
relationship between the ethylidyne coverage and the CHj TPSSIMS signa! for ethylene 
doses below 1.5 L. Thus, in agreement with White and coworkers [22,44], we conclude that 
the CHj TPSSIMS intensity probes the surface coverage of ethylidyne appropriately and can 
be used to determine the kinetic parameters of ethylidyne formation. The main reason for 
intensity deviations from the calibration of Figure 5. 9 is the limited day-to-day 
reproducibility of the experimental parameters (such as the exact position of the sample). 
However, such deviations affect only the intensity of a TPSSIMS profile as a whole and 
cancel within a single TPSSIMS experiment, so that they do not affect the determined 
kinetic parameters. 

The TPSSIMS data indicate that several surface reactions may occur before 
ethylidyne is formed, which complicates the determination of kinetic parameters. It is 
generally assumed that the formation and decomposition of ethylidyne have first order 
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kinetics (see discussion below), and we have detennined effective first order rate parameters 
on the basis of this assumption. Figure 5.10 shows CHj TPSSIMS profiles for various 
initia! ethylene coverages. The experimental profiles were fitted by using the linear relation 
between the CHj TPSSIMS intensity and ethylidyne coverage, and calculating the latter as 
a function of temperature by numerically intergrating the following set of coupled first order 
rate equations for ethylidyne formation and decomposition: 

dec~~. eff - E~ff/ RT 

ec~~. - V1 e 
dt 

d8CCH eff - E/!JIRT v'ff e 
-E2'JJIRT (5 .1) 3 

ec~'• - eCCH 
dt 

V1 e 2 
3 

d ISSIMiCHJ) d8CCH 
3 

dt dt 

with 8c2H4 and 8ccHJ the coverages of ethylene and ethylidyne, respectively, fss!Ms(CH;J the 
SSIMS ion intensity at mie= 15, v1e!f and E/ff the effective preexponential factor and 
activation harrier for ethylidyne formation, and v/ff and E2e!f the effective rate parameters 
for ethylidyne decomposition. These effective kinetic parameters were used as the fit 
parameters. In this way, we obtained an almost coverage independent effective 
preexponential factor of 105± 1 s·1 and activation harrier of 23±4 kJ/mol for ethylidyne 
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fonnation. For the highest ethylene coverages, the increasing slope of the TPSSIMS profiles 
at 200 K suggests that the prefactor is enhanced to 106±1 s-1; this increase is compensated 
by a slightly increased activation harrier of 27 ±4 kJ/mol. 

The k.inetics of ethylidyne decomposition is coverage dependent, as evidenced by the 
delay of the eHj intensity decrease with increasing ethylidyne coverage. This is presumably 
due to an ensemble size requirement for e-H scission in ethylidyne, so that in fact a more 
refmed k.inetic model should be used to fit the experimental data. The influence of such an 
ensemble size requirement on the effective rate parameters will besmallest at low ethylidyne 
coverages; here, we obtain a preexponential factor of 105±1 s-1 and an activation harrier of 
36 ±5 kJ/mol in our simple first order approach. At higher coverages, the first order 
k.inetics fits form a rather poor description of the ethylidyne decomposition kinetics. After 
the initially relatively slow decrease of the eH; signa!, there is a distinct increase of (the 
absolute value of) the slope of the eH; profiles around 330 K, the temperature at which 
hydragen desorption starts. This suggests that the ethylidyne decomposition rate increases 
at that temperature, possibly because the desorption of hydragen creates the vacancies 
required for e-H cleavage in ethylidyne. However, the increase of the work function of the 
surface due to hydragen desorption possibly complicates TPSSIMS of ethylidyne: these work 
function changes may alter the sensitivity of SSIMS towards ethylidyne and consequently 
influence the shape of the eH; profiles, leading to erroneous preexponential factors. 
Bearing this in mind, the effective kinetic parameters obtained for ethylidyne decomposition 
are less reliable than the parameters for ethylidyne formation, where work function changes 
during reaction are negligible. 

5.3.6 Static SIMS of hydragen-deuterium exchange in ethylidyne 

As mentioned, adsorbed ethylidyne has been proposed as a hydragen starage agent in the 
hydragenation of ethylene to ethane. Information on the scission and formation of e-H 
honds within ethylidyne can be obtained by H-D exchange experiments. Ethylidyne 
overlayers were prepared by exposing the Rh(111) surface toa certain amount of ethylene 
at 120 K and subsequent annealing to 250 K. The TPSSIMS profiles in Figure 5.7 confirm 
that all ethylene indeed decomposes to ethylidyne during this procedure. Figure 5.11 shows 
SSIMS spectra of ethylidyne on Rh(111), after the decomposition of 1.5 L ethylene 
(spectrum 5.lla) and after subsequent exposure to 15 L deuterium (1000 s at 2·10-8 mbar) 
at the indicated temperature (spectra 5.1lb-e). Figure 5.lla shows the characteristic SSIMS 
fragmentation pattem of ethylidyne on Rh(lll), with an intensity ratio of 10:6:1 for the 
eH;, eH;-, and eH+ ion signals. The intensity increases of the ion signals at mie= 16 
(CH2D+ +eDi), mie= 17 (eHDi), and mie= 18 (CDt) indicate significant H-D exchange 
in ethylidyne, the extent of exchange depending on the temperature of the surface. 
Obviously, the rate-limiting step of H-D exchange is activated with a harrier high enough 
to prevent H-D exchange at 200 K, while the exchange rate increases rapidly with increasing 
temperature. An additional factor that influences the overall exchange rate is the adsorption 
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equilibrium of hydragen (deuterium). By inspecting the H2 TPD spectra in Figure 5.1, it is 
clear that this equilibrium changes significantly in the temperature range of our experiments 
due to the rapid increase of the hydragen (deuterium) desorption rate with temperature; 
consequently, the total surface coverage decreases when going from 200 to 275 K. A more 
empty surface may forther contribute to the increased exchange rate if the rate-limiting 
reaction step requires an ensemble size. Apart from these total surface coverage 
considerations, the relative coverages of hydragen and deuterium will also vary between the 
experiments, changing the relative frequencies of deuterium-for-hydrogen and hydrogen-for
deuterium exchanges. Yet another factor that complicates the kinetics of H-D exchange is 
the slow decomposition (or hydrogenation) of ethylidyne. By integrating the mass spectra 
over the range mie= 12-18, it appears that the tata! ethylidyne intensity has decreased with 
approximately 15% after a 15 L D2 exposure at 250 K, and even with 30% at 275 K. 
Clearly, it is difficult to analyze the H-D exchange mechanism in quantitative detail without 
additional experimental data; this will be the subject of future SSIMS investigations in our 
group . Here, we restriet ourselves to the mechanistic aspects of H-D exchange. In 
particular, we are interested whether H-D exchange occurs sequentially (one by one) or in 
a concerted fashion (more exchanges in one reaction cycle). This kind of information can 
be determined by studying H-D exchange as a function of time under isothermal conditions. 

Figure 5.12 shows SSIMS spectra of H-D exchange in ethylidyne on Rh(111) as a 
function of deuterium exposure (i.e. as a function of time). Figure 5.12a is the SSIMS 
spectrum of the ethylidyne overlayer befare exchange, prepared by exposing the Rh(lll) 
surface to 1.5 L ethylene at 120 K and annealing to 250 K. Figures 5 .12b-g are the SSIMS 
spectra measured after exposing the ethylidyne-covered surface at 250 K to a partial pressure 
of 2·10·8 mbar deuterium for a eertaio time, resulting in the indicated exposures. Obviously, 
the extent of H-D exchange in ethylidyne increases as a function of exposure, and is almast 
complete after an exposure to 30 L D2 (corresponding to 2000 s) . 

A simple kinetic scheme can be used to describe the degree of H-D exchange in 
ethylidyne as a function of time. We assume that exchange occurs sequentially, and that the 
rate of exchange is first order in the surface concentrations of ethylidyne and deuterium. In 
the most general case, the rate of exchange can than be written as: 

(5.2) 

dt 

etc. 

with k1 the rate of the first deuterium-for-hydragen exchange (CCH3-+CCH2D), k_1 the rate 

of the exchange back (CCH3E-CCH2D), etc. For a full examination, the concentrations of 
hydragen and deuterium must be known as a function of time. For the sake of simplicity, 
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we assume that the desorption of hydrogen is sufficiently rapid to prevent significant 
hydrogen accumulation and therefore neglect hydrogen-for-deuterium exchange; moreover, 
we assume that the adsorption equilibrium of deuterium is rapidly reached after opening the 
leak valve, so that 00 may be considered constant in time. In this way, Equation 5.1 reduces 
to: 

df}CCH 
3 

dt 

d f}CCHfJ 

dt 

etc. 

(5.3) 

This set of differential equations can be solved analytically to yield the concentrations of 
CCH3 , CCH2D, CCHD2, and CCD3 as a function of time. The resulting solutions can be 
fitted to the experimental data, after correcting for the SSIMS fragmentation patterns of the 
(partially exchanged) ethylidyne species, by varying the rate parameters k1, k2, and k3. The 
number of fit parameters was further reduced by assuming a ratio of 3:2:1 for the rate 
parameters k1:k2:k3, as deuterium-for-hydrogen exchange will be three times more probable 
in CCH3 than in CCH2D, etc. The results are given in Figure 5.13. The data points 
represent the relative intensities of the SSIMS ion signals at m/e= 13-18 (the sum was 
normalized to unity), whereas the solid lines are fits for k 100 = 4·I0·3 s·1 (and consequently 
kft0 =2.7-I0-3 s·1, and kfl0 = 1.3·10-3 s·1) . The accuracy of the fitscan possibly be improved 
by narrowing down the above approximations; nevertheless , on the basis of the qualitative 
agreement we conclude that H-D exchange proceeds indeed in a sequentia! way. This 
conclusion is based on the rapid initia! increase of the SSIMS signa! at mie= 16 due to 
CCH2D formation, whereas the ion signals at mie= 17 (from CCHD2) and mie= 18 (from 
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CCD3) increase only after significant amounts of CCH2D and CCHD2 have fonned, 
respectively. 

Some factors that influence the degree of H-D exchange have already been discussed. 
An additional factor that certainly should be studied in more detail is the decomposition of 
ethylidyne (probably into acetylide), which seems to hinder H-D exchange in the residual 
ethylidyne on the surface. To pursue this further, we have prepared ethylidyne overlayers 
in an alternative way, namely by exposing the crystal to ethylene at higher surface 
temperatures. Ethylidyne is formed immediately u pon adsorption in this way, but we expect 
that on the initially empty surface increased ethylidyne decomposition takes place. H-D 
exchange in these ethylidyne overlayers appeared indeed to be much slower than the 
exchange in pure ethylidyne overlayers. Site blocking effects (both for deuterium as for the 
exchange reaction itself) may be an important reason for this behaviour. 

5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 The decomposition of ethylene during temperature programmed reaction 

Cjl4(g) H2(g) Hig) H2(g) 

I ' Cfi4 CCH3 + H CCH + CH CH 
graphit ie 

x carbon 
200K 350K 500K 800K 

Scheme (5.4) 

The reaction pathway of ethylene on Rh(lll) during temperature programmed reaction has 
been discussed by Bent et al. [6] and is depicted in Scheme (5.4). At low coverages, 
ethylene decomposes completely to ethylidyne. Our TPSSIMS data indicate that this 
conversion starts at 180 K and is complete at 220 K, irrespective of surface coverage. At 
high initia! ethylene coverages, part of the ethylene desorbs moleculady . The maximum 
amount of ethylene desorbs at an ethylene saturation coverage, and was estimated to be 25 % 
(0.08 ML): LEED showed a (\/3xV3)R30° pattem at a saturation coverage of 0.33 ML 
ethylene, and a (2x2) pattem after annealing to 250 K, associated with 0.25 ML ethylidyne 
[6,8]. This (2x2) overlayer structure has been studied by LEED I- V, and a structural model 
was proposed in which ethylidyne stands above a threefold hcp hollow site with its C-C axis 
perpendicular to the surface [25,26]. 

This pathway parallels the observations for Pt(lll) and Ru(OOl) , although there is 
a decreasing amount of ethylene desorption vs. ethylene decomposition when going to more 
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reactive surfaces. The percentage of molecular ethylene desorption amounts up to 60% on 
Pt(111) [5, 16], 25% on Rh(111), and 20% on Ru(OOl) [21]. For Ru(OOl), there exists some 
controversy if ethylidyne is the only product of ethylene decomposition. Hills et al. [21] 
suggested that ethylene couverts both to ethylidyne and acetylide; preadsorption of CO 
would increase the ethylene decomposition . selectivity towards acetylide, whereas H2 

preadsorption enhances ethylidyne formation [21b]. More recently, Hendersou et al. [23] 
proposed that ethylene converts exclusively to ethylidyne on clean Ru(OOl); according to 
these authors, the vibrational modes previously assigned to acetylide should be attributed to 
an 172-CHCH2 species acting as an intermediale between ethylene and ethylidyne. 

On the basis of HREELS, Bent [6] proposed that ethylidyne adsorbed on Rh(111) 
decomposes mainly to acetylide (CCH), although the presence of some methylidyne (CH) 
was also suggested. This is interesting, as it would imply that C-C and C-H scission become 
competitive reactions in this temperature range. Upon further heating, the acetylide and 
methylidyne polymerize to form C,H species, which are finally decomposed to graphitic 
carbon. These HREELS data were obtained after the decomposition of saturation coverages 
of ethylene. We observed that on more empty surfaces the dehydrogenation and possibly 
also C-C scission proceed more rapidly , so that the stability of acetylide and/or methylidyne 
must be questioned under such conditions . The ethylene-derived H2 TPD spectra in 
Figure 5.1 can be used to illustrate the enhanced dehydrogenation rateon empty surfaces. 
The average H:C stoichiometry of the adsorbate layer for various initia! ethylene coverages 
and after annealing to a certain temperature was determined by inlegrating the H2 TPD 
spectrum from the high temperature side down to this temperature ( = the total amount of 
hydragen still present in the overlayer), and dividing by half the area of the total H2 TPD 
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Mechanisms for the conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne which have been proposed in the 
literature. The elementary reaction steps involve hydragenation (H), isomerization (I), and 
dehydrogenation (D). 
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spectrum ( = the total amount of carbon atoms on the surface), and is given in Figure 5.14. 
For the lowest ethylene coverages, the dehydrogenation is complete around 500 K. In this 
case, there is above the ethylidyne decomposition temperature not a clear temperature 
interval where the H:C stoichiometry is constant. With increasing coverage, the 
dehydrogenation slows down as evidenced by the slower decline of the curves above 400 K. 
Only at near saturation coverages, there is a certain temperature interval with an H:C ratio 
of almost 0.50, which indicates that significant amounts of acetylide and/or methylidyne may 
be present on the surface. A more detailed analysis of the hydracarbon species at low 
coverages requires additional data from HREELS or negative SSIMS. 

A similar ethylidyne decomposition path as on Rh(lll) has been proposed for Pt(lll) 
[10d,l6], although the ethylidyne decomposition temperature is slightly higher on Pt(lll). 
The variation in the stability of ethylidyne on these surfaces relates to the stronger metal
carbon and metal-hydrogen bonds on Rh(111), making ethylidyne decomposition on these 
surface more favourable than on Pt(lll) on thermodynamic and kinetic grounds. For the 
even more reactive Ru(OOl) surface, ethylidyne dehydrogenates completely to 2Cads + 3Hads 
above 350 K, without the accumulation of a stabie intermediale [21 ,23]. Acetylide was also 
observed on this surface, although its origin is still under de bate. Hills et al. [21] suggested 
that it is a direct product of ethylene, and that it undergoes C-C scission above 380 K. In 
contrast, Hendersou et al. [23] proposed that acetylide is a minor product of ethylidyne 
decomposition. The yield of acetylide would increase with surface coverage, or in the 
preserree of coadsorbed CO, due to an inhlbition of C-C cleavage in ethylidyne. In fact, this 
latter proposal seems in accordance with the Rh(lll) results, although C-C scission is 
probably somewhat easier on Ru(OOl) . 

Obviously, the conversion of ethylene into ethylidyne, and the further 
dehydrogenation of ethylidyne into acetylide and/or methylidyne are comprised of more than 
one elementary reaction step. The nature of these elementary steps is still under debate. In 
the next three sections, we first discuss in detail the conversion mechanism of ethylene to 
ethylidyne on Pt(lll) and Rh(lll) and its kinetics. Subsequent sections deal with the 
mechanisms and kinetics of ethylidyne decomposition and H-D exchange in ethylidyne. 

5.4.2 The conversion mechanism of ethylene to ethylidyne on Pt(lll) 

The conversion mechanism of ethylene to ethylidyne on transition metal surfaces has been 
discussed in several surface spectroscopie [37 ,38,39,40,41 ,55,56,57 ,58] and theoretica! 
[59 ,60,61 ,62] studies but remains a point of controversy. The majority of these studies 
concern ethylene decomposition on the Pt(lll) surface, and has led to a wealth of 
experimental data for this particular system. A close similarity between the ethylene 
decomposition products on Pt(lll) and Rh(lll) has been anticipated by Bent [6], the main 
difference being the reaction temperatures. Therefore, we will first critically discuss the 
results reported for Pt(lll) before actdressing the ethylidyne formation mechanism on 
Rh(111). 
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A number of possible reaction paths from ethylene to ethylidyne is summarized in 
Figure 5.15. These mechanisms consist of various elementary steps, involving 
hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, or isomerization, albeit in a different sequence. Reaction 
path I involves hydragenation of ethylene to ethyl, which undergoes a-hydrogen abstraction 
to form ethylidene and finally ethylidyne. Mechanism 11 starts with rhe isomerization of 
ethylene to ethylidene, which subsequently dehydrogenates to ethylidyne. Reaction paths III
V involve dehydrogenation of ethylene to vinyl as the first step, which may be followed by 
hydrogenation-dehydrogenation (lil), isomerization (IV), or dehydrogenation-hydrogenation 
(V). Conclusive evidence in favor of one of these reaction paths has not yet been reported. 
Determination of the correct mechanism is in particular hindered by the possibility that 
various coadsorbed hydracarbon species with different structure but similar vibrational 
properties are coadsorbed, limiting their identification in HREELS and infrared 
spectroscopy. 

The route from ethylene via ethyl and ethylidene to ethylidyne (path I) was proposed 
by the Somorjai group [6], based on the fact that ethylene is easily hydrogenated to ethane 
via an ethyl intermediate. According to these authors, the harrier for a-hydrogen abstraction 
in ethyl would be small. Experirnental evidence against this route was provided by studies 
of ethyl decomposition on Pt(lll) [37,38,41], showing that ethyl (derived from ethyl balides 
or tri-ethyl bismuth) converts, possibly via a 1r-bonded ethylene intermediate, to 
di-a ethylene by /1-hydrogen elimination; subsequently, ethylene either desorbs or 
decomposes into ethylidyne. Therefore, this mechanism is generally rejected nowadays. 
Nevertheless, the reaction of ethylene to ethyl and back remains a likely side reaction when 
both ethylene and surface hydrogen are present. 

A vinyl intermediate (paths ill-V) has been proposed by White and coworkers [39,56] 
and by Zaera [58], and this has initiated different studies on the reactivity of vinyl on 
Pt(lll), produced by thermally decomposing vinyl iodide [39,40,55]. HREELS [39a] and 
RAlRS [40] indicate that indeed significant amounts of ethylidyne are formed when heating 
a vinyl iodide-covered Pt(lll) surface above 300 K. Consistently, hydrogen TPD of vinyl 
iodide shows high temperature states (above 500 K) which are similar to those observed 
during the decomposition of ethylidyne on clean Pt(lll) [39a,40]. Unfortunately, the 
interpretation of the reported vibrational spectra is difficult, due to the overlap of vibrational 
features in HREELS spectra and the limited number of observable modes in RAIRS, both 
as a result of the surface dipole selection rule and the lirnited sensitivity of this technique. 
This has led to different proposals with respect to the mechanism of ethylidyne formation 
from vinyl. 

Por low vinyl iodide coverages, one route from vinyl to ethylidyne is via the 
formation of ethylene at low temperatures and its subsequent decomposition around 300 K. 
Evidence for this route comes from a similar hydrogen desorption state at 305 K as during 
the ethylene-to-ethylidyne conversion, attributed to hydragen desorption rate-limited by 

j 

ethylene decomposition. With increasing vinyl iodide coverage, hydrogen desorption at 
305 K diminishes while increasing amounts of ethylene desorb at slightly lower 
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temperatures. This was taken as evidence that the route via ethylene becomes increasingly 
blocked at high vinyl iodide coverages [39a]. The validity of this argument depends largely 
on the residence time of hydragen atoms on the surface: if this is sufficiently long, some 
hydrogen may be captured by other surface species before it desorbs. The product of such 
a reaction may also be ethylidyne or another, yet unidentified species. Nevertheless, the 
complete absence of H2 desorption at 305 K for saturation coverages of vinyl is indeed 
peculiar, and suggests that there is a second route which accounts for the formation of 
ethylidyne at high coverages. The requirement of such a second route was not recognized 
by Zaera and Bernstein [ 40]. These authors proposed on the basis of RAIRS and TPD that 
vinyl iodide converts (possibly via vinyl) to vinylidene and acetylene around 140 K, which 
convert both into ethylene at 200 K; the latter species would then account for ethylidyne 
formation at 300 K. The choice of ethylene as the prevailing species between 200 and 300 K 
was based on the absence of RAIRS signals in this temperature range (as in the case of 
ethylene on Pt(lll)) and the desorption of ethylene in TPD. We suggest that there must be 
another species present on the surface between 200 and 300 K, invisible for RAIRS, which 
accounts for ethylidyne formation in the high coverage case. A possible candidate for this 
species is vinyl itself: vibrational features due to dissociated vinyl iodide were not observed 
in RAIRS [40], while the HREELS results of Liu et al. [39a] suggest that some vinyl 
remains intact during heating and converts into ethylidyne between 300 and 450 K. Because 
the formation of ethylidyne via this second route is not accompanied by hydragen 
desorption, it logically involves either the direct isomerization of vinyl into ethylidyne, or 
the dehydrogenation of vinyl to vinylidene or acetylene, which is subsequently hydrogenated 
to ethylidyne. 

In actdition to ethylidyne formation above 300 K, Liu et al. took the intensity increase 
of the CHj TPSSIMS signa! around 130 K as evidence for a low temperature vinyl-to
ethylidyne conversion channel. Low temperature ethylidyne formation was not confirmed 
by RAIRS [40], although this may relate to the limited sensitivity of this technique. We note 
again that the CHj TPSSIMS intensity increase monitors the formation of methyl groups 
rather than of ethylidyne, and may therefore also reflect ethylidene or ethyl formation. Apart 
from that, work function changes (possibly due to the desorption of intact vinyl iodide 
molecules) may also contribute to the observed intensity enhancement. In an attempt to 
pursue the low temperature vinyl-to-ethylidyne reaction further, Zhou et al. [39b] 
coadsorbed vinyl iodide and small amounts of oxygen on Pt(lll) and monitored the 
formation of water during heating. Water desorption was observed at 130 K, exactly the 
.temperature of the proposed low temperature ethylidyne formation channel. It was concluded 
ihat the conversion of vinyl into ethylidyne does not involve a simpte intramolecular 1,2-
hydrogcn shift, but is mediated through the roetal surface. However, hydrogen production 
and su.bsequent water desorption may also be the result of some other dehydrogenation 
reaction, possibly oxygen-induced, such as the conversion of vinyl into vinylidene or 
acetylene as proposed by Zaera and Bernstein [40] . Additional studies are required to 
resolve this important question unambiguously. 
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If we assume, for the sake of argument, that vinyl is indeed the intermediate in the 
ethylene-to-ethylidyne reaction, then two possibilities remain: 
a) the low temperature vinyl-to-ethylidyne reaction does not exist, and the overall 

kinetics of the ethylene-to-ethylidyne conversion is either determined by the reaction 
of ethylene to vinyl, or the conversion of vinyl to ethylidyne (these reactions might 
have comparable rates); 

b) the low temperature vinyl-to-ethylidyne reaction does exist, and the overall kinetics 
of ethylene-to-ethylidyne conversion is determined by the formation of vinyl from 
ethylene. 

Given the ambiguity regarding the existence of the low temperature vinyl-to-ethylidyne 
reaction channel, we assume the first possibility as the most realistic one. However, yet 
other reaction paths have been proposed. 

The route from ethylene to ethylidyne via isomerization to ethylidene (path 11) was 
proposed by Carter and Koel on the basis of theoretica! estimates of surface reaction 
energetics [60]. These estimates indicate that, in the preserree of coadsorbed hydrogen, 
etbylidene is energetically favored over ethylidyne. During thermal decomposition studies, 
the desorption of hydrogen at temperatures around 300 K in UHV would then prevent the 
reaction from ethylidyne back to ethylidene and result in the complete conversion of 
ethylidene into ethylidyne. Indeed, a stabie ethylidene intermediate has been identified 
during ethylidyne formation on potassium-promoted Pt(lll) [56,57], although the reaction 
starts with 1r-bonded ethylene on these promoted surfaces [5]. According to Zhou et al. [56], 
potassium induces a change in the dehydrogenation mechanism of ethylene, favoring the 
decomposition route via ethylidene over the route via vinyl or vinylidene. Windham and 
Koel [57] propose that the conversion mechanism is essentially the same on clean and 
promoted Pt(lll), i.e. via isomerization to ethylidene. The ma in effect of potassium would 
then be to increase the harrier for C-H scission, teading to the stabilization of ethylidene. 

An ethylidene intermediate was also proposed by Cremer et al. [55] in a recent Sum 
Frequency Generation (SFG) study. These authors monitored the C-H stretching region 
(2800-3000 cm-1) while stepwise heating an ethylene-saturated Pt(lll) surface, and observed 
an intermediate vibrational mode at 2957 cm-1 during the conversion of ethylene into 
ethylidyne. The fact that an intermediate was detected spectroscopically has the important 
irnplication that the conversion of this intermediate into ethylidyne is the rate-lirniting step 
in the overall reaction. Based on a comparison with infrared spectra of an osmium 
ethylidene complex, this mode was attributed to the asymmetrie stretch of the methyl group 
within ethylidene. Unfortunately, a more complete vibrational characterization of this 
intermediale to confirm the assignment unequivocally was not possible with the present SFG 
setup. Interestingly, the same C-H stretch feature (albeit now at 2950 cm- 1) was observed 
during the conversion of a saturation coverage of vinyl iodide to ethylidyne, which was 
supposed to be due to the conversion of vinyl via ethylidene into ethylidyne [55], and also 
during the conversion of acetylene to ethylidyne [63]. 

Like vinyl, there is no conclusive evidence against ethylidene as an intermediate in 
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the ethylene-to-ethylidyne conversion. Calculations by Anderson and coworkers [59] and 
Ditlevsen et al. [62] suggest that 1,2 hydrogen-shift reactions in adsorbed C2 species have 
relatively high actîvatîon energies in comparison to hydrogenation and dehydrogenation 
reactions, but Carter and Koel [60] and Zaera and Bernstein [40] pointed out that various 
isomerization reactions have been observed in organometallic compounds. Zaera rejected 
ethylidene as intermediale on the basis of isotopic labeling experiments [58]. During the 
conversion of CHDCD2 to ethylidyne, enhanced desorption of H2 with respect to D2 was 
observed. By assuming that the first elementary step in the conversion is rate-limiting and 
involves the H atom in CHDCD2 , this was taken as evidence that vinyl rather than 
ethylidene is the intermediate. Recent results indicate that the first elementary step is not 
necessarily rate-limiting; thus, the results of the isotopic study can also be understood by 
assuming an equilibrium between ethylene and ethylidene. In a recent investigation, 
ethylidene was adsorbed on the Pt(lll) surface by thermal decomposition of 
1,1-dichloreethane [64]. It was shown that ethylidene decomposes already to ethylidyne 
below 200 K, albeit in the presence of two coadsorbed chlorine atoms per ethylidene. 
Neglecting the influence of chlorine, these data would imply that ethylidene cannot be the 
species detected by Cremer et al. [55]. However, the decreased stability of ethylidene when 
going from potassium-covered Pt(lll) [57] to chlorine-covered Pt(lll) [64] may alos be 
explained by the increase of the work function [63]. 

The general conclusion of the reported data on the ethylene-to-ethylidyne conversion 
on Pt(lll) is that vinyl and ethylidene are the most likely intermediates in this reaction. 
Decisive evidence in favor of one of the two species has not yet been obtained, due to the 
contrasting results with respect to vinyl decomposition and the incomplete characterization 
of a possible ethylidene intermediate. Moreover, in most of these mechanistic studies some 
undesired coadsorbate is present which may change the surface chemistry significantly. This 
complication can only be avoided by more detailed investigations of the conversion of 
ethylene to ethylidyne on clean metal surfaces (e.g. with 'ultimate' resolution EELS), or by 
deriving the possible reaction intermediates in a more clean way (e.g. by decomposing 
bismuth compounds). 

5.4.3 The conversion mechanism of ethylene to ethylidyne on Rh(lll) 

The TPSSIMS results of Figure 5. 7 contain interesting information on the conversion of 
ethylene to ethylidyne on a clean Rh(lll) surface. More specifically, the data suggest that 
ethylene undergoes C-H scission as the first step, and that a vinylic species (either 
1) 1-CH=CH2 , which adsorbs at an atop site and largely retains its olefinic character, or 
fl:J-1)2-CHCH2 , which resides in a threefold site, with CJ and 1r bonding contributions) plays 
an important role during ethylidyne formation. As discussed, a vinyl intermediate has earlier 
been proposed for the ethylene-to-ethylidyne conversion on Pt(lll) [39,56,58] and also for 
Ru(OO 1) [23]. We will illustrate this mechanism with the aid of Figure 5 .16, which 
combines characteristic H+ and CHj TPSSIMS profiles for different ethylene coverages. 
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The H+ intensity rise at 140 K for the low coverage spectra in Figure 5.16 indicates 
low temperature C-H cleavage, so that some vinyl already forms at 140 K on relatively 
empty surfaces. After some time, the H+ signa! stahilizes befare the second increase at 
180 K takes place. Moreover, the onset of the H+ signa! shifts to higher temperatures with 
increasing ethylene coverage. This implies that the kinetics of C-H scission depends 
sensitively on surface coverage. This may be due to an ensemble size requirement, which 
has a lso been reported for the dehydrogenation of various hydrocarbons on Pt( 111) [ 65] . 
Coadsorption experiments of ethylene and bismuth, which acts purely as a site blocker, 
suggest that an ensemble size of 5-6 free metal atoms is required for the conversion of 
ethylene toeth.ylidyne on Pt(lll) [66]. For ethylene doses exceeding 1.2 L, the production 
of surface ltydrogen, due to C-H scission, and ethylidyne formation coincide at 180 K. In 
this higheaverage regime, the cleavage of C-H bonds at lower temperatures is apparently 
inhibited due to self-blocking of ethylene. 

The overall kinetics of ethylidyne formation does not depend sensitively on the initia! 
ethylene coverage. Vinyl forms already at 140 K at relatively empty surfaces, so that the 
conversion of vinyl to ethylidyne at 180 K is the rate-Iimiting step. For high ethylene 
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coverages, the cleavage of C-H boncts at low temperatures is negligible; bere, C-H scission 
and ethylidyne formation occur simultaneously at 180 K. This implies that C-H scission is 
not hindered anymore when the produced vinyl species reacts imrnediately to ethylidyne, 
which can be understood by camparing the surface area that each of the involved species 
occupies. A minimum limit for this area can be deduced from the Van der Waals diameter 
of each of the species [67]. For adsorbed ethylene with its C-C axis parallel to the surface 
we estimate a diameter of 4.9 Á by using a C-C bond length of 1.39 Á [2], a C-H bond 
lengthof 1.07 Á [68], an angle <f(HCH) = 118°, and a hydragen atomie diameter of 2.4 Á 
[68]; the Van der Waals diameter of 4.0 Á for ethylidyne with its perpendicular C-C axis 
is determined by the size of its methyl group [67 ,68]. The space occupied by the adsorbed 
vinyl intermediale depends largely on its actual configuration; however, this species bas its 
C-C axis inclined to the surface, so that the space required for this species will be amidst 
that required for ethylene and ethylidyne. Thus, ethylidyne formation creates free surface 
area, so that the progression of the reaction is not blocked by the accumulation of reaction 
products. The desorption of molecular ethylene at surface coverages above 0.20 ML may 
contribute further to the creation of vacancies. At high coverages, the initially slow C-H 
cleavage in ethylene (as it is hindered by self-blocking) is foliowed by rapid ethylidyne 
formation, which creates the space required for additional and more rapid C-H scission. 

These considerations lead us to propose the following conversion mechanism of 
ethylene to ethylidyne on Rh(lll): 

(c!f4 L, · kj 
(cHCH2 L, * " + HadJ 

k_J 

(5.5) 

(cHCH2 L k2 
(ccH1 L, . * 

where * represents the ensemble size required for C-H cleavage in ethylene, which 
becomes available again when ethylidyne is formed. 

A similar mechanism for the formation of ethylidyne from ethylene on Pt(lll) was 
suggested by Erley et al. [67] on the basis of a kinetic study, although these authors did not 
have direct spectroscopie evidence for a vinyl intermediate. In this study, the combination 
of laser induced thermal desorption I Fourier transfarm mass speetrometry (LITD/FTMS) 
and RAIRS was used to monitor the rates of ethylene decomposition and ethylidyne 
formation independently. The ethylene decomposition rate was found to be coverage 
dependent At high coverages, the decomposition rate was initially slow and equal to the rate 
of ethylidyne forrnation. However, the decomposition rate increased after a critica! time 
when a certain amount of ethylene had reacted. As above, this behaviour was attributed to 
the creation of space during ethylidyne formation, providing the ensembles required for 
ethylene decomposition. We propose that hydragen desorption, which coincides with 
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ethylidyne formation on Pt(111), may have an additional contribution to the process of space 
creation. Monte-Carlo simulations [67] and STM measurements [52] are consistent with this 
kinetic model, as they show that at high coverages ethylidyne formation occurs at the edges 
of ethylene islands, where the ensemble sizes required for ethylene decomposition are 
present. The fact that ethylene decomposition requires an ensemble size on Pt(lll) is quite 
obvious when this reaction involves the cleavage of aC-H bond, as on Rh(lll). If the initia! 
step entails the isomerization to ethylidene, then an ensemble size requirement can only be 
envisaged if the isomerization is insome way mediated by the surface. Interestingly, at low 
surface coverages the rate of ethylene decomposition was rapid with respect to ethylidyne 
formation. Therefore, the accumulation of an unknown intermediale was predicted under 
these circumstances. The authors tentatively proposed vinyl as being this intermediate, 
although without having spectroscopie evidence for this. 

In sununary, our Rh(lll) results for the conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne show 
similar kinetics as in the Pt(lll) case. Therefore, it is tempting to postulate that the same 
intermediale is present during the conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne on Rh(lll) and 
Pt(lll). On the basis of our results, we propose that a vinylic species (either 7] 1-CH=CH2 

or 7]2-CHCH2) is the most likely candidate for this intermediate. 

5.4.4 The kinetics of ethylidyne ronnation 

An important aspect of the ethylidyne formation kinetics is that the reaction from ethylene 
to ethylidyne consists of at least two elementary reaction steps. This makes it more difficult 
to analyze the kinetic parameters in the framework of transition state theory (TST) . 
According to this theory, the rate constant esr of an elementary reaction step is generally 
given by fCST = (kT/h) ·Qrsr;(!', where k is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck's constant, 
and QTST and (!' are the partition functions of the transition state and of the ground state of 
the reacting complex, respectively; in evaluating the partition function of the transition state, 
one has to exclude the contribution from the degree of freedom along the reaction 
coordinate; in fact, this contri bution is replaced by the factor kT/h [69] . For almast empty 
surfaces, this generally results in preexponentials ranging from 1010-1016 s-1 [70,71] . 
However, on more crowded surfaces lateral interactions aften cause the measured effective 
preexponentials to be substantially lower than expected on the basis of transition state 
theory. This decrease of the prefactor can aften be attributed the fa ct that surface reaction 
killetics is not purely first order on a microscopie level, due to island formation or ensemble 
size requirements . 

In our case, the effective prefactor veff of 105± 1 s-1 for ethylidyne formation has been 
determined by fitting the effective first order ra te equation 5.1 to the experimental eH; 
TPSSIMS profile. In reality, the formation of ethylidyne is composed of at least two 
elementary steps. By using the proposed reaction mechanism 5.5, the ethylidyne formation 
rate can be written as: 
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(5.6) 

with k1 the rate of C-H scission in ethylene, k_1 the rate of the reaction from vinyl back to 
ethylene, and k2 the rate of ethylidyne formation from the vinyl intermediate. The problem 
with the kinetic scheme is that the reaetauts are generally not homogeneously distributed 
over the surface, but may vary locally. In fact, STM measurements indicate that the 
conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne proceeds at the edges of ethylene islands when the 
ethylene coverage is high [52] . The kinetics of the overall reaction is fluther complicated 
by the desorption of hydrogen and ethylene, which have oot yet been incorporated in scheme 
5.7; these reactions may contribute to the creation of the free space required for C-H 
scission in ethylene. Clearly, the kinetics of the ethylene-to-ethylidyne conversion is too 
complex to be solved with thesetof rate equations 5.6. More information may be obtained 
from Monte Carlo simulations, which have proven to be of great value in studies of 
kinetically complex reactions [67] . In the following, we restriet our discussion to a 
comparison of the effective rate parameters for ethylidyne formation on Rh(lll) with the 
values reported for other close-packed surfaces of group VIII metal. 

Kinetic parameters for ethylidyne formation have been reported in recent years by 
several groups [22,42,44,58,67,72,73,74] . Almost all studies deal with the Pt(lll) surface; 
to the best of our knowledge, the only exception is the TPSSIMS study of Greenlief et al. 
[22] of ethylidyne formation on Ru(OOl). A variety of experimental techniques was used to 
determine the kinetic parameters: in (TP)SSIMS [22,42,44], transient near edge X-ray 
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) [58, 72], and RAIRS [67, 73] studies, signals 
characteristic of ethylidyne were mollitored as a function of time or temperature, whereas 
in LITD/FTMS [67,74] the decrease of the ethylene coverage was followed. The reported 
val u es for the activation energy and preexponential factor are given in Table 5 .1. 

Because the conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne consists of at least two elementary 
reaction steps, different rates for ethylene decomposition and ethylidyne formation may be 
anticipated. The reported first order rate parameters for ethylidyne formation suffer from 
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Table 5.1 
Experimentally determined kinetic parameters and the resulting rate constants for the formation of ethylidyne 
from ethylene adsorbed on different transition metal surfaces (values in parentheses are for perdeuterated 
ethylene). 

surface initial C2H4 Eact V k (250 K) methad ref. 
coverage'l kJ·mot·' s·! s·' 

Pt(l11) IJ,., 71±8 10!2.7±1 no-l TPD 42,44 

osat 63±8 101!.6±1 3·10"2 TPSSJMS 
IJ,,. 73±4 JOIL7±1 3·t0·4 SSIMS 

Pt(lll) IJ,., 60±3 1010 I 4·10·3 NEXAFS 72 

IJ,., (70±4) ( 1011 6) NEXAFS 

Pt(lll) 0.2·1J.,, 54±8 108±2 5·10·4 RAJRS 73 
0.6·1J .. , 59±4 10'0±2 5·10"3 RAIRS 

0$3.( 75±4 !O'l±' 2·10"3 RAIRS 

Pt(lll) -IJ,., 62±6 )010.6±12 4·10·3 LITD/FTMS2l 74 

Pt(111) 0.17·1J,,. 76±5 10'4.0±1.1 1·10"2 LITD/FTMS2l 67 
IJ,., 77±43) 1013.0±0.9 8·10"4 LITD/FTMS2l 

osac 78±33) I 0,3.7±0.6 3·10"3 LITD/FTMS2l 
0.17·1J,., 67±2 JOI0.8±0.3 6·10·4 RAJRS 

IJ,., 75±3 1011.4±0.7 5· 10"4 RAIRS 

Pt(lll) 8sat 63 JOID6 3·J0·3 NEXAFS 58 

Ru( OOI) <IL 21±4 I 06.6±2 1.6·1()2 TPSSJMS 22 
21±4 105.7± 1 2.1·101 SSJMS 

Rh(l11) 0-0.3·1J,., 23±4 JOS±I 1.6 TPSSJMS this 
>0.3·1J,,. 27±4 106±1 2.3 TPSSIMS work 

I) IJ,., is the low temperature saturation coverage of ethylene, presumably 0.25 ML [7]; only part of 
the ethylene decomposes into ethylidyne 

2) with LITD/FTMS the decomposition rate of ethylene rather than the formation rate of ethylidyne is 
monitored 

3) at saturation coverage, ethylene decomposition is initially slow, and accelerates af ter a critica! time 

the same difficulty as ours, namely that the concentration of the species from which 
ethylidyne is formed is not known. Implicitly, these rate parameters were determined by 
using an equation of the form 5.1 and should thus be judged as effective rather than 
fundamental rate parameters. The studies on Pt(lll) indicate that the rate of ethylidyne 
formation rate can indeed satisfactorily be fitted with an effective first order rate equation 
over the entire coverage range. On Ru(OOl), the ethylidyne formation rate is only first order 
at low coverages, whereas at higher coverages the formation rate decreases considerably in 
the course of the reaction [23]. Some studies report a trend of enhanced prefactors with 
increasing coverage, although these are compensated by larger activation barriers and have 
little bearing on the effective rate constant; the resulting rate constauts calculated for a 
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temperature of 300 K are given in Table 5.1. 
With respect to ethylene decomposition, most authors implicitly or explicitly assumed 

first order kinetics. As discussed, the recent study of Erley et al. [67] indicates that this 
holds only for low surface coverages . At high ethylene coverages, the ethylene 
decomposition rate is initially slow due to a lack of vacancies required for this reaction. The 
subsequent formation of ethylidyne and the desorption of hydragen create free surface area, 
so that the decomposition rate of ethylene increases after some time. 

There exists a large difference between our effective kinetic parameters for ethylidyne 
formation on Rh(lll) and the values reported for Pt(lll). We obtained a preexponential 
factor in the range of lOS-6 s·1 and an activation harrier between 23 and 27 kJ/mol, whereas 
for Pt(lll) the preexponentials are typically 4-5 order of magnitude higher, and the 
activation energies are around 60-70 kJ/mol. The difference in the activation harrier cao be 
partially explained by the difference in the ethylidyne formation temperature, 180 K on 
Rh(lll) vs . 290 K on Pt(lll). 

In contrast to Pt(lll), our parameters campare favorably to those reported for 
Ru(Oûl) [22], where ethylidyne farms at a similar temperature of 150 K. The low prefactor 
of 105·5 s·1 was explained by Greenlief et al. [22] as being due to a rate-determining 
diffusion process, probably that of an ethylene site change. 

There are some interesting analogies in the conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne on 
Rh(lll) and Ru(Oûl) which differ from the behaviour on Pt(111), and may at least partially 
account for the considerable difference in kinetic parameters. First, the rehybridization of 
ethylene adsorbed on Rh(lll) and Ru(001) is oot as extensive as on Pt(lll) . On the basis 
of v(C-C) stretching frequencies, Bent et al. [2] have estimated the C-C bond order of 
ethylene adsorbed on a variety of roetal surfaces, and reported a bond order of 1.52 for 
Rh(lll), 1.35 for Ru(OOl), and 1.13 for Pt(111). These authors concluded that ethylene 
adsorption on Rh(lll) and Ru(001) fits into Sheppard's type I' [1], whereas ethylene bands 
in a di-a (Sheppard's type I) on Pt(lll). A reliable structural model for type I' ethylene has 
not yet been determined with surface crystallographic methods; nevertheless, we can imagine 
two different adsorption configurations. In the first geometry, ethylene is coordinated toa 
single roetal surface atom; this contiguration would be similar to that in Zeise's salt, where 
the C-C bond order is also around 1.5 [2]. The second geometry is a p,3-'Y}2 configuration, 
in which the molecule resides in a threefold site, with rnainly a bonding to two roetal atoms 
and 1r bonding to the third atom. Such a p,3-'Y}2 contiguration is adopted by acetylene when 
it adsorbs on Pt(lll), resulting in a C-C bond order of 2.5 [75]. In contrast to type I', di-a 
ethylene is bonded to two roetal atoms. A site change may therefore be required for the type 
I' ethylene molecule in order to react. Moreover, it seems plausible that the entropy of this 
less distorted type I' ethylene is larger than that of di-a bonded ethylene. We wonder if the 
ethylene molecule may exert an (activated) rotation around its symmetry axis perpendicular 
to the surface, as has been observed for ethylene coordinated to Al. Obviously, an increased 
entropy of the initia! state of the reacting molecule will lower the overall preexponential 
factor of the conversion to ethylidyne. 
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A second analogy between ethylidyne formation on Rh(lll) and Ru(OOl) is that the 
hydrogen produced by C-H cleavage remains adsorbed on the surface, while on Pt(111) the 
formation of ethylidyne is accompanied by hydrogen desorption. If we assurne that ethylene 
decomposition is initiated by C-H cleavage on these three surfaces, the desorption of 
hydrogen immediately after this first elementary step may shift the 'equilibrium' of the 
reaction between ethylene and vinyl to the vinyl side; this effect would also decrease the 
overall preexponential factor of ethylidyne formation on Rh(111) and Ru(OOl) with respect 
to Pt(111). 

5.4.5 The mechanism and kinetics of ethylidyne decomposition 

The mechanism of ethylidyne decomposition has not been studied in so much detail as that 
of ethylidyne formation. At saturation coverage, ethylidyne adsorbed on Rh(111) 
decomposes mainly to acetylide, whereas methylidyne is a minor product [6]. However, the 
CH3+ TPSSIMS profiles in Figures 5. 7 and 5.10 show that ethylidyne decomposes more 
rapidly on empty than on highly covered surfaces; with TPSSIMS, we determined an 
increase of the apparent activation harrier from 36 to 42 kJ/mol when going from an empty 
to a saturated ethylidyne overlayer. The H:C stoichiometry data in Figure 5.14 show that 
C-H scission proceeds much faster at low surface coverages. Furthermore, C-C scission in 
ethylidyne or one of its transient decomposition products may become competitive to C-H 
scission. Therefore, we question whether acetylide is a stabie product of ethylidyne 
decomposition on more empty Rh(lll) surfaces. In this respect, we mention that on Ru(OOl) 
ethylidyne decomposes to surface carbon and hydrogen at low coverages, whereas acetylide 
is only observed at high ethylidyne coverages or in the preserree of coadsorbed CO; this was 
proposed to be due to the inhibition of C-C cleavage at high surface coverages [23]. 

Several theoretica! investigations on the decomposition of ethylidyne have been 
reported in the literature. Calculated activation energies and reaction enthalpies of several 
possible reaction paths (albeit on Pt(111) are summarized in Table 5.2. The calculations of 
Kang and Anderson [59a] and Ditlevsen et al. [62] indicate once again that 1,2 H-shifts in 
adsorbed C2 species have high activation harriers with respect to C-H cleavage and 
formation. The most likely mechanism of ethylidyne decomposition would then be via 
(3-hydrogen elimination to form a vinylidene intermediate. However, the inconsistency 
between the various theoretica! methods indicates that we should be careful in drawing 
conclusions on the basis of these calculations. Vibrational studies of ethylidyne 
decomposition on Rh(111) over a wide range of experimental conditions are required to 
determine more quantitatively the product distribution and the mechanism of ethylidyne 
decomposition as a function of surface coverage. 
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Table 5.2 
Calculated activation energies and reaction enthalpies for possible elementary reaction during the 
decomposition of ethylidyne on Pt(111) 

Elementary reaction E," in kJ/mol .6.H in kJ/mol Method Ref . 

CCH3 --+ CCH2 + H 125 -77 ASED-MO'> 59a 
n.r. 105 semi-empiricaf> 60 
54 -29 BOC-Mp3> 61 

202 29 EHT'> 62 

CCH2 --. CHCH 308 -29 ASED-MO 59a 
n.r . -50 semi-empirica! 60 
n.r. 54 BOC-MP 61 
299 0 EHT 62 

CCH2 --+ CCH + H 125 -10 ASED-MO 59a 
n.r. 25 semi-empirica! 60 
130 125 BOC-MP 61 

CHCH __,. CCH + H 145 n.r. ASED-MO 59a 
:5:96 75 semi-empirica! 60 
105 71 BOC-MP 61 

ASED-MO:atom superposition and electron delocalization molecular orbital method; I ) 

2) this method is based on estimates of reaction energetics; experimentally determined adsorption 
energies and activation energies are used whenever available; 

3) BOC-MP: bond order conservalion Morse potential approach; 
4) EHT:extended Hückel theory. 

5.4.6 The mechanism of hydrogen-deuterium exchange in ethylidyne 

125 

During H-D exchange in ethylidyne adsorbed on Rh(lll), hydragen atoms are replaced by 
deuterium one at a time . We conclude this from the gradual changes in SSIMS spectra 
during the progression of exchange (Figures 5.11 and 5 .12). The same condusion was 
drawn by Koel et al. [6,33] in a HREELS study of H-D exchange in ethylidyne on Rh(111) 
[6,33], and by a HREELS study of Salrneron and Somorjai [17] and SSIMS studies of White 
and coworkers [45,51] of H-D exchange in ethylidyne on Pt(lll). lt appeared quite difficult 
to determine the exact amount of exchange with the aid of HREELS; nevertheless, Koel et 
al. [6,33] observed that the rate of exchange depends Iittle on the deuterium pressure but 
sensitively on the amount of available bare metal. A possible complication with these 
HREELS results is that the ethylidyne overlayers were formed by exposing the Rh(lll) 
surface to ethylene at room temperature, which may result in the decomposition of some 
ethylidyne in the initia! stage of adsorption on the empty surface. The decomposition 
products of ethylidyne presumably hinder H-D exchange in residual ethylidyne, e.g. by 
blocking sites for dissociative D2 adsorption or by sterically hindering a transition state or 
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transition metal surfaces. The elementary reaction steps involve hydragenation (H) , 
isomerization (/) and dehydrogenation (D). 
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intennediate species during the exchange process. lndeed, we observed a sigruficant decrease 

of the H-D exchange rate in ethylidyne overlayers prepared at room temperature, in 
comparison to the rate of exchange in clean ethylidyne overlayers formed by low 
temperature ethylene adsorption and subsequent annealing. Nevertheless, slow decomposition 
of ethylidyne occurs even in these initially clean ethylidyne overlayers during the course of 

H-D exchange at temperatures of 250 Kor higher (on the order of 10% after 1000 s), which 
complicates a more detailed kinetic investigation. 

Possible mecharusms of H-D exchange in ethylidyne adsorbed on Rh(lll) are 
depicted in Figure 5 .17. Mechanism I involves the hydragenation of ethylidyne to 

ethylidene; this species dehydragenates to vinyl, which isomerizes back to ethylidyne. This 

mechanism has in fact been praposed by Koel et al. [33], although these authors assumed 
the dehydrogenation of ethylidene and the isomerization of vinyl as one concurrent reactions, 

and by Creighton et al. [51], who assumed the hydragenation of ethylidyne and the 
dehydragenation of ethylidene as a concerted step. Mecharusm II was also praposed by 
Creighton and coworkers [5I]; this reaction path starts with hydragenation to ethylidene, 
isomerization to ethylene, isomerization back to ethylidene, and finally dehydragenation 
back to ethylidyne. Yet another possibility (lil), suggested by Ogle et al. [45], is irutiated 
by isomerization to vinyl; according to the authors, this species undergoes more easily H-D 
exchange than the saturated ethylidyne and isomerizes subsequently back to ethylidyne. All 
these mecharusms I-lil involve intramolecular 1,2 H-(D-)shifts. Because theoretica! 

calculations by Kang and Anderson [59] (as well as later calculations of Ditlevsen et al. 
[62]) suggest that these I ,2 H-shifts in adsorbed C2 species have large activation harriers 
relative to hydragenation and dehydrogenation (Table 5.2), Bent revised his original H-D 
exchange mechanism I in a subsequent publication [6]: reaction paths IV and V do not 
involve isomerizations, but only involve hydragenation (to ethylidene or even ethyl) and 

dehydrogenation as the elementary steps. 
Mechanisms which start with the dehydragenation of ethylidene (presumably to 

vinylidene) are generally rejected, because ethylidyne debydragenation appears to be 
irreversible, at least under the H-D exchange conditions of low hydragen (deuterium) 

pressures ( < w-6 mbar) [6,51]; however, the rehydragenation experiments performed to 
check this probably involved the stabie decomposition products of ethylidyne, such as 

acetylide . Therefore, it is not correct to eliminate vinylidene on the basis of these 
experiments. Stronger evidence why C-H cleavage in ethylidyne is not plausible as the first 
step in H-D exchange relates to the temperatures at which H-D exchange and 
dehydrogenation of ethylidyne occur: we observed already H-D exchange at 225 K, where 

the decomposition of ethylidyne (presumably via a vinylidene intermediate) is negligible. 

Although the praposal of a unequivocal exchange mechanism is difficult on the basis 

of our experimental data, some of the reaction paths proposed in the literature may be 
discarded. First, ethylidyne appears to be rather stabie against hydragenation towards 
ethylene or ethane under UHV conditions; saturation coverages of ethylidyne on Rh(ll I) 
are even not hydragenated to ethylene and ethane after a 5 min exposure to 1 atm of static 
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H2 at 310 K [33]. Ethyl species are therefore not lik:ely intermediates during H-D exchange, 
as these species are presumably readily hydrogenated to ethane. Also the likelihood of 
ethylene as an intermediate must be questioned, because ethylene desorption is expected to 
become competitive to reorientation back to ethylidyne when the total surface coverage 
(hydrocarbons + deuterium) is high. This eliminates reaction paths 11 and V as possible 
routes for H-D exchange. 

We conclude that the most lik:ely mechanisms of H-D exchange in ethylidyne involve 
ethylidene and vinyl species as intermediate species (mechanisms I, lil, and IV). As detailed 
above, these species are also the most likely intermediates in the conversion of ethylene to 
ethylidyne. Evidence in favor of one of these mechanisms cannot be derived from our 
preliminary results. 

5.5 Conclusions 

We have studied surface reactions of ethylene and ethylidyne, adsorbed on the Rh(lll) 
surface, with the combination of temperature programmed (TP)SSIMS and desorption 
(TPD). These reactions include the Iow temperature adsorption of ethylene, the desorption 
of ethylene, and the thermal decomposition of ethylene, via ethylidyne, to largely 
dehydrogenated carbonaceous residues. Moreover, we have studied isotopic H-D exchange 
in ethylidyne. The combination of TPSSIMS and TPD provides a powerful means in this 
kind of studies, as it gives mechanistic and kinetic details of both surface and desorption 
reactions. 

At 100 K, ethylene adsorbs molecularly on Rh(lll) with a high sticking coefficient 
(presumably unity). The sticking coeficient is essentially independent of surface coverage 
until the saturation coverage of 0.33 ML is reached. This suggests that ethylene adsorbs via 
a physisorbed precursor state with a high mobility . During chemisorption, the hybridization 
of the ethylene molecule changes partially, from sp2 in gas phase ethylene to approximately 
sp2 5 in adsorbed ethylene. The bonding configuration of ethylene on Rh(lll) has not yet 
been determined by surface crystallography, but we propose that ethylene is either 
coordinated to a single metal atom, or that it resides approximately in a threefold site and 
has a and 1r bonding interactions with three metal atoms. 

During heating, adsorbed ethylene molecules either decompose or desorb molecularly . 
No molecular ethylene desorption was observed for ethylene coverages below 0.20 ML, 
indicating that decomposition is complete for low ethylene coverages . Above 0.20 ML, 
ethylene desorption is observed around 200 K and its amount increases with coverage. At 
maximum 25% of the initially present ethylene desorbs, at the ethylene saturation coverage 
of 0.33 ML. Besides ethylene desorption, we observed the desorption of tiny amounts of 
ethane. This is presumably due to the hydrogenation of ethylene by hydrogen resulting from 
background adsorption or from the dehydrogenation of ethylene. 

The stabie intermediate that is formed during ethylene decomposition is ethylidyne 
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(CCH3), which chemisorbs at threefold hcp sites on the Rh(lll) surface with its C-C axis 
perpendicular to the surface. Obviously, the conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne camprises 
at least two elementary reaction steps, so that an unknown intermediale must transiently be 
present. Literature data of ethylidyne formation on Pt(lll) indicate that vinyl (CHCH2) and 
ethylidene (CHCH3) are the most likely intermediates on this surface, but conclusive 
evidence in favor of one of these species has not yet been reported. We have studied 
ethylidyne formation on Rh(lll) by monitoring the CHj ion intensity as a function of 
temperature in TPSSIMS. The temperature at which ethylidyne formation starts is 180 K, 
irrespective of the initia! ethylene coverage. For low ethylene coverages, we have observed 
an intensity rise of the H+ TPSSIMS signa! at 140 K, attributed to the production of surface 
hydrogen. This farms evidence for C-H scission in ethylene, and leads us to propose a 
vinylic species (either 77 1-CHCH2 or ~-t3-7]2-CHCH2) as an important intermediale in the 
conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne on Rh(lll). C-H cleavage in ethylene is progressively 
inhibited with increasing ethylene coverage and shifts gradually to the ethylidyne formation 
temperature, presumably because this reaction requires an ensemble of vacant sites in order 
to allow reorientation into the transition state. As ethylidyne accupies less space than either 
ethylene or vinyl, the ensembles required for C-H scission become available as soon as 
ethylidyne is formed. Ethylene desorption, which occurs in the same temperature range, may 
contribute further to the creation of space. In genera!, this kinetic behaviour of ethylene 
decomposition on Rh(lll) is very similar as that observed recently by Erley et al. [67] for 
ethylene decomposition on Pt(lll). 

The overall reaction rate from ethylene to ethylidyne has an effective preexponential 
factor of 105± 1 s-1 and an activation harrier of 23 ±4 kJ/mol. These values are camparabie 
with the values reported for Ru(OOl), but much lower than the kinetic parameters for 
ethylidyne formation on Pt(lll). This may relate to the different adsorption configuration 
of ethylene on Rh(lll) and Ru(OOl) in comparison to Pt(lll), where ethylene is di-a 
bonded. The decrease of the overall preexponential factor would then be due to an increased 
entropy of the ethylene molecule in the ground state, or the requirement of a site change in 
order to react. A second difference between these metals is that hydragen remains adsorbed 
during ethylidyne formation on Rh(lll) and Ru(Oül), whereas it desorbs on Pt(lll). The 
desorption of hydragen influences the equilibria between the various c2 species, thus 
affecting the overall kinetics . 

The rate of ethylidyne decomposition depends strongly on surface coverage. On 
empty surface, the onset of ethylidyne decomposition is already at 270 K, but it shifts to 
330 K for an ethylidyne saturation coverage. Again, these effects can be attributed to an 
ensemble size requirement for ethylidyne decomposition. Reported HREELS spectra [6] 
indicate that ethylidyne decomposes mainly to acetylide (CCH) at saturation coverage, with 
methylidyne (CH) as a minor product; clearly, C-H scission is favored over C-C cleavage 
under these conditions. We expect that C-C scission becomes a more competitive alternative 
at low coverages, although we have no direct evidence for this. Vibrational spectroscopy 
data for a wide ethylidyne coverage range are required to substantiate this point further. 
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H-D exchange in ethylidyne on Rh(lll) occurs readily at temperatures of 225 K and 
higher. The hydrogen atoms are replaced by deuterium one at a time. At 250 K, the rate of 
exchange amounts 4·10-3 exchanges/ethylidyne·s for an ethylidyne coverage of 0.20 ML and 
a deuterium pressure of 2·10·8 mbar. Under these conditions, exchange is complete after 
approximately 2000 s. The rate of H-D exchange increases with temperature, apparently 
because the reaction is activated, although the decrease of the total surface coverage due to 
enhanced deuterium desorption may also play a role. A decreased coverage increases the 
number of ensembles which are required for C-H scission in ethylidyne or one of the 
exchange intermediates. An exchange mechanism with vinyl and ethylidene intermediates 
is proposed. 
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6 Secondary ion mass speetrometry in studies of 
catalyst preparation: alumina-supported rhodium 
catalysts* 

6.1 Introduetion 

Catalysts on high surface area supports offer limited possibilities for surface analysis by 
techniques such as X-ray or ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, UPS), Auger 
electron spectroscopy (AES), and secondary ion mass speetrometry (SIMS). The main 
reason is that typical oxide supports are electrical insuiators which charge up during 
measurement. This leads to shifted and broadened peaks in the electron spectroscopies and 
decreased secondary ion emission in SIMS. It is well known that charging cao successfully 
be avoided by using thin film oxides of alumina or silica on a conducting substrate as model 
supports . Several authors have used such systems to make model catalysts by evaporating 
metals such as rhodium, platinum, or molybdenum onto the support [1 ,2,3,4,5], or by 
adsorbing organometallic complexes, such as [Rh(C0)2Clh, Rl4(C0) 12 and ~(C0)16, which 
are subsequently decomposed [6,7]. 

From the point of view of catalysis it is more attractive to make catalysts on these 
flat, conducting model supports in the same way as industrial catalysts are nonnally made, 
i.e. by wet chemica! techniques. In this way one cao study the effect of essential steps in 
the preparation of catalysts (such as drying, calcination, and reduction) with surface 
spectroscopies, in particular with those that are not normally applicable on powder catalysts. 
Previous studies from our group report on the impregnation and anchoring of catalyst 
precursors onto these model supports by exchange and condensation reactions [8,9, 10]; in 
the underlying case, the catalyst precursor is attached to the model support via electrostatic 
adsorption. 

We have used static secondary ion mass speetrometry (SIMS), in combination with 
monochromatic X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Rutherford backscattering 
speetrometry (RBS), to study the preparation of rhodium catalysts from a rhodium 
trichloride precursor on an Al20 3/ Al model support. In aqueous solutions, RhCI3·xHp 
forms neutral as well as charged complexes, of the type [RhCI0(H20)m(OH)6.n·m]<3·n·mJ-. At 
low pH, these negatively charged complexes may adsorb on the then positively charged 
alumina surface. The inherently low concentrations of the active phase (on the order of 1014-

1016 atoms per cm2) can readily be determined by RBS [5,9]. Activation of the catalyst 
proceeds via reduction in hydrogen at elevated temperatures, and involves the reduction of 

* The contents of this chapter have been published: HJ. Borg, LC.A. van den Oetelaar, LJ. van 
!Jzendoom, and J.W. Niemantsverdriet, J. Vac. Sci. Techno!. AIO (1992) 2737; HJ . Borg, L.C.A . van 
den Oetelaar, and J.W. Niemantsverdrie1, Catal. Lett. 17 (1993) 81. 
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Rh3+ to metallic rhodium and the removal of chlorine from the surface. Chlorine is known 
to be retained in significant amounts by alumina supports [11, 12] and is expected to affect 
the catalytic properties of rhodium surfaces [13], although its precise influence is still 
unknown. An important question is therefore if and to what extent chlorine is removed 
during the activation of the catalyst. The combination of SIMS and XPS appears well-suited 
to characterize the state of the catalyst in various stages of the preparation, and to investigate 
in particular whether chlorine residues from the catalyst precursor are in contact with 
rhodium in the reduced catalyst. 

6.2 Experimental 

The alumina model support was a 99.999% pure aJuminurn foil (Aldrich Chemica! 
Company, Inc.) with a native oxide layer. Rhodium was applied by immersinga piece of 
the Al foil (approximately 10x15x0.5 mm) in a solution of 35 mg RhC13·xH20 (Johnson 
Matthey) in 700 ml water (i.e. 2·10·4 M). The solution had a pH of 4, which is well below 
the isoelectric point of aJuminurn oxide (pH = 7-8). After 1 hour, the sample was taken 
from the solution and subsequently rinsed with water in order to remove unadsorbed metal 
complexes, thus preventing undesirable deposition of rhodium. Drying was done in air at 
60°C and at ll0°C for several hours. Samples were reduced in a quartz reactor in 1 bar of 
flowing H2 . In order to avoid exposure of the catalysts to air, the reactor was unloaded in 
a glove box under dry nitrogen and brought to the XPS and SIMS spectrometers with a 
transport vessel . 

Reference samples of the RhC13·xHP catalyst precursor were prepared by dissolving 
the salt in acetone (under dry nitrogen to avoid contact with the air) and by letting a few 
drops of this solution dry on a tantalum foil. 

XPS spectra were measured with a VG Scientific ESCALAB 200 system, equipped 
with a monochromaled Al K" souree and a hemispherical analyzer with a five-channel 
detector. Samples were mounted on stainless steel sample stubs by using tantalum masks. 
Spectra were recorded by using a pass energy of 10 eV. Charging was uniform and never 
more than 1 e V, and was corrected for by using the C 1 s peak of carbon impurities at 
284.6 eV as a reference. Consictering the pass energy, and uncertainties due to peak fitting 
and charge corrections, we estimate the accuracy of the given binding energies to be 0. 1 e V, 
unless otherwise stated. 

SIMS spectra were measured with a Leybold SSM 200 quadrupale mass 
spectrometer, using a 5 keV Ar+ beam with a current density of 0.5 p.,A/cm2 . The typical 
time to record a spectrum was 100 seconds, estimated to result in the removal of a bout 25 % 
of a monolayer. The samples were mounted on the sample rod by using tantalum masks. 
Charge compensation was not necessary on these samples . 

RBS spectra were measured with an incident beam of 3.92 Me V He+, produced with 
the AVP-cyclotron at Eindhoven University of Technology [14] . The beam transport system 
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Figure 6.1 
Positive (lefl) and negative (right) static SIMS spectra of an approximately 4 nm thick 
layer of aluminum oxide on an aluminum foil, used as model support for preparing a 
rhodium model catalyst. 

was used in the dispersive mode of operation which resulted in an energy spread of 
approximately 10 keV at FWHM. Scattered particles were detected with a standard 
Passivared Implanted Planar Silicon detector (Canberra). The overall system resolution was 
measured to be 18 keV. Energy calibration of the detector was performed with a radioactive 
souree containing 241Am and 244Cm, producing 4Hé+ particles at energies of 5.443, 5.486, 
5.779 and 5.805 MeV. 

As the energy of the beam (3.92 MeV) was higher than the 2 Me V usually employed 
for RBS, the scattering behavior of Al and Rh has to be assessed. The energy threshold for 
non-Rutherford behavior of scattering cross-sections cao be estimated theoretically [15], and 
corresponds for rhodium to an energy of 13.2 Me V at a scattering angle of 120°. The 

situation for aJuminurn is more critica!. In this case, a deviation of 4% from the Rutherford 
cross-section is prediered at an incident ion energy of 3.9 Me V at a scattering angle of 120°. 
Experiments, however, showed no deviations up to 4 .2 MeV at a scattering angle of 170° 
[ 16] . In view of the restrictions imposed by working with aluminum, we adopted a 
scattering geometry with normal incidence and a scattering angle of 120° . The accuracy of 
the cross-sections was assumed to be 5% . For additional details we refer to [ 17]. 

6.3 Results 

First we will describe SIMS and XPS spectra of the thin film alumina model support and 
the RhCI3·xH20 catalyst precursor, then we discuss the state of the freshly adsorbed rhodium 

species on the support and the changes that occur upon reduction and exposure of the 
catalyst to air. 
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6.3.1 The alumina model support 

Figure 6.2 
XPS wide scan of the 
ALP/Al model support at 
low resolution (pass energy 
100 eV). The inset shows 
the Al 2p region taken at 
high resolution (pass 
energy JO eV) . The 
Afl+ !Af intensity ratio 
corresponds to an oxide 
thickness of approximately 
4 nm. 

The support consists of a native alominurn oxide layer on a high purity alominurn foil. The 
positive and negative SIMS spectra (Fig. 6.1) of the model support show high intensities for 
the peaks of Al+ (m/e=27), o· (mie= 16) and OR (mie= 17) as we11 as peaks of the 
molecular fragment ions AlO+ (mle=43), AlOH+ (m/e=44), Ali (m/e=54), AIO· 
(m/e= 43), and AIO; (mle=59). The only significant contamination is due to iron (m!e=56) 
and hydrocarbons, as indicated by the peaks of CH~ (mie = 12-15) and C2H~ (m/e=24-26). 
The signals from Na+ (mle=23) , K+ (mle=39), and CJ· (mle=35 and 37) are practica11y 
always present in SIMS spectra, even when these elements are present in trace amounts, due 
to their low ionization potential (Na, K) or their high electro-negativity (Cl). 

The XPS wide spectrum of the AIOJAI model support (Fig. 6.2) confirms the 
preserree of carbon in the surface region, but contains no other peaks than the expected ones 
of Al (2p and 2s), 0 (1s, 2s, and Auger KVV) and C (ls, Auger KVV). The series of small 
peaks at the high binding energy side of the Al 2p and 2s peaks are due to plasman losses 
in the aJuminurn roetal substrate. Note that an Fe 2p signa! between 705 and 715 eV 
corresponding to the iron contamination detected by SIMS can not be discerned, indicating 
that the iron concentration is probably we11 below 1 %. 

The inset of Figure 6.2 shows the Al 2p signa! which consists of a component from 
Al bulk roetal at 72.4 eV (measured after removing the oxide to ensure direct electrical 
contact with the spectrometer) and one from the oxide at 74.5 eV (corrected for an 
approxirnately 1 eV charge shift by using the C 1s signa!). The latter value is in agreement 
with the preserree of AIJ+ ions [18]. The 0 Is peak (not shown) has a binding energy of 
531.6 eV, consistent with the values between 531.3 and 531.8 eV quoted for y-Al20 3 [18] 
but substantially lower than the 0 ls binding energies between 532.8 and 533.2 eV of 
alominurn hydroxide [18]. However, the large FWHM value of the 0 ls peak, 2.5 eV in 
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Positive (left) and negative (right) static S/MS spectra of the RhCl3 xHP catalyst precursor 
deposited on tantalum (top) and of a model catalyst prepared by adsorbing rhodium 
complexes derived from RhCl3 xHp in water on the AlP/Al model support (bottom) . 

comparison with 1.9 eV for the AJ3+ 2p signal, does not rule out that hydroxyl groups are 
present. 

The Al3+/AI0 intensity ratio of 2.8 corresponds to an ox.ide layer of approximately 4.3 
nm, if we take an inelastic mean free pathof 2.79 nm for Al20 3 and 2.56 nm for Al [19]. 
In this calculation we assume that the Iayer is flat and has uniform thickness and 
composition. We note, however, that the assumption of a flat surface is a particularly critica) 
one. Surface roughness may cause the actual average Iayer thickness to deviate as much as 
1 nm from the calculated value [20]. 

6.3.2 The rhodium trichloride catalyst precursor 

Negative SIMS spectra of the RhCI3·xH20 catalyst precursor on a tantalum foil 
(Fig. 6.3, top) contain intense peaks due to RhCI- and RhCiï ions. The contact between Rh 
and Cl can also be demonstrated with positive SIMS, and is reflected by the RhCl + peaks 
at mie= 138 and 140. The sensitivity of positive SIMS towards Cl-containing Rh peaks is, 
however, limited, which can be understood from the high electro-negativity of Cl. We 
conclude that negative SIMS appears well suited for investigating contact between Rh and 
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Figure 6.5a shows the monochromatic XPS spectrum of the Rh 3d region of the 

RhCI3·xHP reference sample. The Rh 3d doublet represents a single rhodium state with a 
Rh 3d512 binding energy of 310.0 eV, in good agreement with the values in the range of 
309.7-310.3 eV reported in the literature [18,21,22,23]. The Cl2p speetmiJl (Fig. 6.6a) can 
only be interpreted if we assume that it consists of at least two doublets, :corresponding to 
Cl 2p312 bindingenergiesof 198.3 and 199.2 eV, respectively. In agreement withareview 
by Srivastava [24], we assign the Cl 2p doublet with the lower binding energy to terminal 
Cl species, and the one with the higher binding energy to bridging Cl species. It should be 
noted that the presence of two Cl doublets can not be explained by charging, regarding the 
small peak width of the Rh 3d doublet. 

The Cl 2p I Rh 3d intensity ratio for the RhCI3·xH20 reference compound is 
0.6 ± 0.1. Using Scofi.eld cross sections [25], this corresponds to an atomie Cl/Rh ratio of 
approximately 3. 5 ± 0. 5, in reasanabie agreement with the expected stoichiometry . 

6.3.3 The fresbly prepared catalyst before reduction 

RBS was used to quantify the amount of rhodium adsorbed on the alumina model support. 
The spectrum in Fig. 6.4 shows a sharp peak at about 3.497 MeV corresponding to Rh, and 
a broad continuurn below 2.5 Me V due to the aJuminurn of the substrate. The small tail on 
the low energy side of the Rh peak is an artefact caused by an imperfect slit. The low 
intensity in the energy range around 3 MeV corresponds to elements such as Cr, Fe, Ca and 
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Figure 6.5 
Rh 3d XPS spectra of a) the RhCI3 xHp 
catalyst precursor deposited on tantalum, 
and ofthe RhC!JAIPJAI model catalyst, 
b) after adsorption and drying, after 
reduction at c) 1 00°C, d) 200°C, e) 
300°C, and j) after subsequent exposure 
to air at room temperature. The dashed 
fine represents the Rh 3d512 spectrum of 
the reduced catalyst, and is included to 
illustrate the effect of exposing the 
catalyst to air. 
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Figure 6.6 
Cl 2p XPS spectra of a) the RhC/3 xHP 
catalyst precursor deposited on tantalum, 
and ofthe RhCIJAIPJA! model catalyst, 
b) after adsorption and drying, and c) 
after reduction at 1 00°C Spectrum a) has 
been fitted with contributions from 
bridged (dashed fine) and terminal Cl 
species (dotted fine), the catalysts contain 
only terminal Cl species. 
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Figure 6.7 
Negative static SIMS spectra in the mass ranges of mle=l5-65 (left) and m/e=/00-150 
(right) of the RhCf/AlzO/Al model catalyst, jreshly prepared (top) and after reduction at 
various temperatures. Note the disappearance of the Rhet signa! after reduction at 200°C, 
whereas significant signals jrom Ct and cw-are still observed. 
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K, which are probably present as impurities in the outer layers of the aJuminurn foil. Also 
a weak signa! due to Cl can be discerned; the intensity, however, is too low for 
quantification . 

The amount of rhodium on the sample has been calculated from Fig. 6.4 by 
evaluating the ratio of the integrated Rh peak and the Al random height. The Rh area! 
density could thus be determined without the use of an ion dose measurement using a 
Faraday cup . Only the Rh and Al cross-sections and the stopping power of Al [26] have 
been used to calculate the area! density of (9 ± 10%) ·1014 Rh atoms per cm2 . Control 
experiments indicated that the standard procedure for making a Rh/ Al20/ Al catalyst, as 
described in the experimental section, reproducibly yielded catalysts with a Rh loading in 
the range of 0.6-1.3·1015 Rh atoms per cm2 . 

Figure 6.5b shows the Rh 3d XPS spectrum of the freshly prepared catalyst. Rhodium 
is present in a single state with a Rh 3d512 binding energy of 310.2 eV, which is within 
experimental error equal to that of Rh in the RhC13'xH20 precursor. The linewidth has 
increased somewhat, from 1.3 eV in the spectrum of the precursor to 1.7 eV in that of the 
catalyst. We attribute this to a small charging effect in the Jatter, where the Rh species are 
adsorbed on an approximately 4 nm thick layer of aJuminurn oxide. 

The Cl 2p spectrum of the catalyst (Fig. 6.6b) differs from that of the precursor in 
that only one Cl 2p doublet is present. The Cl 2p312 binding energy of 198.4 eV is 
characteristic of terminal Cl ions. The Cl 2p I Rh 3d intensity ratio is 0.3 ± 0.05, a factor 
of two lower than in the spectrum of the RhCI3 precursor. Thus the atomie Cl/Rh ratio 
corresponds to about 1.4, which is oot meant to imply that all Cl ions are connected to Rh 
ions . 

The 0 1 s I AJH 2p intensity ratio increased from 8 ± 1 for the untreated model 
support to 10 ± 1 in the XPS spectrum of the fresh catalyst. Also the ratio AJH 2p I AI0 2p 
increased, from 2.8 ± 0.5 to 6.1 ± 0.5, indicating the growth of the oxidic film on the 
model support. Consictering this growth and meao free path effects, we conclude that the 
additional oxygen cao oot only be due to the support, but may be explained by the presence 
of 0 atoms in the adsorbed rhodium complexes, as well as by the presence of hydroxyl 
groups or water adsorbed on the support. 

The SIMS spectra of the freshly prepared, unreduced model catalyst are shown at the 
bottorn of Figure 6.3. The positive SIMS spectrum between mie= 100 and 150 is dominated 
by the Rh+ peak at mle=103, but clear signals of RhC+, RhO+, RhOH+, RhO!, and RhAJ+ 
are present as well. The RhCJ+ pair is partially masked by the Ba+ peak, a contamination 
of the water that we used. The negative SIMS spectrum between mie= 100 and 200 contains 
an intense pair of RhCJ· peaks but the intensity of RhCl2 peaks is almost zero, indicating that 
the Rh:Cl stoichiometry must be much lower than 1:3. In addition, significant contributions 
from RhO and RhOH combinations have appeared, suggesting that Cl ligands of Rh in the 
precursor have been replaced by 0- or OH-containing ligands in the aqueous solution. Part 
of these clusters may also result from the contact of Rh with the oxidic support, like the 
RhAJ+ cluster in positive SIMS. Finally, as described before, an essential step in the 
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preparation of the model catalysts is that they are carefully rinsed with doubly destilled 
water in order to avoid the deposition of unadsorbed Rh species on the support. If this step 
is left out, one measures an XPS spectrum with two Rh 3d doublets, one characteristic of 
adsorbed Rh(III) species as in Figure 6.3b, and another characteristic of RhH ions, but with 
a charge shift of a bout 4 eV. We attribute the latter to large particles formed from loosely 
deposited Rh complexes, which agglomerate upon drying at 110°C. 

6.3.4 Rednetion of the catalyst 

The model catalyst was reduced in 1 bar of tlowing hydrogen at 100, 200, and 300°C. 
Figure 6.5c-e gives the corresponding Rh 3d XPS spectra. Reduction of the catalyst at 200 
and 300°C gives rise to Rh spectra which can be fitted with a single state, corresponding 
toa Rh 3d512 binding energy of 307.4 eV, which is in good agreement with values observed 
for reduced rhodium in alurnina-supported catalysts [27], but 0.4 eV higher than the binding 
energy of bulk rhodium metal [18] . The spectrum of the catalyst after reduction at 100°C 
contains at least two Rh contributions, one of reduced rhodium at 307.6 eV and one 
characteristic of rhodium in the unreduced catalyst with a binding energy of 309.8 e V, 
which accounts for about 25% of the spectrum. 

A Cl 2p signa! could be detected in the spectrum of a catalyst after reduction at 
100°C (Fig. 6.6), but was absent in the spectra of catalysts reduced at a higher temperature. 
The binding energy of this Cl 2p is within experimental error equal to that obtained with the 
unreduced catalyst. The Cl 2p I Rh 3d intensity ratio for the catalyst reduced at 100°C is 
0.13 ± 0.05, compared to 0.30 ± 0.05 before reduction. 

Negative SIMS was used to investigate whether the chlorine ions detected in XPS 
were still in contact with rhodium. Static SIMS spectra of the reduced catalysts are given 
in Fig . 6 . 7. The Rh Cl- signa} at mie= 138 and 140 is observed in the spectrum of the 
catalyst after reduction at 100°C, but has disappeared after reduction at 200°C, indicating 
that Rh-Cl species are absent. SIMS spectra in the range of mie= 15-65, however, show that 
Cl is still present on the system, the CIO- peak (at mle=51 and 53) may be taken as 
evidence that this chlorine is in contact with the alumina support. The Cl- intensity has 
decreased with a factor of about 10 after reduction at 300°C, indicating that Cl is only 
present in trace amounts . Significant signals from RhO- and RhOi are observed even after 
reduction at 300°C. We suggest that these clusters originate from locations where the 
rhodium particles are in contact with the oxidic support, like the RhAl + clusters in positive 
SIMS. Note the preserree of RhC- and RhCH~ peaks, which retlect the presence of adsorbed 
carbon or hydrocarbons in the spectrum of the unreduced catalyst. The RhCH- intensity 
decreases after reduction at 100°C and disappears after reduction at 300°C, although a small 
signa! due to RhC remains. 
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Figure 6.8 
RBS spectra of various 
RhCljAIPJAl model cata
lysts, prepared from 
aqueous rhodium tri
chloride solutions of 
different pH. 

The effect of exposing the reduced Rh/ Al20 3/ Al model catalyst to air is shown in Figure 
6 .5f: the Rh 3d XPS spectra broadens significantly towards higher binding energy in 
comparison with the spectrum of the reduced catalyst. A fit based on two Rh contributions, 
one equal to the spectrum of reduced rhodium and one with unconstrained parameters, 
indicates that about 30-35% of the spectrum is due toa Rh 3d doublet with a binding energy 
of 308.7 eV, in good agreement with the binding energy of 308.4 eV reported for Rh20 3 

(28] and with the value of 308.5 eV we measured from a rhodium oxide prepared by 
calcining RhCI3·xH20 powder in air at 600°C for several hours. 

6.3.6 Preparations at different pH values 

The pH of the RhCI3 solution from which rhodium species are applied onto the support is 
an important parameter. The results discussed sofar concern the standard preparation at 
pH = 4. This value appears to be an optimum for preparing Rh/Al20 3 catalysts by 
electrostatic adsorption. A sample prepared by adsorption from a rhodium chloride solution 
of pH = 6, foliowed by rinsing with water, showed no detectable signals of Rh and Cl in 
XPS, indicating that no chemica! bonding between Rh complexes and the support occurred. 
Adsorption from a solution with pH = 3, achieved by actding HCI, gave only weak 
intensities of Rh and Cl in the XPS spectrum, whereas hardly any Rh and Cl could be 
detected with XPS if the pH of the impregnating solution was lowered to 2 and 1. 
Interestingly, the AJH I Al0 intensity ratio measured with XPS also decreased for supports 
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exposed to solutions of low pH, indicating that alumina dissolves at low pH. 
In contrast to the low surface concentrations of Rh detected by XPS in catalysts 

preparedat a pH of 3 and lower, RBS indicates that large amounts of rhodium are present. 
Figure 6.8 shows RBS spectra of rhodium catalysts prepared from solutions with pH values 
of 4, 3, and 2. For the lower pH values, the Rh signa! shows up as a broad continuum, 
indicating that rhodium is not only present at the outermost surface but at depths upto 
1000 nm below the surface. We interpret this as follows. Aluminum oxide dissolves in 
solutions with a pH of 3 and lower and so does aJuminurn metal whenever it becomes 
exposed. Channels into the bulk of the substrate develop along grain boundaries, and are 
filled up by the Rh solution. When the sample is taken out of the impregnating solution, 
rinsed, and dried, Rh complexes may remain trapped inside the pores, which according to 
RBS extend to several hundreds of nanometers below the surface. This phenomenon is an 
artefact of working with a thin oxide layer on top of an aJuminurn bulk. The process, 
however, is initiated by the dissalution of aJuminurn oxide in acid solutions with a pH ~ 3 
and therefore plays a role in the preparation of catalysts on alumina powder supports as 
well. 

6.4 Discussion 

The substitution of porous , non-conducting ox.idic catalyst supports by a flat, conducting 
oxide film is a successful method to obtain better resolved XPS spectra and truly static SIMS 
spectra. Such model supports have already been used by other authors. Different preparation 
methods of these so-called model catalysts were applied, e.g. evaporation of the active phase 
[1 ,2,3,4] or decomposition of a gaseaus precursor complex [6, 7]. Although such methods 
may be well-defined, they do notmimiek the preparation methods of technica! catalysts very 
well. Making model systems via the wet-chemica! adsorption methad is more relevant with 
regard to catalyst preparation, and is expected to result in systems that are closer to 
technica! rhodium catalysts. 

The preparation of supported Rh catalysts from aqueous solutions of RhCIJ"xH20 has 
been described by several authors [29,30]. The presence of [RhCln(OH)m(H20)6.n.ml3·"·m 
complexes in such solutions appears well established [31 ,32,33]. Our results form strong 
evidence that after adsorption and drying the majority of Rh species on the support contains 
one Cl ligand. The following observations support this conclusion. 

First, XPS spectra of the freshly prepared catalyst indicate that the atomie ratio Cl/Rh 
has decreased from 3.5±0.5 in the RhCI3·xH20 precursor to 1.4±0.2 in the catalyst. This 
value includes bath Cl bound to Rh and Cl attached to the alumina support. Second, Rh is 
present in a single state with a binding energy of 310.2 eV, characteristic of Rh3+ ions . 
Third, the SIMS spectrum of the fresh catalyst shows RhCl· as the only secondary cluster 
containing both Rh and Cl, whereas RhCl:i is not observed . Because the SIMS spectrum of 
the RhCI3·xH20 precursor confirms that RhCl:i is a very stabie and easily detectable 
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secondary ion, we consicter the absence of this species in the spectra of the model catalyst 
as a strong indication that Rh complexes with two Cl ligands are not present. This strongly 
suggests that the majority of Rh complexes on the support contains at most one Cl ligand. 

According to literature [29,30,31,34], two routestoa Rh complex of the expected 
type with a single Cl ligand can be envisaged. The first is the direct adsorption of a 
[RhCI(OHMH20hl anion complex on positive sites of the support: 

Al-OH;+ [RhCl(OH)/HPJ 2 ]· 

(6.1) 

In view of the pH value of 4, the concentration of Rh-complexes with 3 OH ligands will be 
low, making the second possibility, proposed by Fenoglio et al. for Ti02 supported Rh [30], 
more probable: an anion complex with several Clligands adsorbs in a similar way as in (1), 
foliowed by a ligand exchange reaction, in which the more weakly bound Cl ligand is 
exchanged by a surface OH group: 

Al- OH 2. · [ RhCl"(OH )4_JHp )2 ] · + Al- OH -
(6.2) 

As OH- is more strongly bound to Rh than CI-, another likely reaction, which may occur 
simultaneously with (2), is the exchange of CI- for an OH- group of the surface: 

Al - OH; ·[ RhCl"(OH )4_11(Hp )2]. + Al - OH -
(6.3) 

Al - OH2. · [ RhCl"_lOH) 5 jHp )2 ] · + Af · + Cl 

These Cl displacement reactions may occur several times, leaving a Rh-complex with only 
one Cl ligand. If the mechanism represented by (2) and (3) is correct, the question arises 
why the adsorbed complex retains one CI- ligand at all. We wonder if this may be taken as 
evidence that the remaining ei- is at the position on RhH pointing away from the support 
surface, where it cannot participate in the surface-mediated reactions (2) and (3) . We stress 
that the purpose of this mechanistic discussion is only to indicate how the formation of an 
adsorbed Rh-complex with a single CI- Iigand is conceivable in terms of well documented 
reactions. The conclusive point is that the species appears to be present, not how it is 
formed. 

Another possible phenomenon during the adsorption process is the so-called acid
attack [30,31] . At low pH, alumina dissolves in the solution. These dissolved species may 
reactsorb on the support, possibly after reaction with rhodium complexes [35]. Al ready 
adsorbed complexes may be covered by redeposited alumina. This process occurs at pH 
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values well below 4, and we assume that it can be neglected under the standard conditions 
(pH = 4) that we have used. 

As deterrnined with RBS, the adsorption mechanism leads to a projected rhodium 
density of about 1015 atoms/cm2 . This would correspond to a 30 wt% Rh powder catalyst 
supported on -y-alumina with a specific surface of 200 m2/g, which is a rather high loading. 
However, in this calculation we assumed an atomically flat surface of the model support. 
Atomie Force Microscopy topography measurements of the model support show roughness, 
so that in fact the Rh surface concentra ti on is lower. 

Activation of the catalyst by reduction in 1 bar of H2 proceeds via two steps. First, 
the Rh reduces to its metallic state. Rh-Cl bands are broken, as can be seen in the SIMS 
spectra, and the Rh 3d512 binding energy decreases from 310.2 eV in the fresh catalyst to 
307.4 eV after reduction. This fust step is only partially complete after reduction at 100°C, 
and complete after the same treatment at 200°C. The second step involves the removal of 
residual chlorine from the support, reduction at 300°C is suffîcient to decrease the ct· and 
CJO· intensities to typical background levels. Porous alumina-supported catalysts retain 
considerably more chlorine [11,12], also after reduction at 300°C. Wethink that diffusion 
limitations and readsorption, which are present in porous but absent in flat supports, may 
explain the difference in behavior with respect to Cl retention. 

For structure sensitive reactions, such as between CO and H2, and CO and NO, the 
Rh metal partiele size strongly affects the catalytic activity and selectivity. An indication of 
the partiele size is given by the Rh 3d512 binding energy . As described by Mason [36], the 
binding energy of small metallic particles is somewhat higher than their bulk value. This 
shift is nowadays mainly attributed to an initia! state effect: the small particles have not yet 
attained the normal bulk band structure. Increasing shifts of the Rh 3d512 binding energy 
towards higher values with decreasing Rh partiele size were also reported by Huizinga et 

al. [27], although they ascribed these shifts to a final state (core-hole screening) effect. The 
Rh 3d512 binding energy values reported in this work, 307.4 e V after reduction at 200 or 
300°C, are 0.4 eV higher than the bulk value of 307.0 eV, which indicates that the Rh 
partiele diameter is on the order of 1-2 nm. The sensitivity of the Rh particles towards air, 
as shown in Fig. 6.3f, is another indication that the particles have a diameter on the order 
of a few nm at most. 

6.5 Conclusions 

Rhodium model catalysts have been prepared by adsorbing Rh-complexes from an aqueous 
salution of RhCI3·xH20 on a model support, consisting of an approximately 4 nm thick 
Al20 3 film on an Al foil. 

The freshly prepared, dried catalyst contains on the order of 1015 Rh atoms per cm2 

of the support, which may be lower if surface roughness is accounted for, and has a Cl 
content eauesponding to 1.4 Cl per Rh, which includes Cl adsorbed on the support. SIMS 
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spectra strongly suggest that the Cl-containing Rh-complexes have only one CI- ligand. The 
use of impregnating solutions with pH ~ 3 leads to dissalution of the Al20 3 support and 
eventually of the Al bulk as wel!. 

Activation of the Rh/Al20iAl model catalyst in 1 bar of H2 entails two processes: 
the actual reduction of RhH to Rh0 which is complete at 200°C, and the remaval of Cl
from the support, which is complete at 300°C. Rh-Cl contact, sensitively detected with static 
SIMS, exists in the partially reduced catalyst treated in H2 at l00°C, but is absent after 
reduction at 200°C. The Rh 3d512 binding energy of 307.4 eV (0.4 eV higher than for bulk 
Rh) and the oxidation of about 30% of the Rh upon exposing the catalyst to air indicate that 
the size of the reduced Rh particles is on the order of 1-2 nm. 

The use of thin oxide films on a flat, conducting substrate, instead of porous, 
insulating oxides, as model supports minimizes charging phenomena and enables one to 
apply surface spectroscopies to their full potential. Monochromatic XPS and static SIMS 
appear suited to study in molecular detail the preparation of catalysts by the common wet 
chemica! methods on these model supports. 
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7 Summary and conclusions 

The main goal of this work was to explore and exploit the possibilities of secondary ion 
mass speetrometry (SIMS) in studies of heterogeneous catalysis and catalytic surface 
chernistry. Chapter 3 comprises a literature review of SIMS applications in catalysis, while 
Chapters 4 through 6 describe SIMS studies of the catalytic reactivity of the rhodium(lll) 
single crystal surface and of the preparation of alumina supported rhodium catalysts. 

SIMS is the surface sensitive analog of conventional mass speetrometry. The 
technique cao be used under ultra high vacuum conditions to measure the mass and 
abundance of secondary elementary and cluster ions which are emitted from a target surface 
under the impact of a low energy primary ion beam. Although SIMS is essentially a 
destructive technique, the damage to the surface cao be kept below l% of an atomie 
monolayer by using a low dose of primary ions (statie (S)SIMS). The elementary secondary 
ions in SSIMS give information on the elemental composition of the outermost surface layer 
of the target, while the molecular cluster ions give details of the local molecular structure. 
This information is particularly relevant in studies of heterogeneous catalysis, because these 
parameters largely delermine the reactivity of the catalyst. The main problem associated with 
the technique is that the process of secondary ion emission is complex, resulting in rather 
large sensitivity variations (from percent to parts-per-million) for different elemental and 
cluster ions and making quantitative analysis difficult. 

The literature review in Chapter 3 distinghuishes between SSIMS applications on 
technica! catalysts and in catalytic surface chernistry. In studies of technica! catalysts, SSIMS 
is in most cases used as a characterization technique to determine the composition and 
structure of the outermost surface layer, after various steps of preparation, after adding 
promoters to the catalyst, or after catalyst deactivation. The information obtained is mostly 
of qualitative nature, although in favorable cases quantification of the SIMS data is possible 
with the aid of other spectroscopie methods. The main problem encountered in studies of 
practical catalysts is sample charging, due to insulating oxidic catalyst supports, which leads 
to detrimental intensity losses. These probieros cao successfully be circumvented by using 
thin oxide films on conducting substrates as model supports . 

Single crystal surfaces represent ideal systems for investigation with SSIMS. In 
studies of catalytic surface chemistry, SSIMS has been used to determine the composition 
and molecular structure of adsorbates. Moreover, in some studies changes in adsorbate 
composition and structure were monitored in situ under low pressure reaction conditions 
(isothermal SSIMS, temperafure programmed (TP)SSIMS). The combination of TPSSIMS 
and temperature programmed desorption (TPD) appears particularly useful, because these 
techniques give complementary information: TPD monitors desorption reactions, whereas 
TPSSIMS probes reactions on the surface. Additionally, TPD data are often used to calibrate 
TPSSIMS intensities (or intensity ratios) in terros of adsorbate surface coverages. After such 
a calibration, TPSSIMS cao be used todetermine the kinetic parameters of surface reactions, 
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which are only accessible by a limited number of other surface spectroscopie methods. 
The focus of our own experiments was on the catalytic reactivity of the rhodium( 111) 

single crystal surface. A catalytic reaction involves the adsorption of reactants, one or more 
reactions on the surface, and the desorption of products; of these, the reactions on the 
surface generally involve the dissociation and formation of chemica! bands, and are 
therefore essential to the overall catalytic reaction. The combination of TPSSIMS and TPD 
was used to study such elementary reaction steps which play an important role in the 
reduction of NO over rhodium (Chapter 4) and rhodium-catalyzed hydracarbon reactions 
(Chapter 5). 

At 100 K, NO adsorbs molecularly on the Rh(111) surface via a mobile precursor 
state. We propose that two adsorption sites of NO are possible. At low coverages, NO is 
bonded through the nitrogen atom at threefold hollow sites, with the NO axis perpendicular 
to the surface. At coverages near saturation (presumably higher than 0.50 monolayer (ML)), 
an additional lower coordinated NO species is present. 

During heating the Rh(l11) surface, threefold NO either dissociates or desorbs, 
whereas the lower coordinated NO species either desorbs or converts to threefold NO. Three 
characteristic coverage regimes can be distinghuished in the competition between the 
dissociation and desorption of threefold NO. For coverages up to 0.25 ML, all NO 
molecules dissociate around 300 K. The dissociation products recombine and desorb as N2 

and 0 2 near 650 and 1350 K, respectively. For coverages higher than 0.25 ML, the NO 
dissociation temperature increases and some NO starts to desorb molecularly . This indicates 
that the dissociation of NO becomes progressively hindered on more crowded surfaces. For 
NO coverages higher than 0 .50 ML, dissociation is only possible after the desorption of 
some threefold NO. 

The strong dependenee of the NO dissociation kinetics on surface coverage can be 
explained by an ensemble size requirement for NO dissociation. A perpendicularly oriented 
NO molecule has to bend over a rhodium atom in order to dissociate. This is only possible 
if an ensemble of 3-4 vacant adsorption sites is present adjacent to the adsorbed molecule. 
As the dissociation products of NO accumulale on the surface, the reaction is in fact self
poisoning. Besides the kinetics of NO dissociation, the kinetics of N2 desorption is also 
strongly coverage dependent The desorption temperature of N2 decreases more rapidly than 
expected for purely second order desorption kinetics due to lateral repulsions between the 
different adatoms . These interactions cause a phase transition of adsorbed nitrogen atoms 
for total surface coverages exceeding 0.50 ML (i.e. for initia! NO coverages larger than 
0.25 ML), which results in a new, pseudo first order N2 desorption state. 

SSIMS has been surprisingly informative on the mechanism of the ethylene-to
ethylidyne conversion, as Chapter 5 shows. Ethylidyne (CCH3) is the first stabie surface 
species that is formed during the decomposition of ethylene on the close packed (111) 
surfaces of 4d and 5d group VIII metals. The conversion of ethylene to ethylidyne must 
camprise various elementary reaction steps, but the poor stability of the intermediate(s) in 
this reaction has left its mechanism under debate. Literature data for ethylene decomposition 
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on Pt(lll), the most extensively studied surface for this reaction, suggest that vinyl 
(CHCHJ and ethylidene (CHCH3) are the most likely candidates for the intermediate(s) on 
this surface. 

On Rh(lll), the formation of ethylidyne starts at 180 Kandis complete at 220 K, 
irrespective of surface coverage. At low ethylene coverages, production of surface hydragen 
is observed at 140 K, well below the ethylidyne formation temperature. This indicates that 
ethylene decomposition is initiated by C-H scission, and we propose a vinyl (CHCH2) 

species as the most likely intermediate in the ethylene-to-ethylidyne conversion on Rh(lll). 
The temperature of vinyl formation progressively increases with increasing ethylene 
coverage, until it coincides with the ethylidyne formation temperature. This coverage 
dependenee is presumably due to the fact that C-H cleavage requires an ensemble of vacant 
sites. At temperatures above 180 K the steric bindrance of vinyl formation is partially 
released by the immediate conversion of vinyl to the ethylidyne species, which occupies less 
space than an adsorbed ethylene or vinyl species. 

Deuterium-for-hydrogen isotopic exchange reactions in adsorbed hydrocarbons can 
be of great value to study the scission and formation of C-H bonds. SSIMS is particulary 
suitable to study these reactions, because the metbod distinghuishes readily between partially 
deuterated hydracarbon species due to its high mass resolution, and allows a quantitative 
analysis of the extent of exchange. In adsorbed ethylidyne, H-D exchange occurs readily at 
temperatures of 225 K and higher. The SSIMS results indicate that the hydrogen atoms are 
replaced by deuterium one at a time. An exchange mechanism with vinyl and ethylidene 
intermediates is proposed. 

Our SSIMS studies on the surface chemistry of the rhodium(lll) single crystal 
surface show the potential of the technique in catalytic reactivity studies. A disadvantage of 
using single crystal surfaces is that the effect of partiele size on catalyst reactivity cannot 
be studied. A promising alternative to single crystal surfaces is the use of small partiele 
model systems, in which the active phase is dispersed over a thin oxide film on a conducting 
substrate. Chapter 6 describes the wet-chemica! preparation of such an alumina-supported 
rhodium catalyst, which may be used in future reactivity studies. In combination with XPS, 
SSIMS gives unique information on the elementary composition, local molecular structure 
and oxidation state of the catalyst after various preparation steps. 

In summary, we conclude that SSIMS can provide valuable information on the local 
molecular structure of a catalyst surface as long as the analytica! conditions are optimal. 
This means that the active phase must be located at the outer surface of the sample, where 
it is visible to the ion beam, and that no sample charging occurs during the analysis . Single 
crystal surfaces are ideal systems in this respect: they can be used in catalytic reactivity 
studies to investigate (the kinetics of) elementary reaction steps. Model catalysts, consisting 
of small particles dispersed over a thin film oxide on a conducting substrate, constitute 
another class of catalytic model systems which can be investigated with SSIMS. So far, such 
model systems have been used in catalyst preparation studies, but examples in the literature 
show their promising perspective in reactivity studies. From an instrumental point of view, 
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we note that time-of-flight (TOF)SIMS offers improved sensitivity and mass resolution, 
which has not yet been exploited in studies of catalysts, while the opportunities for 
quantification will improve due to the development of secondary neutral mass speetrometry 
(SNMS) and laser-postionization TOFSIMS. 



Samenvatting 

Het voornaamste doel van dit werk was het onderzoeken van de mogelijkheden en het 
toepassen van secundaire ionen massaspectrometrie (SIMS) in het onderzoek aan heterogene 
katalysatoren en in de katalytische oppervlaktechemie. Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een 
literatuuroverzicht van SIMS toepassingen in de katalyse. De hoofdstukken 4 en 5 
beschrijven SIMS studies aan katalytische reacties op het rhodium(lll) éénkristaloppervlak, 
terwijl in hoofdstuk 6 de bereiding van alumina-gedragen rhodium katalysatoren is 
bestudeerd. 

SIMS is de oppervlaktegevoelige equivalent van conventionele massaspectrometrie. 
Met deze ultrahoog vacuüm techniek meet men de massa en intensiteit van secundaire ionen 
die van het oppervlak van een preparaat worden verwijderd door het te beschieten met een 
laag energetische primaire ionenbundeL Hoewel SIMS in principe een destructieve techniek 
is kan de schade aan het oppervlak tot minder dan 1% van een atomaire monolaag worden 
beperkt door een lage primaire ionendosis te gebruiken (statische (S)SIMS) . De atomaire 
secundaire ionen in SSIMS geven informatie over de elementaire samenstelling van de 
buitenste atoomlaag van het preparaat, terwijl de secundaire clusterionen details verstrekken 
over de lokale moleculaire struktuur. Deze informatie is bijzonder relevant in onderzoek aan 
heterogene katalysatoren, omdat deze lokale materiaaleigenschappen grotendeels de 
reactiviteit van de katalysator bepalen. Het belangrijkste nadeel van de methode is dat het 
proces van secundaire ionenemissie slechts ten dele begrepen wordt. Het resulteert in grote 
verschillen in de detectielimiet voor de verschillende elementen (1 o-2-10-6 atoom%) en maakt 
kwantitatieve analyses moeilijk. 

Het literatuuroverzicht in hoofdstuk 3 maakt onderscheid tussen SSIMS toepassingen 
op technische katalysatoren en in de katalytische oppervlaktechemie. In onderzoek aan 
technische katalysatoren wordt SSIMS meestal gebruikt als karakteriseringstechniek om de 
samenstelling en struktuur van de buitenste atoomlaag vast te stellen, bijvoorbeeld tijdens 
katalysatorbereiding, na het toevoegen van promotoren, of na deactivering van de 
katalysator. De verkregen informatie is meestal kwalitatief van aard, al kunnen SIMS 
gegevens in sommige gevallen gekwantificeerd worden met behulp van andere 
spectroscopische technieken. Het belangrijkste probleem in studies aan praktische 
katalysatoren is het opladen van het preparaat tijdens de analyse ten gevolge van isolerende 
oxydische katalysatordragers, hetgeen leidt tot nadelige intensiteitsverliezen. Deze problemen 
kunnen succesvol worden vermeden door het gebruik van dunne oxydelagen op een 
geleidend substraat als katalysatordrager. 

Eénkristaloppervlakken vormen ideale systemen voor onderzoek met behulp van 
SSIMS. Op het gebied van de katalytische oppervlaktechemie is SSIMS veelal gebruikt om 
de samenstelling en moleculaire struktuur van actsorbaten vast te stellen. Bovendien zijn in 
een aantal studies veranderingen in de struktuur en samenstelling van het adsorbaat in situ 
gevolgd tijdens lage druk reacties (isotherme SSIMS, temperatuur geprogrammeerde 
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(TP)SSIMS). De combinatie van TPSSIMS en temperatuur geprogrammeerde desarptie 
(TPD) blijkt bijzonder waardevol omdat deze technieken complementaire informatie 
verschaffen: TPD volgt desorptiereacties, terwijl TPSSIMS reacties op het oppervlak volgt. 
TPD gegevens worden verder vaak gebruikt om SSIMS signaalintensiteiten (of 
intensiteitsverhoudingen) uit te drukken in oppervlakteconcentraties van adsorbaten. Na een 
dergelijke calibratie kan TPSSIMS worden gebruikt om de kinetische parameters van 
oppervlaktereacties te bepalen, welke slechts met een beperkt aantal andere 
oppervlaktegevoelige meettechnieken bepaald kunnen worden. 

Het accent van onze eigen experimenten lag op het bestuderen van de katalytische 
reactiviteit van het rhodium(lll) éénkristaloppervlak . Een katalytische reactie bestaat in het 
algemeen uit verschillende elementaire reactiestappen, zoals de adsorptie van reactanten, één 
of meerdere oppervlaktereacties, en de desarptie van produkten. De oppervlaktereacties 
omvatten meestal de dissociatie en vorming van chemische bindingen, en zijn daarom van 
doorslaggevend belang voor de gehele katalytische reactiecyclus. Met de combinatie van 
TPSSIMS en TPD hebben wij de elementaire reactiestappen bestudeerd die een rol spelen 
in de reductie van NO over rhodium (hoofdstuk 4) en door rhodium gekatalyseerde 
koolwaterstofreacties (hoofdstuk 5) . 

De adsorptie van NO op het Rh(lll) oppervlak bij 100 K is moleculair en verloopt 
via een mobiele precursor toestand. Twee verschillende adsorptietoestanden van NO zijn 
mogelijk: bij lage bedekkingen adsorbeert het molecule via het stikstofatoom op een 
drievoudige adsorptieplaats, terwijl bij bedekking rond verzadiging een extra, lager 
gecoördineerd NO species aanwezig is. Tijdens het verwarmen van een NO-bedekt Rh(lll) 
oppervlak dissocieert of desorbeert het drievoudig gecoördineerde NO; het lager 
gecoördineerde NO dissocieert niet, maar desorbeert of diffundeert naar een drievoudige 
adsorptieplaats. De competitie tussen NO dissociatie en NO desarptie is sterk 
bedekkingsafhankelijk, zodanig dat er drie karakteristieke bedekkingsgebieden onderscheiden 
kunnen worden. Voor bedekkingen tot 0.25 ML (monolaag) dissociëren alle NO moleculen 
rond 300 K. De dissociatieprodukten recombineren en desorberen als N2 en 0 2 rond 650 en 
1350 K, respectievelijk. Voor bedekkingen hoger dan 0 .25 ML neemt de 
dissociatietemperatuur van NO toe en treedt er bovendien NO desarptie op. Dit betekent dat 
NO dissociatie in toenemende mate wordt gehinderd op vollere oppervlakken. Voor NO 
bedekkingen hoger dan 0.50 ML is dissociatie slechts mogelijk na de desarptie van een deel 
van het drievoudig gecoördineerde NO. 

De sterke bedekkingsafhankelijkheid van de NO dissociatiekinetiek kan worden 
verklaard uit het feit dat de reactie een ensemble van rhodiumatomen nodig heeft om te 
kunnen verlopen. Een geadsorbeerd NO molecule, met de moleculaire as loodrecht op het 
oppervlak, moet over een rhodium atoom buigen om in de transition state 
(overgangstoestand) voor dissociatie te raken. Dit is slechts mogelijk als een ensemble van 
3-4 vrije adsorptieplaatsen aanwezig is rond het geadsorbeerde molecule. Omdat in ons geval 
de dissociatieprodukten van NO tijdelijk op het oppervlak accumuleren is de reactie zelf
vergiftigend. Ook de kinetiek van N2 desarptie is sterk afhankelijk van de oppervlakte-
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bedekking. De desorptietemperatuur van N2 daalt sneller dan voor zuivere tweede-orde 
desorptiekinetiek kan worden verwacht, hetgeen kan worden toegeschreven aan laterale 
repulsies tussen de verschillende adatomen. Deze interacties veroorzaken een faseovergang 
van geadsorbeerde stikstofatomen wanneer de totale bedekking groter wordt dan 0.50 ML 
(d.i. voor initiële NO bedekkingen hoger dan 0.25 ML), wat resulteert in een nieuwe, 
pseudo-eerste orde N2 desorptietoestand . 

Hoofstuk 5 laat zien dat SSIMS een uitermate geschikte techniek is om 
koolwaterstofreacties te onderzoeken. De techniek is verrassend informatief over het 
conversiemechanisme van de ontleding van etheen tot ethylidyne. Ethylidyne (CCH3) is het 
eerste stabiele oppervlaktefragment dat wordt gevormd tijdens de ontleding van etheen op 
de dichtstgestapelde (111) oppervlakken van 4d en 5d groep VIII metalen. De conversie van 
etheen naar ethylidyne moet diverse elementaire reactiestappen omvatten, maar omdat het 
intermediair (de intermediairen) van deze reactie instabiel is (zijn) is het mechanisme nog 
steeds een punt van discussie. Literatuurgegevens over de ontleding van etheen op Pt(111), 
het meest bestudeerde oppervlak voor deze reactie, suggereren dat vinyl (CHCH2) en 
ethylideen (CHCH3) de meest waarschijnlijke intermediairen zijn. 

Op Rh(111) begint de vorming van ethylidyne bij 180 K en is volledig bij 220 K, 
ongeacht de oppervlaktebedekking. Bij lage etheenbedekkingen wordt echter al atomaire 
waterstof gevormd bij 140 K, duidelijk lager dan de temperatuur waarbij ethylidyne wordt 
gevormd. Dit impliceert dat de ontleding van etheen wordt geïnitieerd door het breken van 
een C-H binding, zodat een vinyl (CHCH2) species het meest waarschijnlijke intermediair 
is tijdens de conversie van etheen naar ethylidyne op Rh(111) . De temperatuur waarbij vinyl 
gevormd wordt neemt toe bij toenemende etheenbedekking, totdat zij samenvalt met de 
ethylidyne vormingstemperatuur. Deze bedekkingsafhankelijkheid wordt vermoedelijk 
veroorzaakt door het feit dat de splitsing van een C-H binding een ensemble van vrije 
metaalatomen vereist. Bij temperaturen boven 180 K wordt de sterische belemmering van 
vinylvorming gedeeltelijk opgeheven door de oruniddellijke conversie van vinyl naar 
ethylidyne, wat minder ruimte in beslag neemt dan een geadsorbeerd etheen- of 
vinylfragment. 

lsotopische waterstof-deuterium uitwisselingsreacties in geadsorbeerde 
koolwaterstoffen kunnen van grote waarde zijn om de splitsing en vorming van C-H 
bindingen te bestuderen. SSIMS is bij uitstek geschikt om deze reacties te bestuderen omdat 
de techniek door zijn hoge massaresolutie gemakkelijk onderscheid maakt tussen gedeeltelijk 
gedeutereerde koolwaterstoffragmenten. In geadsorbeerd ethylidyne vindt H-D uitwisseling 
plaats bij temperaturen van 225 K en hoger. De SSIMS resultaten geven aan dat de 
waterstofatomen een voor een worden vervangen door deuterium. Een 
uitwisselingsmechanisme met vinyl- en ethylidyne-intermediairen wordt voorgesteld. 

Het SSIMS onderzoek aan de oppervlaktechemie van het rhodium(lll) 
éénkristaloppervlak toont de unieke mogelijkheden van de techniek in katalytische 
reactiviteitsstudies. Een nadeel van het gebruik van éénkristaloppervlakken is dat het effect 
van deeltjesgrootte op de reactiviteit van de katalysator niet kan worden bestudeerd . Een 
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veelbelovend alternatief voor éénkristaloppervlakken vormt het gebruik van modelsystemen 
waarin de aktieve fase als kleine deeltjes is verspreid over een dunne oxydelaag op een 
geleidende substraat. Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft de nat-chemische bereiding van dergelijke 
alumina-gedragen rhodium katalysatoren, die in de toekomst gebruikt kunnen worden in 
reactiviteitsstudies. In combinatie met XPS geeft SSIMS unieke informatie over de 
elementaire samenstelling, de lokale moleculaire struktuur en de oxidatietoestand van de 
katalysator na diverse bereidingsstappen. 

Samenvattend concluderen wij dat SSIMS waardevolle informatie kan verschaffen 
over de lokale moleculaire struktuur van een katalysatoroppervlak zolang de analytische 
condities optimaal zijn. Dit betekent dat de aktieve fase op het buitenste oppervlak van het 
preparaat aanwezig moet zijn om zichtbaar te zijn voor de ionenbundel, en dat het preparaat 
tijdens de analyse niet inhomogeen mag opladen. Eénkristaloppervlakken vormen in dit 
opzicht ideale modelsystemen: zij kunnen worden gebruikt in katalytische reactiviteitsstudies 
om (de kinetiek van) elementaire reactiestappen te onderzoeken. Modelkatalysatoren 
bestaande uit kleine deeltjes verspreid over een dunne oxydelaag op een geleidend substraat 
vormen een andere klasse katalytische modelsystemen die kunnen worden onderzocht met 
SSIMS. Tot nu toe zijn deze modelsystemen gebruikt in katalysatorbereidingsstudies, maar 
voorbeelden in de literatuur tonen hun veelbelovende perspectief in reactiviteitsstudies . 
Vanuit een instrumenteel oogpunt merken wij op dat time-of flight (TOF)SIMS verbeterde 
gevoeligheid en massaresolutie biedt, waarvan nog geen gebruik is gemaakt in studies aan 
katalysatoren, terwijl de mogelijkheden tot kwantificering in de toekomst zullen verbeteren 
door de ontwikkeling van secundaire neutralen massaspectrometrie (SNMS) en laser
postionisatie TOFSIMS. 
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